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PREFACE
In today’s globally competitive environment, Intellectual Property contributes enormously to
economic growth and is a tool of business competitiveness. Intellectual Property Rights act as a fuel
for fostering inventions and innovations. It is a subject-matter of current discussions and high on the
agenda for the policy makers. In India, there are various emerging issues and challenges of
Intellectual Property rights .This books entitled ‘Intellectual Property Rights vol 11’ is a collection of
twenty papers whereas forty papers were included in the first volume of this book. These papers are
contributed by eminent scholars, academicians, policy makers, lawyers and thinkers from different
parts of India in the Two Days National Workshop on Sensitizing and Imparting awareness about
Intellectual Property Rights among Students on 04-05 Feb 2020 in DAV College for Girls
Yamunanagar Haryana. This book covers different aspects of IPR. In this workshop, a Poster and
collage competition was also organised in collaboration with the Department of Fine Arts. Few
posters and collages of the participants are also included in this book to encourage creativity. .We
hope that the readers will find this book relevant, useful and beneficial for understanding the concept
of IPR in a better way. It is hoped that this book would prove to be instrumental in generating new
ideas and the creators getting it registered.
At the very outset, we bow our heads to thank the God Almighty who bestowed us with His kind
grace and made it possible for us to bring out this book.
We acknowledge and appreciate the efforts of all the researchers, worthy scholars and resource
persons who have contributed their papers to incorporate in this book but at the same time we do not
own any responsibility regarding the originality or authenticity of the ideas expressed in the different
articles by their authors.
We express sincere thanks and heart felt gratitude to the DGHE Haryana for sponsoring this national
workshop on this important issue.
We are grateful to the D.A.V. managing committee, New Delhi and Principal D.A.V. College for
girls, YNR College who have provided whole hearted support and help to make it a success.
We acknowledge the efforts of the entire team who were involved in this national workshop without
their support this workshop could not be held and this book could not be published.
Our sincere thanks to the publisher for the publication of this book in time .
Finally we extend our apologies for the errors and omissions, if any, which might have been
overlooked inadvertently in this book.

Dr Meenu Jain
Dr Anita Moudgil
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OVERALL IMPACT OF COMPULSORY LICENSING IN INDIAN
MARKET: THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE NEUTRAL
Harinder Narvan, Aparna Jain, Aashrika Ahuja and Bani Mittal,
Knowledgentia Consultants
INTRODUCTION
Compulsory licensing is when a government allows someone else to produce a patented product
or process without the consent of the patent owner or plans to use the patent- protected
invention itself. A compulsory license provides that the owner of a patent or copyright licenses
the use of their rights against payment either set by law or determined through some form of
adjudication or arbitration. It is one of the flexibilities in the field of patent protection included in
the WTO’s agreement on intellectual property — the TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights) Agreement [1].
According to section 84 of Patent act of 1970,
(1) At any time after the expiration of three years from the date of the [grant] of a patent, any

person interested may make an application to the Controller for grant of compulsory license on
patent on any of the following grounds:
a) that the reasonable requirements of the public with respect to the patented invention have not
been satisfied, or
b) that the patented invention is not available to the public at a reasonably affordable price, or
c) that the patented invention is not workable in the territory of India [2].
BRIEF HISTORY: CASE IN INDIA (BAYER V/S NATCO)
India's first ever compulsory license was granted. to M/s. Natco Pharmaceuticals Limited (Natco)
under Section 84 of the Patent Act 1970 (the Act). This compulsory license was in respect of the
petitioner's patented invented drug - SorafenibTosylate (compound of Carboxyaryl Substituted
Diphenyl Ureas) sold under brand name Nexavar (patented drug). [3].
This patented drug is used in the treatment of patients suffering from Kidney cancer i.e. Renal Cell
Carcinoma (RCC) and liver cancer i.e. Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC). This Drug is priced at
about Rs.2,84,000/- per month and Natco was offering the same at Rs.8,800/- per month.
On 6th December 2010, Natco approached Bayer for voluntary license because Nexavar did not meet
reasonable requirements of public, nor it was reasonably priced, nor it was workable in territory of
India. Bayer rejected Natco’s request on 27th December 2010 because it seemed more in nature of a
―notice‖ rather than a ―voluntary license‖. Therefore, on 29th July 2011, after the expiry of 3 years
from 3rd March 2008 (the date on which patent was granted for Nexavar drug in India), Natco
applied to the controller for grant of Compulsory license. On 9th March 2012, the controller while
granting Compulsory license to Natco directed it to pay Bayer royalty @6% of the net sales (later
increased to 7% during the hearing on 4th March 2013) This grant of compulsory license to Natco
was welcomed with mixed reactions with some finding it to be impacting positively and there
were some who found it having a negative impact. There also appeared to be a section that
perceived this development in a neutral manner.
In the following section, we are discussing the overall impact of India’s first ever compulsory license.
THE GOOD
1. The price of generic version (of Soranib) reduced drastically (by more than 97%) as
compared to the original version. The medicine which costed Rs. 2,80,000 (Bayer, the
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patentee) was now sold for Rs. 8,800 (Natco, Compulsory License holder) and Rs.1710 (Cipla,
Infringer). Non-governmental groups reportedly welcomed the decision [4].
2. It was a relief for a lot of patients when it came to ―affordability‖ as well as ―availability‖ since
Natco said at least 100,000 people suffer from different types of renal cell carcinoma
and hepatic cell carcinoma (the types of cancer for which sorafenib is prescribed) in India.
Further, every year, 30,000 new patients are diagnosed with both these diseases and nearly
24,000 patients die every year in the country [5].
3. The affordable price of drug gave advantage to entire public and was not just limited to poor
people who are under Project Affected People (PAP) program.
4. The public interest is always fundamental in deciding about pricing, while granting
compulsory license for medicines/drugs. Nexavar has the potential to increase the lifespan
of cancer patients in final stage by 4-5 years and hence public interest was not neglected
when compulsory license was granted.
5. The share price of the generic company that received the compulsory license generally
increases. The share price of Natco increased from 56.23 (07/03/2012) to 59.23 (09/03/2012)
when compulsory license was granted to it on 08/03/2012 [6].
6. It paved the way for a stronger and robust industry which could now meet health
requirements of the country. It is argued that compulsory licensing plays a vital role in
developing and fostering a local generic pharmaceutical industry [17].
7. Lower price of drug positively contributes to generic company’s inherent research
strength. It enables in making deep inroads in process development. Natco was able to
develop different manufacturing processes and able to sell their reverse-engineered versions of
multinational-patented drugs at lower prices [7]. On the other hand, Cipla (an infringer),
besides selling Soranib (at Rs. 1710), announced price reductions of brain cancer drug
(molecule - Temozolamide 250 mg) from Rs. 20,250 to Rs. 5,000 for a pack of five capsules
and lung cancer drug (molecule - Gefitinib 250 mg) from Rs. 10,200 to Rs. 4,250 for a pack
of 30 tablets [7].
8. Hospitalization for illnesses is a major cause of indebtedness, especially for those living below
the poverty line. Affordability of drugs is a key issue in India. Consumers might be able to buy
generic versions of drugs at prices much lower than the original product. The resultant
competition from compulsory licensing in the pharmaceutical industry would help discipline
the market and keep prices in check [8].
9. Pre-empting the move to issue compulsory licenses, Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) may
start following a dual pricing system wherein different prices are charged for a drug in
developed and developing countries. MNEs may also sign voluntary licensing deals with
domestic firms. By signing exclusive product licensing deals with domestic companies for a
drug, MNEs can help avoid compulsory licensing action. Under voluntary licensing
deals, MNEs have the freedom to dictate the terms at which domestic firms may sell
generic versions of their drug, unlike under a compulsory licensing setup that works
without the consent of the patent owner. There have already been several such deals.
Some examples of such deals are those between:
a) India’s Strides Arcolab Ltd. and the United States-based Gilead Sciences Inc. for a group of
HIV/AIDS drugs;
b) Pune-based Emcure Pharmaceuticals Ltd. and Swiss drug manufacturer F. Hoffman La Roche
Ltd. for patented cancer drugs;
c) United States-based Merc and India’s MSD Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd. and Sun
d) Pharmaceuticals Industries Ltd for patented diabetes drugs; and
e) Swiss drug manufacturer Novartis and Mumbai-based Lupin for a chronic obstructive
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pulmonary disease drug
10. India has often been called ―the pharmacy of the developing world as it supplies
generic medicines at low cost to many developing countries. In fact, 67 per cent of the
medicines exported from India go to developing countries. Low-cost anti-retroviral drugs
manufactured in India between 2003-2008 accounted for more than 80 per cent of donorfunded purchases of anti-retroviral drugs for use in developing countries. Moreover,
competition in the generic drug industry has helped to lower the cost of HIV/AIDS
treatment by 99 per cent since 2000 (CENTAD and CLRA, 2009; Medecins sans Frontieres,
2013). Through compulsory licensing, affordability will prevail.
11. Successful grant of compulsory license to Natco encouraged more generic companies to file
for the same (Lee pharma (for saxagliptin) and BDR pharma (for Dasatinib)) with the aim
to provide cheaper versions of expensive drugs [10].Not only these, a panel was set up by the
Government under the purview of the Ministry of Health to assess the possibility of granting
more compulsory licenses in the country. The panel, chaired by R K Jain, Additional
Secretary at the Ministry of Health, recommended the application of compulsory licenses for
three new anti-cancer drugs under Section 92 of the Patents Act. These drugs include
Trastuzumab (or Herceptin) for breast cancer, (produced by Roche), Ixabepilone (produced
by Bristol-Myers Squibb) for chemotherapy and Dasatinib for treating leukemia (produced by
Bristol-Myers Squibb). Under Section 92, once the Government invokes a compulsory license
for these drugs, pharmaceutical companies will be able to apply directly to the Patent
Controller for permission to manufacture and sell generic versions of the patented drug at a
lower price in the market. The panel zeroed in on these drugs because of the exorbitant rates at
which they are sold. A vial (40 mg) of Trastuzumab costs US$ 2,480 while 60 tablets of 20 mg
each of Dasatinib are priced at US$ 2340 [7].
12. A pharmaceutical drug can be introduced in the market only after conducting animal toxicity
studies which are Phase I, II, and III human clinical trials generating information and data
which is submitted to the satisfaction of drug regulatory authorities. If Bolar exemption is
provided instead of a Compulsory license, then generic companies can export the drug
to/and conduct development studies (such as bioequivalence, bioavailability and stability
studies to establish chemical and functional equivalence of their product with the originator
product), generation of information and data before the expiry of the patent, i.e. during a
patent’s term, to launch the product in the market immediately on expiry or invalidation
of the patent [14]. Through this, patients don’t have to wait for cheaper/affordable generic
versions to be available in market. Hence, their treatment can begin immediately.
13. Some pharma companies, under the Bolar Exemption can also pledge to provide free generic
medicines to poor for life time. For example: Natco was prepared to provide medicines
(Regorafenib product by Bayer) to 2000 patients free for life [15].
14. In FY17 – the net profit (of Natco) rose three-fold to Rs. 486 crores on YoY basis, and in
FY18 it further jumped 43 percent to Rs. 695 crores against a Rs. 2,242-crore revenue.
EBITDA margins stood at 33.5 percent and 43.2 percent in the last two years respectively —
the highest among the peers [16].
15. The local industries which produce counterfeit goods employee thousands of workers and
therefore reduce unemployment [17].
16. In order to advance in science and technology, third world countries need maximum access to
intellectual property of advanced nations [17]. Compulsory licensing or Bolar Exemption are
some of the few techniques which might assist.
17. The proponents of compulsory licensing argue that compulsory licensing does not
discourage research and development because the costs incurred on research are
recovered from sales of the patented products in the advanced states of the world having
stringent patent protection [17].
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18. If the government prefers to issue Compulsory license, it will enable technology transfer
(which is less costly as compared to Research and Development) [18].
19. Compulsory licensing can be seen as an effective remedy in such cases where the public
interest is involved to a large extent and anti-competitive practices of companies have damaged
the interest of consumers as well as competitors in legal sense [21].
THE BAD
1. The company Bayer (patent owner) didn’t get a ―second chance‖ to make the product
commercially available themselves. In the end, they only obtained a certain percentage of
royalty. In this case, Bayer obtained only 7% of royalty from net sales by Natco [3]. This
could have been disheartening, particularly for the inventors of the product.
2. It is difficult to determine the exact quantum of patented drug required by public.
Authorities rely on Globocan 2008 figures to track the number of patients suffering from
cancer in India. The number of incidence (according to Bayer) might be incorrect and might
cause financial losses if compulsory license is granted on basis of such incorrect/nonreliable figures.
According to figures, there were 4004 RCC patients and 4838 HCC patients, total 8842 patients.
Bayer only sold 593 boxes and around 200 patients received the drug in 2011. On the
other hand, the goods supplied by infringer (Cipla) were not considered because they could
stop any day and ―defacto license‖ was not provided to them by Bayer. Thus, concluding that
public demand was not satisfied.
3. The compulsory license was taken negatively by many overseas companies because the
reasonable price of patented drug was not arrived at by taking into account the research and
development cost of patented drug and failed drug but arrived at by taking into account
the lowest price (Rs. 8,800). Bayer invested Rs. 114 Billion in Research and
Development activity and considered their patented product priced reasonably (Rs.
2,80,000 which is uniform throughout the world, subject to factors like exchange rate, tax
etc.).
4. The share price of company whose patented drug is produced by a generic company under
the pretext of compulsory license declined. The share price of Bayer decreased from 804.75
(07/03/2012) to 802.30 (09/03/2012) when compulsory license was granted to Natco on
08/03/2012.
5. If the compulsory license precedent were followed widely, not just in India but elsewhere, it
would simply undermine the purpose and function of patent protection. Simply taking away
Intellectual property in an attempt to make medical care affordable is not viable precedent in a
market economy [7]. The absence of business congenial legal climate may discourage
patent owning firms to start any new ventures in a country that makes use of compulsory
licensing provisions [17].
6. Natco obtaining the compulsory license sends negative signals to some, especially to
overseas companies. It introduces all kinds of uncertainties into the minds of innovative
pharma multinationals. They will be very apprehensive that the indiscriminate use of
compulsory licensing can potentially damage their business in India. For the multinationals,
this will make a dent in their innovation returns.
7. Indigenous ability to produce innovative drugs for neglected diseases (like kala-azar, malaria
and tuberculosis) will therefore largely be unaffected by the issue of compulsory licenses.
8. Product based patent systems were encouraged in developing countries in the hope that it
would trigger innovation in drugs for countering neglected diseases. However, domestic
companies still lack the required technical competence or the financial muscle to develop a drug
from start to finish. As a result, a number of Indian companies have entered into collaborative
deals with MNEs (who try to evade compulsory license by collaboration). Thus, while there
Page 4
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has been an increase in R&D expenditure, it has mainly been used to develop drugs for
treating diseases that are more prevalent in the developed world.
9. India’s intellectual property regime has been perceived as not robust, and this may affect
India’s global image as an investment hub especially with regard to its research- intensive
sectors [8]. Compulsory licenses may raise safety concerns; the consumers of counterfeit
products are at risk because the inferior quality unapproved generics may contain many
dangerous impurities [17].
10. If generic producers are prohibited from manufacturing and selling low-cost drugs, a large
number of patients in poor countries will remain without access to affordable essential
medicines.
11. Almost 90 per cent of all patent-protected pharmaceutical products are imported.
―Therefore, under the terms of compulsory license, all these drugs are now susceptible to
compulsory license order in India‖. This decision serves as a warning that when drug
companies are price-gouging and limiting the availability, there are major consequences
[9].Threat of non-voluntary licensing may be helpful in negotiating a reasonable price of the
necessary drug acceptable to both the patent owner and the government [17].
12. The decision of a government to grant compulsory licenses may lead to the loss of foreign
direct investment (FDI). In order to protect their products from compulsory licensing, the
pharmaceutical companies may find a different venue for their clinical trials. Therefore, a
country may lose a potential source of economic growth by issuance of compulsory licenses.
[17].
13. As a result of weak intellectual property regime, a country becomes less competitive, and
brain drain is an obvious result. It becomes nearly impossible for such countries to retain their
human capital; the talented scientists and researchers leave the country in search of better
opportunities elsewhere in the world [17].
14. Court rejected Lee Pharma’s application for compulsory license for saxagliptin. Due to
rejection, Lee pharma was unable to manufacture the drug of Rs. 27/ saxagliptin 2.5 mg
tablet and Rs. 29/ saxagliptin 5mg tablet. It also couldn’t manufacture combination of
saxagliptin and metformin at Rs. 30/tablet for 5/500mg strength and Rs. 31.50/tablet for
5/1000 mg strength against the price of Rs.41-45 imported by AstraZeneca. According to Lee
pharma, one million people were prescribed Saxagliptin in one year, then the requisite number
of tablets per year would be 365,000,000 but the total number of tablets imported for a year
was only 823,855 which is about 0.23% of the total number of tablets for a year. Claiming that
there existed 99% shortage of Saxagliptin in the Indian market. Later, Lee Pharma's cost and
availability claims were obscured given that patients can already obtain an Indianmanufactured generic version of a similar drug, sitagliptin for slightly less than what Lee
Pharma says it would sell saxagliptin for.
15. Court rejected BDR Pharma’s application for compulsory license for Dasatinib. Due to
rejection, it was unable to manufacture a month’s drug at Rs. 8,100 against the price of Rs. 1
lakh imported by Bristol Myers Squibb. Annual incidence of Chronic Myeloid Leukemia
(CML) in India was originally reported to be 2,200 per 100,000 people and they are unable
to afford it. Later, Indian patent office rejected compulsory license application because it
did not follow the procedures for obtaining a voluntary license [12].
16. If Bolar Exemption is provided instead of compulsory license, then patentee’s interest may be
prejudiced because the patentee may not have a patent in the country of export which
would leave the patentee completely remedy-less. The patentee will have to undertake a global
surveillance, tracking the products exported to establish what purpose they are being used
for and then enforce their patents (if any) in multiple countries. This will give importer a
free reign to export patented products (and get profitable market venture) without fear of
prosecution [14].
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17. If interim injunction is granted towards the export of a drug (Regorafenib) under Bolar
Exemption, the impugned order will not account for the balance of convenience and the
prejudice that would be caused to the exporter (Natco) would be separate. If annual sale
of drug by patentee (Bayer) in Indian market is Rs. 25 crores, Natco was prepared to deposit
in the court Rs. 5 crores without prejudice to its rights and contentions towards the plausible
losses that might be suffered by Bayer [15].
THE NEUTRAL
1. Even though companies like Lee pharma and BDR pharma could not obtain compulsory license

for costly cancer drug, other companies like Alembic and Natco were able to obtain ―Bolar
Exemption‖. The Bolar exemption provides an exception from patent infringement to the
generic manufacturers from using patented drugs for research and development, for the sole
purpose of submission of information for regulatory approvals of generic versions of patented
products before the concerned patents expire [11].
2. Bolar exemptiona)

encourage generic 'competition' in the pharmaceutical industry by streamlining the process of
regulatory approval for generics,

b) stimulate investment in pharmaceutical research and development by restoring to the

patent owner a part of the patent term consumed by regulatory delay, and
c)

facilitate immediate competition in the market place upon patent expiration by securing for the
generic industry an exemption from infringement activities relating to FDA submissions.

3. With Bolar exemption, Natco exported Nexavar API, sorafenib to Chinese company M/s

Hisun Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd
4. With Bolar exemption, Alembic exported Xarelto API, Rivaroxaban to Brazil and Middle East

companies
5. Instead of Compulsory license, some companies might also obtain ―Marketing License‖.

Natco Pharma has started selling copies of global pharma major Bristol Myers Squibb's (BMS)
cancer drug Dasatinib, sold under the brand name of Sprycel at Rs. 9,000 for a month, as
compared to Rs. 1 lakh charged by BMS, in the Indian market, after it got a marketing license
from the Uttarakhand government to sell a generic version of the drug [13]. Through this
license, Chronic Myeloid Leukemia patients could afford their treatment and increase their life
expectancy.
6. The crux of the compulsory license debate between the pharmaceutical industry of the

developed world and the governments of the developing world is the very idea of such licenses
in patent law. The innovator pharmaceutical industry and their governments view compulsory
licenses solely through the prism of competition law or scenarios of national emergencies.
The developing world views them in the context of human rights, where every patient is
entitled to life-saving medicine [19].
7. To have success in price negotiations with multinationals, in order to have the option of

using compulsory license option credibly, developing countries must strengthen their
bargaining powers broadly. Further, compulsory licensing should be the last rather than first
option to debate about [20].
8. Countries should use other flexibilities in TRIPS, such as research exemption and parallel

imports [20].
9. There is an urgent need to facilitate the issuance of CL to export vital drugs to the least

developed countries. Institutional changes in this direction would not only benefit the least
developed countries, but all countries that do not have enough manufacturing capacity for a
given drug. India has implemented a special compulsory license regime for the manufacture
and export of patented medicines to countries with insufficient or no manufacturing capacity
to address public health needs. However, those countries also need to amend their local IPR
Page 6
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regulation in order to take full benefit from the Indian regime [20].
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Abstract
Charges for the use of intellectual property not included elsewhere is an important part of current
account. It falls in trade in service as sub part of other services. Many knowledge based economies
trade in this item. Some of them spend a large amount on its import and some earn a big amount by its
export. In this paper, an attempt has been made to analyze trade in intellectual property of some
selected nations especially focusing on India and China. It has been found that India and China
experienced great structural change in their economies during 49 years from 1970 to 2018 which
further influenced their pattern of trade. Being the developing countries, India and China are
dependent on advanced countries for technological development. Expenditure on research and
development as percentage of GDP is very high in all mentioned countries and has increased with
passes of time but it is very low in India. Export of this item has always been lower than its import for
India and China that’s why net trade in this item contributes negatively in balance of services.
Keywords: Intellectual Property, Trade, China, India, R&D
1. Introduction
Economic development is a process that human society has achieved through its intelligence and
creativity. The discovery and invention of new medicinal herbs and medicines have been possible
only due to the intellectual power of Homo-sapiens. Historical literary works have come into
existence with creative minds. The intellectual creativity arising out of human intelligence is called
intellectual property. Intellectual property consists of such items, which arise from the use of
intelligence by persons. Any original work, design, trademark, etc. created by a person or entity are
intellectual property.
Like physical wealth, intellectual property can also be owned. Just as there is a fear of theft of
physical wealth, similarly there is a fear of theft of intellectual property. In view of this, almost all the
countries of the world have provided strict laws for its protection. That’s why; the importance of
intellectual property in the world is increasing rapidly in present time. It is the basis of a knowledgebased economy. Due to its importance in all sectors of the economy, it is becoming increasingly
relevant and it is also important to ensure competitiveness of enterprises. The form of intellectual
property is intangible, but the state recognizes it as a general interpretation of property. Plagiarism and
illegal counterfeiting are becoming a serious threat in the area of intellectual property protection,
causing economic damage to the originality and authenticity of an intellectual product and its creator.
This is the reason; many international organizations are playing their role through adopting
appropriate policy measures and making defense mechanisms to protect intellectual property and the
interests of its owners. The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) was formed in 1967 as
the most important agency of the United Nations to encourage creative activities and promote
intellectual property protection worldwide. It currently has 26 international treaties. It now has 191
member countries, including the Cook Islands, the Holy See and the Niue and the 188 member of the
United Nations. All member countries of the United Nations can become its members, but it is not
obligatory. Palestine enjoys permanent observer status and about 250 NGOs and inter-governmental
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organizations attend its meetings as official observers. India became a member of WIPO in 1975 and
China in 1980.
The World Trade Organization came in force in 1995 and TRIPS is an agreement of this organization.
It is dedicated to a balanced and accessible international intellectual property system, which promotes
creativity, jobs and economic development. The member countries of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) are automatically deemed to be involved in this agreement. The agreement covers most of the
provisions of intellectual property. It also includes patents, copyrights, trademarks, geographical
indications, industrial design, trade secrets and exclusionary rights on new plant species. It came into
force from 1 January 1995 and it is mandatory for all member countries of the World Trade
Organization ((WTO) to obey it and make their laws according to it. India is one of the founding
members of the WTO while China became its member in 2001. Trade of intellectual property (ideas
and knowledge) became an important and indispensable part of development and progress. Just as
other goods and services can be traded. Intellectual property can also be traded. It is a very important
part of trade in commercial services.
The entire paper has been divided in four sections. Section 1 is devoted to introduction, as we have
discussed above. Section 2 describes impact of structural change of India and China and its impact of
their trade pattern. Section 3 focuses on intellectual property trade of India and China. Section 4
concludes the paper.
2. Impact of Structural Change on Trade of India and China
As we know, intellectual property plays such an important role in the economic development of any
country. Developed and developing countries invest a lot to further increase their wealth. There are
many countries in the world such as Japan, Germany, United States, South Korea, which are known
for their technical knowledge. Intellectual property has played a special role in the economic
development of these countries. The governments here have given a lot of attention to education and
health to make their human capital skilled and capable. In present time, most of the countries in the
world spend a lot of money on research for making their intellectual property better than before.
Today's trade of intellectual property is an inexhaustible part of the economic activity of all countries.
The current account of any country is an indicator of her economic health at international level.
Balance of trade is the main part of current account. Balance of trade mainly involves trade in goods
and services. Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e. are a major part of trade in services.
Here we will discuss trade in the intellectual property of two economies and these economies,
referring to two emerging and large economies of Asian continent. These two economies are India
and China. These two countries are located in the continent of Asia and are similar in many respects
e.g. both are the most populous economies in the world. The combined population of both the nations
is 2769.1 million (China’s 1415.05 million and India’s 1354.05 million) which consists more than 36
percent of the world population. Area wise, China is 5th largest country (9,596,960 sq km) and India is
8th largest country (3,287,263 sq km) in the world (Central Intelligence Agency, 2020). China is 2nd
largest economy in terms of nominal GDP (with $13.61 trillion) and India is 7th largest economy in
the same term with $2.72 trillion (2018) GDP (World Bank). Both are of fastest growing economies
in Asia. From 2003 to 2007, the growth rate of China has been in double digits and India also grew at
more than seven per cent during this period. There have been widespread structural changes in the
economies of both countries.
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Table 1: Percentage Share of Economic Activities in Total Value Added
India

India

India

India

India

India

China

China

China

China

China

China

Economic Activity

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2018

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2018

Agriculture, hunting,
forestry, fishing (ISIC
A-B)

56.44

48.99

40.25

30.32

21.07

16.53

57.44

43.81

33.21

18.91

10.38

7.97

Mining,
Manufacturing,
Utilities (ISIC C-E)

14.66

16.92

21.05

21.42

22.80

21.89

14.01

21.27

21.93

31.41

34.33

33.74

Manufacturing (ISIC
D)

10.34

11.47

13.88

14.62

16.69

16.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

29.51

28.87

Construction (ISIC F)

7.25

7.31

6.86

6.68

8.52

7.80

4.49

5.24

5.03

5.27

6.45

6.45

Wholesale, retail
trade, restaurants and
hotels (ISIC G-H)

6.20

7.02

7.40

9.11

10.28

9.32

6.92

7.28

9.74

9.13

10.80

11.51

Transport, storage
and communication
(ISIC I)

2.24

3.04

3.47

4.56

6.13

8.92

3.85

4.79

5.13

5.41

4.72

4.59

Other Activities (ISIC
J-P)

19.22

21.58

24.48

30.04

31.85

35.66

17.88

20.37

28.01

30.66

33.36

36.09

Tertiary Sector

34.91

38.95

42.21

50.40

56.78

61.70

33.15

37.69

47.90

50.46

55.33

58.65

Source: Based on United Nations Statistics Division data

Table 2: Balance of Trade of India and China for 2015 to Q3 2019
India’s Balance of Trade

2015

Goods, credit (exports)

272,352.7

Goods, debit (imports)

2016
268,614.7

2017
304,106.9

2018

Q1 2019

Q2 2019

Q3 2019

332,086.9

87,367.3

82,729.0

80,014.1

409,237.0

376,090.3

452,241.4

518,778.5

122,581.4

128,910.9

118,096.7

-136,884.2

-107,475.5

-148,134.5

-186,691.6

-35,214.1

-46,181.9

-38,082.6

Services, credit (exports)

156,278.2

161,818.8

185,294.0

204,955.6

54,630.3

52,196.8

52,379.6

Services, debit (imports)

82,643.1

95,922.4

109,371.1

124,181.6

33,299.1

32,121.8

31,936.6

Balance on Services

73,635.1

65,896.3

75,922.9

80,774.0

21,331.2

20,075.0

20,443.0

Balance on goods and services

-63,249.2

-41,579.2

-72,211.6

-105,917.7

-13,882.9

-26,106.9

-17,639.6

China’s Balance of Trade

2015

2016

2017

2018

Q1 2019

Q2 2019

Q3 2019

Balance on goods

Goods, credit (exports)

2,142,753.4

1,989,518.6

2,216,213.8

2,417,442.8

540,430.5

609,543.3

635,073.9

Goods, debit (imports)

1,566,562.3

1,500,635.6

1,740,272.4

2,022,272.3

452,694.7

488,926.1

503,518.1

Balance on goods

576,191.1

488,883.0

475,941.4

395,170.5

87,735.8

120,617.3

131,555.8

Services, credit (exports)

217,399.0

208,403.8

213,063.6

233,566.8

59,425.7

59,153.9

59,810.1

Services, debit (imports)

435,719.3

441,549.7

471,995.1

525,815.9

122,872.9

124,986.7

132,291.7

-218,320.3

-233,145.9

-258,931.5

-292,249.1

-63,447.2

-65,832.8

-72,481.7

357,870.8

255,737.1

217,009.9

102,921.5

24,288.5

54,784.5

59,074.2

Balance on Services
Balance on goods and services
Source: IMF, Unit: US$ in millions

Table 1 shows that the structures of both countries have changed in the same way. The share of
primary sector (agriculture and allied activities e.g. hunting, fishery, forestry) has declined sharply in
last 49 years. The share of this sector was 56.44 per cent in 1970 in India which dropped to 16.53 per
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cent in 2018. The same thing happened in China and this share dropped from 57.44 per cent to 7.97
per cent. The share of secondary sector (Mining, Manufacturing, Utilities) has increased in both the
nations but it has been higher in China than India. In India, it was 14.66 per cent in 1970 which
became 21.89 per cent in 2018. The similar trend has been observed in China and share of this sector
in total value added increased from 14.01 per cent in 1970 to 33.74 per cent in 2018. The share of
tertiary sector which is sum of construction (ISIC F), wholesale, retail trade, restaurants and hotels
(ISIC G-H), transport, storage and communication (ISIC I) and other activities (ISIC J-P) has
increased with same pace. The share of tertiary sector in India was 34.91 per cent in 1970 and reached
61.71 per cent in 2018 and in China it increased from 33.15 per cent in to 58.65 per cent in the same
period. While China has emerged as Factory of the World, India on the other hand is also known as
Office of the World. The impact of the extensive changes in their structural change can be seen on
their trade pattern.
With a contribution of 12.77 per cent, China is the largest exporter of goods in the world. Its 93.9 per
cent share of merchandise exports comes from its manufacturing sector. It is second largest importer
of goods and holds 10.75 per cent share in world. In services, it is 5 th largest exporter of commercial
services and contributes 4.59 per cent share in world. It is second largest importer of commercial
services and holds 9.49 per cent share in world. As compare to China, India’s share is small in both
export & import of goods & services. India is 19th and 10th largest exporter and importer of goods in
the world and contributes & holds 1.67 & 2.57 per cent shares respectively in world. In the same way,
India is 8th largest exporter and 10th largest importer of commercial services with 3.54 and 3.20 per
cent shares respectively (WTO, trade profile). Table 2 shows balance of trade (BOT) of India and
China which depicts that balance of goods creates huge deficit in India’s BOT and its most of the part
is recovered by balance of services which helps to reduce BOT deficit. China’s balance of services
shows a large deficit and balance of goods shows great surplus. China’s balance of goods recovers her
deficit in balance of services and plays a vital role in keeping her BOT in surplus.
3. Trade in Intellectual Property: A Comparative Analysis of India and China
Before discussing the trade in intellectual property, it would be better to know different components
of trade in services. According to Balance of Payment Manual 6 (BPM6) following flow chart shows
standard services in which a nation trades. There are four major categories of services e.g. Goodsrelated services, Transport Services, Travel Services and Other Services. There are also sub categories
of these services and charges for the use of intellectual property not included elsewhere is a sub part
of other services. “Charges for the use of intellectual property are payments and receipts between
residents and nonresidents for the authorized use of proprietary rights (such as patents, trademarks,
copyrights, industrial processes and designs including trade secrets, and franchises) and for the use,
through licensing agreements, of produced originals or prototypes (such as copyrights on books and
manuscripts, computer software, cinematographic works, and sound recordings) and related rights
(such as for live performances and television, cable, or satellite broadcast)” (indexmundi.com).
BPM6 Standard Services
Services
Goods-related services

Transport

Travel

Other services

Construction
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Insurance and pension services
Financial services
Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.
Telecommunications, computer, and information
services
Other business services
Personal, cultural, and recreational services
Government goods and services n.i.e.
Memo item: Commercial services
Source: UNCTAD

Table 3 shows percentage shares of different countries in world export of intellectual property for
selected years which depicts that shares of all mentioned nations have increased in 2018 as compare
to 2005 except USA. USA’s share dropped from 41.04 per cent in 2005 to 32.33 per cent in 2018.
Shares of India and China have also increased from 0.11 and 0.09 per cent in 2005 to 0.19 and 1.38
per cent in 2018 respectively.
Table 3: Percentage Shares of Different Countries in World Export of Intellectual property
Export

Australia

Brazil

China

France

Germany

India

Japan

Korea

USA

2005

0.32

0.06

0.09

0.00

3.17

0.11

9.71

1.12

41.04

2010

0.41

0.08

0.35

5.80

3.52

0.05

11.38

1.36

45.86

2018

0.23

0.20

1.38

4.11

5.79

0.19

11.29

1.88

32.33

Source: Based on WTO data

Table 4 supports Table 3 and shows figures of export, average annual growth rate (AAGR %) and
multiple times increase in export. Table 4 tells that export growth rate of intellectual property of
Australia, France and USA have been 2.65, 1.74 and 3.85 per cent annual which is lower than world’s
growth rate 5.70 per cent per annum. Growth rates of Brazil, China, Germany, India and South Korea
have been observed in double digits. Export of China and India increased at very high rate e.g. 21.83
and 15.86 per cent respectively (shown in red bold text). During this period of 14 years, China’s
export of this item has increased 35.43 times (shown in purple bold text).
Table 4: Export of Intellectual Property
Reporting
Economy

South
Australia

Brazil

China

France

Germany

India

Japan

USA

World

Korea

2005

574

102

157

5749

206

17618

2036

74448

181386

2010

973

190

830

13610

8246

127

26683

3188

107521

234473

2018

938

825

5562

16577

23349

785

45560

7594

130452

403521

Times increase

1.63

8.09

35.43

1.07

4.06

3.81

2.59

3.73

1.75

2.22

AAGR %

2.65

11.50

21.83

1.74

11.69

15.86

6.79

11.37

3.85

5.70

C

Source: Based on WTO, Unit: US$ millions, AAGR Average Annual Growth Rate
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Table 5 shows percentage shares of different countries in world import of intellectual property for
selected years which depicts that share of all selected nations has dropped in 2018 as compare to 2005
except China and India. USA’s share dropped from 21.18 per cent in 2005 to 12.33 per cent in 2018.
Shares of India and China have increased from 0.56 and 4.41 per cent in 2005 to 1.81 and 8.16 per
cent in 2018 respectively.
Table 5: Percentage Shares of Different Countries in World Import of Intellectual Property
South
Imports

Australia

Brazil

China

France

Germany

India

Japan

USA
Korea

2005

1.63

1.16

4.41

0.00

5.97

0.56

12.12

3.91

21.18

2010

1.45

1.37

5.53

4.25

3.01

1.03

7.97

3.90

13.81

2018

0.83

1.13

8.16

3.39

3.22

1.81

4.92

2.16

12.33

Source: Based on WTO data

Table 6 supports Table 5 and depicts figures of import, average annual growth rate (AAGR %) and
multiple times increase in import. Table 6 shows that import growth rate of intellectual property of
Australia, France, Germany, Japan, South Korea and USA have been 3.92, 5.78, 4.96, 2.35, 6.02 and
5.91 per cent annual which is lower than world’s growth rate 10.07 per cent per annum. Growth rates
of Brazil, China and India have been observed is double digits. Import of China and India increased
at very high rate e.g. 13.39 and 18.31 per cent respectively (shown in red bold text). During this
period of 14 years, import of India increased 11.76 times (shown in purple bold text). These facts and
figures indicate that trade of intellectual property has increased sharply in developing countries and
these nations are dependent to a large extent on developed countries for high and advanced
technologies.
Table 6: Import of Intellectual Property
South
Import

Australia

Brazil

China

France

Germany

India

Japan

USA

World

Korea

2005

1973

1404

5321

2010

3414

3226

13040

2018

3600

4924

Times increase

1.82

AAGR %

3.92

NA

7211

672

14634

4720

25577

120785

10009

7092

2438

18774

9183

32551

235693

35591

14802

14052

7906

21442

9425

53752

436083

3.51

6.69

1.42

1.95

11.76

1.47

2.00

2.10

3.61

10.19

13.39

5.78

4.96

18.31

2.35

6.02

5.91

10.07

Source: Based on WTO data

It is clear from above analysis that China and India are emerging traders of intellectual property
especially as customer. China’s imports of intellectual property have been greater than India’s and
these have increased with passes of time. In 2005 India imported intellectual property of worth US$
672 million and China imported of worth US$ 5321 million which was 7.91 times more as compare to
India. In 2018, India’s imports of intellectual property reached US$ 7906 million and China’s worth
US$ 35591 million which again 4.5 times more as compare to India. Trade in intellectual property
contributed negatively in balance of services of both the nations. Investment in research and
development plays a great role in augmenting intellectual property of any country. The World Bank’s
data show that expenditure on research and development (R&D) as percentage of GDP has increased
in China. In 1996 China spend 0.563 per cent of its GDP on R&D which has increased 2.145 per cent
in 2017. On other hand, India’s expenditure never crossed 1 per cent of its GDP. It was 0.639 per cent
in 1996 and 0.62 per cent in 2015. From 1998 to 2011 it has been more than 0.7 per cent and in 2008
it has been highest e.g. 0.859 per cent. The same ratio for different countries is being shown in bracket
with their names e.g. Brazil (1.263), Germany (2.288%), France (2.185%), Japan (3.213%), South
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Korea (4.55%) and USA (2.79%) in 2017. This shows the reason that why these countries are
advanced in technological development (World Bank).
China’s increasing expenditure on research and development indicates that China is augmenting its
intellectual property with passes of time. The top five IP offices e.g. China, USA, Japan, South Korea,
European Patent Office received around 85 per cent of the 3.17 million patent applications filed
worldwide in 2017. Out of these 3.17 million, 1.39 million a considerable share e.g. 43.6 per cent was
filed in China alone which is more than double the number of applications received by the USA e.g.
606,956. The next largest shares went to the offices of the USA 19.2 per cent Japan 318,479 (10.1 %),
South Korea 204,775 (6.5 %) and the European Patent Office 166,585 (5.3%). India received 46,582
application which accounts for only 1.47 per cent of worldwide.
IP office of China again received the record breaking highest number of patent applications e.g. 1.54
million in 2018, which accounts for 46.4 per cent of the global total. China’s IP office has been
followed by the offices of the USA with 597,141, Japan with 313,567, South Korea with 209992 and
the European Patent Office with 174,397 applications. Together, these five offices accounted for 85.3
per cent of the worldwide total applications.
Among these top five offices, China recorded a growth rate of 11.6 per cent, the EPO 4.7 per cent and
South Korea 2.5 per cent as compare to previous year, while Japan and the USA saw small declines
of -1.5 and -1.6 per cent respectively.
According to WIPO “A trademark is a sign capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one
enterprise
from
those
of
other
enterprises.”According
to
an
estimate,
10.9
million trademark applications have been filed worldwide in 2018 which cover 14.3 million classes of
trade mark and 15.5 per cent of growth has been observed in the number of classes specified in
applications in 2018. Again China’s IP office received the highest number of application e.g. 7.4
million which was followed by the IP offices of the USA with 640,181 and Japan with 512,156
applications. As compare to previous year, Indonesia, China and India recorded highest growth rate of
29.1, 28.3 and 20.9 per cent respectively in 2018 among the top 20 IP offices of the world (WIPO).
According to WTO “Industrial design is generally understood to refer to the ornamental or aesthetic
aspect of an article rather than its technical features” In 2018, 1 million industrial design applications
were filed worldwide which contain more than 1.3 million designs. China’s IP office received
applications containing 708799 industrial designs which accounts for 54 per cent of world. China has
been followed by the European Union IP Office (EUIPO), IP offices of South Korea, USA and
Germany. As compare to previous years, the IP offices of UK, Russia, Italy, India and China reported
double-digit growth rates e.g. 42.4, 21, 16.6, 13.6 and 12.7 per cent in 2018 among the top IP offices
(WIPO).
According to WTO “A product’s quality, reputation or other characteristics can be determined by
where it comes from. Geographical indications are place names (in some countries also words
associated with a place) used to identify products that come from these places and have these
characteristics (for example, “Champagne”, “Tequila” or “Roquefort”). Protection required under the
TRIPS Agreement is defined in two articles.”
Geographical Indication (GI) literally means a sign that identifies objects, such as agricultural
products, natural goods or manufactured goods, based on originating in the territory of a country
where the said goods are given quality, prestige or any other features inevitably contribute to its
geographical emergence. These are of two types - (1) The first type has geographical names that
indicate the place of origin of the product such as Darjeeling etc. (2) Other are non-geographical
traditional names, which indicate that a product is associated with a particular region like Alphonso,
Basmati, Rosogulla etc.
In 2018, there were around 65,900 Geographical Indications in force worldwide. Germany reported
15,566 GIs which is the largest number in force. After that China 7247 and Hungary 6683 reported,
second and third largest number of GIs in force. More than 51 per cent of GIs in world are related to
wines and spirits, which are followed by agricultural product & food items and handicraft with 29.9
and 2.7 per cent shares respectively (WIPO).
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Publishing industry generates revenue through trade and the educational sectors. The revenue
generated by 14 countries accounted for USD 42.5 billion in 2018. The USA reported USD 23.3
billion, the largest net revenue, who was followed by Germany with USD 6.1 billion, the UK with
USD 5.4 billion and France with USD 3 billion. The U.S. sold 2.6 billion copies of published titles
covering the trade and educational sectors in 2018. It was followed by the UK (652 million), France
(419 million) and Turkey (400 million) (WIPO).
Conclusion
The above discussion shows that being developing nations India and China are highly dependent on
developed and technologically advanced nations for technology and have emerged as big traders of
intellectual property especially as importers. Trade in intellectual property contributes negative
amount in current account of both the nations. The main reason behind this is that the developed
nations like South Korea, Germany, France, USA etc. spend a big amount on research and
development as indicated by their ratio of expenditure on R&D to GDP. This ratio has rapidly
increased in China but very low in India. IP office of China again received the record breaking highest
number of patent applications e.g. 1.54 million in 2018, which accounts for 46.4 per cent of the global
total. China’s IP office received the highest number of application e.g. 7.4 million in 2018. This
shows that China is strengthening herself in field of intellectual property.
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Abstract
Developed countries are recognized today mainly by their advancement of intellectual creativity and
innovation. Knowledge is the key driver for transforming a nation rich and innovative. A kind of new
knowledge (creations) derived from human mind (human capital) is often called Intellectual Property
(IP) and it has been defined as original creative work manifested in a tangible form that can be legally
protected. This paper deals with the patent grants in Asian countries. On an average, the percentage of
patent grants in Japan, Korea and Taiwan was 43.08, 43.95 and 45.88 respectively. China has shown
massive interest in patent filing in recent years and the overall percentage of patent grants over last
dozen years was 32.99%. When compared with Asian countries, India was least innovative nation
among them in terms of patent filing with a granting percentage of 23.07. It indicates, India is
conscious about its IPR polices with higher rejection of filed patents. It has also shown considerable
increase in its research and innovation capabilities. Over the last 10 years, India managed to produce
2.84 lac research publications. In the 2012, India ranked 9th in scientific publications at a global share
of 3.5%. In the global innovation index over the last 5 years, on an average, Indian input sub-index
ranking was 74.6% and output sub- index ranking was 45.8%.Besides, India was often ranked at No.
01in the region of Central and Southern Asia for the last 5 years. India has been consistently ranked in
the top ten when it compared to lower-middle-income (LMI) economies worldwide. However, IPR
culture in India is anything but satisfactory. It demands effective strategies for encouraging and
building IPR activities and explore scientific and industrial research and innovation in India.
Keywords: Intellectual Property Rights; Patents; Indian Patent Office; Copyright; Global Innovation
Index.
INTRODUCTION
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) are statutory rights that allow originators exploit their inventions
or innovations exclusively for a particular period of time. Factually, the IPR laws bring stable, safe
and sustainable eco-system over intellectual products, processes and services for the sole benefit of
the society. Besides, the property has its own uniqueness, exclusiveness or monopoly that allows
inventors or licensors to exploit commercially. In fact, there are two branches of IPR: one is industrial
property (first recognized in Paris Convention in 1883) and second one is copyright (first recognized
in Berne Convention, 1886). Industrial property consists of patents, trademarks, geographical
indications, and industrial designs etc. that are territorial in nature. Filing and registration with a
particular territory and for a particular period of time is essential. After 2009, patents filings grew by
7.6% in 2010, 8.1% in 2011 and 9.2% in 2012 (2.35 million applications filed) while industrial design
filings grew by 17% and trademark filings by 6.0% in 2012 world-wide(WIPO, 2013).Among the
industrial property, patents play a key role in changing national and global innovation landscape. The
main purpose of the patent is to promote innovation, competitiveness, economic growth, and
visibility. Historically, Venetian law of 1474 made the first systematic attempt to protect inventions
by a form of patent, which granted an exclusive right to an individual for the first time (Lucchi,
2007).Copyright (consists of literary, dramatic, musical artistic works including architectural works
etc.) is an intangible property for a specific term. In India it is 60 years. Without the invention of the
printing press by Johann Gutenberg around 1448, book publishing and its copyright consequences
would not have come to limelight and marketed today. Copyright is not a perpetual right (Majmudar
& Co) and ideas cannot be copyrighted, protected and even patented. Majority of research findings
published in peer-reviewed journals remain under copyright. Over 90% journals are now online and
about 1.5 million STM articles are produced in a year. Average growth rate ratio per year for journals
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titles, articles and researchers was 3.5:3:3 over the last two centuries (Ware & Mabe, 2009). In fact,
copyright is automatic, no need to register across for its protection. Hence, significance of IPR
communication and dissemination has greater impact on society for not only safeguarding the
nation’s intellectual creations but also generating revenue to build knowledge-based economy.
IPR IN INDIA: AN OVERVIEW
India is a huge country with a population of more than 1.2 billion with an aspiration to build
intellectual, inclusive and sustainable knowledge based innovative society. Over centuries, India is
known for colossal history of science demonstration, swashbuckling culture and heritage of
traditional knowledge. Zero was invented by India along with the decimal system of numerals that is
called Arabic. By the fifth century, an Indian had discovered the earth's axial rotation (Stevens, 1982).
Stylish and superior quality of articles such as fine fabrics of cotton and silk, embroidery, painted and
enamelled wares, swords and knives and gold and silver jewellery were produced in India (INSA,
2001). But the nation did not exploit these in commercial ways and so failed in this aspect. The
culture of IP in India roots from centuries; the efforts to stimulate a change in the society for meeting
both domestic and overseas needs are to be sustained vigorously. India signed the Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement on 15 April 1994 to set up minimal
standards, procedures and remedies to protect IPRs. TRIPS agreement also allows a great deal of
lawful pluralism among WTO members about standards of patentability and about key flexibilities,
including both patentable subject matter and grounds for compulsory licenses (CLs) (Jishnu, 2014).
Besides, India has a similar pact with the EPO. Under this agreement, on 2 February 2009 the Indian
government granted access to its Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL), a unique database
that houses the country’s traditional medical wisdom, to examiners at the EPO for reference before
grant of patents (EPO, 2009).Ultimately the IPR protection can reap rewards in terms of greater
domestic innovation and increased technology diffusion in developing countries (Falvey and Foster,
2006). In fact, there are seven categories of IPR Acts in India (Fig. 1) representing the rights for
protecting the nation’s intellectual creations or innovations of human mind. The office of the
Controller General of Patents, Designs & Trade Marks (CGPDTM) also called as IP Office is
responsible for the administration of all acts through its IP Offices located at Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata,
Chennai and Ahmedabad

.
Figure 1: IPR Acts in India
COMPARISON OF IPR TRENDS
Office of the CGPDTM follows its own norms and procedures in receiving, examining IPR
applications and granting them in due course of time. Initially, the IPR in India focused mainly on
patent, designs, and trademarks. But Geographical Indications (GI) Act – 1999 was brought into force
on 15th September 2003. Before the TRIPs agreement, GI was not protected in India (Kumari and
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Reddy, 2006). Similarly, semiconductor IC (integrated circuits) layout design and plant variety and
farmers’ rights have been protected under the respective acts mentioned in Fig. 1.
Table 1 indicates the trends in applications filed and granted/registered for different types of IPRs in
India over the last ten years. With respect to patents, the total number of applications were filed
316112, of which 69,745 (22.06%) were granted. The percentage of registered designs (87.38) and
trade marks (65.54) were considerably higher (as compared to patent grants). The GIs registry has
received 404 applications till 31 March 2013.
Table 1 Comparative trends of IPRs granted/registered for the last 10 years
Year

Patents
Filed

Designs
Granted

Trade Marks

% granted Filed Register ed %

Filed

Regi- stered % Regi- stered

Register
ed
2003-2004

12613

2469

19.58

3357

2547

75.87

92251

39762

43.10

2004-2005

17466

1911

10.94

4017

3728

92.81

78996

45015

56.98

2005-2006

24505

4320

17.63

4949

4175

84.36

85699

184325

215.08

2006-2007

28940

7539

26.05

5521

4250

76.98

103419

109361

105.75

2007-2008

35218

15261

43.33

6402

4928

76.98

123514

100857

81.66

2008-2009

36812

16061

43.63

6557

4772

72.78

130172

102257

78.56

2009-2010

34287

6168

17.99

6092

6025

98.90

141943

67490

47.55

2010-2011

39400

7509

19.06

7589

9206

121.31

179317

115472

64.40

2011-2012

43197

4381

10.14

8373

6590

78.71

183588

51735

28.18

2012-2013

43674

4126

9.45

8337

7252

86.99

194216

44361

22.84

Total

316112

69745

22.06

61194

53473

87.38

1313115 860635

65.54

Source: Annual Reports of IPR
SIGNIFICANCE OF PATENTS IN INDIA
Patents are becoming centre stage for nation’s scientific, industrial and economic growth and
development. Indian Patent Law defined invention as a new product or process involving an inventive
step and capable of industrial application (sec. 2(1) (J), CGPDTM, 2008). In India, the Patents Act,
1970 has come into force and aimed to encourage and protect the inventions that are new, nonobvious, and commercially applicable and thus enabling the innovators to appropriate the returns on
their innovative activities. One hand the Act is protecting the patents and the other hand ensuring the
technology transfer, public interest and specific needs of the country. The Act has been amended
many times in compliance with the provision of TRIPS in 1972 (included Patent Rules), 1999 (for
administering Patent Office), 2002 to meet with the second set of obligations (term of Patent etc.),
2003 (Rules amended) and 2005 (Patent (Amendment) Rules) respectively. Patent rights are territorial
and can be filed in each country to protect them in foreign countries through a Patent Cooperation
Treaty (PCT).In India, the patent is valid for 20 years and can be transmitted or assigned but it cannot
be renewed.
STRATEGIES FOR PATENTING
Inventors and investors are often busy in producing patents that are unique, valuable and worldwide
marketable. But for the promotion and protection of the patents, and to enhance patenting system in
India and abroad a few strategies are needed. These include


An amicable eco-system (academic and research culture, resources, infrastructure, incentives,
collaboration, expertise, discourses etc.) for creativity and innovation.
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Prior art search, an important element to reveal/review existing research literature.



Creating awareness of traditional and publicly available knowledge which cannot be patented.



Patent filing or provisional patent filing.



Drafting claims (defined precisely based on scope, characteristics and structure) or disclosures
that help others to exploit invention.



Ensuring patent proliferation, policies and protection to avoid confrontation and infringement
by the patent trolls



Evaluation of quality of patents to avoid in patent absurdity and piling of inconsequential
patents



Assured economic viability and societal value of the patent



Collaboration among individuals, institutes, and industries in creation of innovative spirit and
promotion of patents



Encouragement of open innovation



Reverse innovation (Dartmouth) to encourage low-cost goods.

However, the culture of patenting in India is slowly growing and needs to be speeded up. It needs a
strong IPR mandate for building patenting system in India for the creation and generation of products,
employment, income and wealth.
Over centuries, India is known for rich history, culture and heritage of scientific and traditional
knowledge. In recent days, India has played a key role in stimulating research and innovation
capabilities in multiple sectors and encouraging the IPR activities. No doubt, India earns huge
revenues through IPR but also follows stringent rules to protect creativity or innovation. As a result,
total number of patents granted in India was 69,745 over the last 10 years with a rejection rate of
77.94% of patent applications which is high when compared to China, Japan, Korea and Twain. It
indicates that India has stringent patenting system, policies and enforcement system to protect IPR
laws. States where Patent Offices are located, industries, academic and research institutes have shown
considerable role in producing patents. Over last decade, streams like chemical and mechanical
engineering were given high priority in producing patents than the fields of bio-technology and food.
However, India has shown considerable increase in learning and improving science & research and
innovation capabilities at domestic and global levels. Further, creativity and innovation act as a
business discipline in the Indian educational system to generate sustainable growth and development.
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Abstract
Water conservation is the practice of using water efficiently to reduce unnecessary water usage. It is
important because fresh clean water is a limited resource, as well as a costly one. Conservation of this
natural resource is critical for the environment. This paper presents a new approach regarding optimal
usage and conservation of water using ICT in rural areas. Water Conservation is becoming an
important issue as water demand increases, but water supply is likely to diminish owing to climate
change. Water Conservation in agricultural sector has much room for improvement to save water
through economic and political incentives. In order to augment the water supply, we will install an
automated water level sensor device that will sense water level with the help of data logger which
connects to the respective ministries using wireless telemetry system. The ministry will update the
data logger as per the requirements from the areas in which water is to be supplied. Data will be
stored and transmitted in an encrypted format. Based on the requirements, the device will devise the
average usage of water on daily basis and send the required amount of water to that area along with
graphical report generation. The water supply will be restricted once the particular area utilizes the
determined amount. This ensures that there is more appropriate usage of water.
Keywords - Water conservation, Wireless Telemetry sensors, Business Visualization, Data
Encryption.
INTRODUCTION [1, 4, 5, 6, 9]
“Water=Life, Conservation=Future” explains that water is a resource that we use every day. It is what
we need to survive. It’s easy to leave the water faucet running and not consider the consequences. The
less water used or wasted by people, the less clean water will become contaminated. In some cases,
using excess amounts of water puts strain on septic and sewage systems, leading to contamination of
groundwater. Conserving water now allows regions to plan for efficient use of the water resources in
the future. In rural areas, as agriculture being an important occupation, water conservation becomes
an important aspect for efficient productivity of crops and maintaining the salinity and purity of soil.
The following pie chart shows the ideal water utilization level:

Figure 1. Water Utilization Pie Chart
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The common pool nature of water level and the difficulty of observing it directly make this resource
difficult to monitor and regulate, especially in rural areas. These water resources are being depleted
because of unsustainable extraction levels that exceed natural recharge rates. Also the existing system
is not secured as the figures can be changed or manipulated by an external entity and the data is not in
an encrypted format. In order to ensure that there is more appropriate usage of water resources,
Telemetric Water Sensor Tube [6] is used that will sense water level with the help of Telemetric Data
Logger which connects to the respective ministries using wireless telemetric system. The Telemetric
Data Transmitter captures and transmits real-time data from the Data Logger to the telemetric system
installed at respective ministries through CDMA network [6, 10]. It transmits data on a cellular
telemetric network, automating data collection and providing remote configuration and
troubleshooting. With this, we ensure that the data is secured as it is stored and transmitted in an
encrypted format. Also, we can control the flow of water and can keep track of detailed demand and
supply of water using statistical analysis. Integrating statistical analytics will simplify the task of
filtering data for efficient results.
LITERATURE SURVEY [2, 3]
The following table describes the related work in this field:Sr. No

Author & Title

Description

1

Mwrra.org (2018). Maharashtra Water Resources It contains details about water conservation in
Regulatory Authority.
Maharashtra also it includes some techniques
undertaken by authorities.

2

Girma, Misrak & Assefa, Abebayehu & Molinas, This paper contains feasibility study done in rural areas
Marta. (2015). Feasibility study of a solar Photovoltaic of Ethiopia using solar photovoltaic system for
water pumping system for rural Ethiopia.
pumping groundwater.

3

Suhag, R. (2016). Overview of Ground Water in India. This paper contains an overview of ground water
availability

4

Comparative analysis of neural network techniques for This paper predicts using the series of Artificial Neural
predicting water consumption time series. Firat, M., Network, where monthly water consumption time
Turan, M. E., & Yurdusev, M. A. (2010).
series chain is introduced.

Table 1: Related Work
TIPS FOR WATER SAVING [7]
America’s population has doubled over the last half century, and our demand for water has tripled.
Water conservation is more important than ever, and the world is looking for tips on saving water.
The majority of household water use comes from toilets, washing machines, showers, baths, faucets
and leaks, but what you can do to save water is fairly simple. These 10 water-saving tips will put you
on the path to conserving water in your household.
1. Put a brick in your toilet’s water tank.
You flush an average of 20 gallons of water a day down the toilet. If you don’t have a highefficiency toilet, try filling your tank with something that will displace some of that water,
such as a brick.
2. Use the right amount of water for each load of laundry.
Typically 15-40 percent of indoor home water use comes from doing laundry. Save water by
making sure to adjust the settings on your machine to the proper load size.
3. Pick your washing machine wisely.
When considering top-load vs. front-load washers, front-loading washing machines generally
use less water.
4. Water plants wisely.
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Water your lawn or garden early in the morning or late in the evening, so the water lasts and
is not immediately evaporated by the hot sun.
5. Install a low-flow showerhead.
With a low-flow showerhead, you can save 15 gallons of water during a 10-minute shower.
6. Check for and repair leaks.
An average of 10,000 gallons of water is wasted every year due to household leaks. One of
the most effective ways to cut your water footprint is to repair leaky faucets and toilets.
7. Use a dishwasher.
Dishwashing accounts for less than 2 percent of indoor water use, but using a machine is
actually more water efficient than hand washing, especially if you run full loads. ENERGY
STAR dishwashers save about 1,600 gallons of water over its lifetime of use.
8. Turn off the water.
Teach your whole household to turn off the faucet while brushing teeth or shaving. Every
little bit of water conservation helps!
9. Defrost food in the fridge.
Instead of running frozen foods under hot water from the faucet, build in time to let them
defrost in the refrigerator.
10. Manage outdoor water use.
Don’t forget about water conservation outside as well. Equip all hoses with shut-off nozzles,
which can prevent hose leaks.
ICT TOOLS IN WATER MANAGEMENT [8]
Today, the applications of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have become very
essential tools in the water management sectors. Water is a crucial need for human survival. The
availability of efficient and clean water is extremely essential to human life and overall national
development. Hence, many initiatives that are implemented today are designed to improve water
availability, efficiency, accessibility, and sustainability by the application of various ICT tools. Such
tools are one of the most effective methods in enhancing scarce land and water resources, which
consequently maximize food production and secure human life. The International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) is the United Nations (UN) specialized agency for Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs), which develop internationally recognized standards for defining elements in the
global infrastructure of ICTs. ITU, at the very heart of the ICT sector, recognizes the positive
influence that ICTs can play in the allocation, distribution, treatment, and management of the
available scarce water resources. The ITUs Focus Group on Smart Water management (FG-SWM)
provides a platform to tackle the gap between the ICTs and effective water resource management.
Hence, ICT tools help water scares countries and even other countries can solve the current water
scarcity issue jointly. Climate change, economic and population growth highly influence the
availability of water resources. Hence, the strategic incorporation of different ICT tools in the water
management sector mitigates some of the existing and future water issues. ICTs act as a tool, an agent
of change, and an alternative method. Currently various websites and help lines exist as a form of
delivery means of technical services, which show potential uses of ICT tools as a change to manage
water resources. The basic objective of this paper is to emphasize how ICT tools can overcome some
of the water management challenges faced in agriculture, and water supply and management sectors.
Both water and ICT experts have begun to explore the vast new ICT applications and their impact on
the water sector. Hydro-informatics systems can now investigate the details of the physical
hydrodynamic process as well as the complexity of the geometry of continental and marine
environments. For example, new types of sensors, multi-beam sonars, and Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR), have deeply modified the quality and the quantity of the data available on hydroenvironments. ICT tools have great capacity to;
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-

Save texts, audio, photographs, drawings, descriptions and videos;

-

Collect and save information in a digital format and produce precise copies of such
information at a lower cost;

-

Transfer information and knowledge quickly through a wide range of communication
networks;

-

Speedily improve the standardized procedures for huge quantities of information;

-

Attain greater activity in producing, sharing, communicating, and evaluating useful
knowledge and information;

-

Design well-structured information systems from a raw data and Inter personal discussion and
communication

PROPOSED ALGORITHM [6]
Automated telemetric sensors and data loggers will be used which are capable of sensing water level,
water pressure and the temperature of water. The sensors will be in the form of a stainless-steel tube
and the captured data will be transmitted to the telemetric data logger. The data logger will be solarpowered telemetric unit and are fully automated system which will transmit real-time data to the
transmitter via cellular network. Solar power will utilize the energy efficiently, which will be ideal for
long-term monitoring and high frequency sampling. A telemetric data transmitter is connected to the
data logger through a cellular network capturing data and transmitting it to the telemetric device
installed at the respective ministries. The ministry will collect information about the water level from
the telemetric data logging device installed in that particular region. Since the groundwater level
varies according to the elevation at particular region, the telemetry sensor tube will calculate and
transmit the information to the data logging device on an average basis. The information is stored and
transmitted in an encrypted format using some efficient encryption algorithm in order to assure
security so that the data is not misused. The algorithm used should be of such type that the transmitter
accepts the data of any length as input from the data logging device and returns as output a fixed
length digest value that can be used for authenticating the original message. When the Data Logger
installed at the respective ministry receives the encrypted value, it decrypts it and then based on the
requirements, the software will instruct and water is supplied to the respective regions. While the
water is being supplied, the software keeps track of water utilization of every region. If one of the
region’s water supply exceeds the supply allotted value, then the wireless data logger will raise an
alarm stating that the particular region has exhausted the supply allotted value and the software will
stop/restrict the water supply for that region. If that region has additional demand for water, then it
will send the request to the Ministry. The Ministry will charge certain amount based on the region’s
additional demand for water supply. The telemetric system also consists of a sensor which will
forecast the weather conditions and natural calamities. In case of natural calamity like floods, the
software will automatically notify the data logging device which will take precautionary actions.
Additionally, the software will plan to keep a certain amount of water as backup so as the water
supply will not halt abruptly in case of drought and famine situations. Water resource will undergo
two stage filtration i.e. conventional rapid filtration, whose purpose is to trap metallic particles for
agricultural where toxicity and impurities of water is filtered and membrane & Reverse Osmosis (RO)
filtration is used for purifying water which will be used for drinking purposes. This system will be
checked and maintained for any faults by a technician on weekly basis.
SPREADING AWARENESS AMONG SOCIETY USING ICT TOOLS
As we all know water is becoming scarce every passing day. It is our priority to bring awareness in
public to use water judiciously. Number of ICT tools can be used to spread awareness among the
society for conserving ground water level and proper utilization of rain water for storage. For
example:a) Whatsapp
b) Facebook
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c) Twitter
d) Instagram
The society at large must be guided about the pros and cons of saving water. One such photo seen in
media is worth sharing here.

Figure 2. Save Water Save India
Grandfather saw it in Rivers
Father saw it in Wells
We saw it in Taps
Our children see it in Bottles
Where will our grandchildren see it?
In Capsules?????
If we still neglect, It will be seen in Tears.
Please note that Packed Drinking Water (PDW) is not the solution. Every litre of PDW requires three
litres of water and three more litres of water is required to manufacture plastic bottle. That means we
are wasting 5 litres of water for every litre of PDW and additionally non degradable plastic waste. So
let us avoid it unless it is essential. We all must Save Water. Every drop of water is precious, so
conserve, preserve, recycle, reuse and reuse.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
Telemetry System ensures more optimal usage of water for agriculture and household purposes, as the
existing system is limited to sensing water level and water pressure, also it cannot control the flow of
pipeline water. There is no cross section of wires as the entire telemetry system is wireless, working
on a cellular network. Using solar panels, ideally less maintenance is required as it can last for long.
Also, it is pollution free and causes no greenhouse gases to be emitted after installation. Using
Telemetry Data Logger enables to raise an alarm notification whenever the usage of water level
surpasses the determined amount for day. Data is captured and transmitted to Ministry in an encrypted
format, which reduces the misusing of requirements for water supply in that particular region. Also,
with the help of this technology, the Ministry keeps track of detailed demand and supply of water and
statistically analyze for continuous betterment. Thus, the objective of Water Conservation can be
achieved through concrete efforts on the conservation and utilization of water on sustainable basis.
Apart from this, Government must use all the available & popular ICT tools such as Whatsapp,
Facebook etc. in order to spread awareness among the public and capture the masses for conserving
ground water level and proper utilization of rain water for storage. In the upcoming years, new ICTs
will affect the entire water cycle and the management of the water resource related activities. The
overall process of bringing ICT into the water resource sector represents a major task in present and
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coming years. The integration and implementation of new ICT into the existing implemented water
management systems remains one of the most challenging tasks facing technology and water experts.
Developing an integrated comprehensive smart water management solution that uses ICT for the
measurement, automation, control, monitoring of water supply and demand has a definite positive
impact on the entire economy. The saved water uses for expansion of the irrigated areas, urban and
industrial water supply; affects food production and industrial development in a way that pushes
economic development and long term sustainability of nations all over the globe. Environmental rays
can replace solar energy as it is an inexpensive source of energy. Environmental radiation includes
Cosmic Radiation and Terrestrial radiation. The sun and stars send a constant stream of cosmic
radiation to Earth, much like a steady drizzle of rain. The Earth itself is a source of terrestrial
radiation. Radioactive materials (including uranium, thorium, and radium) exist naturally in soil and
rock and energy can be extracted internally. Additional surplus water which will be conserved using
our technology can be used to produce electricity which will be extremely beneficial in places where
there is shortage of electricity. Artificial Intelligence can be introduced in our system. With the help
of IT Tool such as Artificial Intelligence, the system can automatically set the standards for allocation
of water resources as per requirements of different regions.
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ABSTRACT
Software, the major component of digital world, is all about using the power of ideas to solve
problems. The relation of software industry and the Intellectual Property Rights is a tricky one. There
is a debate going on worldwide on the issue: copyright or open end free software? As per the legal
opinion, IPR provisions must be implemented irrespective of firm, industry or country is concerned.
But from an analyst's point of view, this issue needs to be viewed in a wider perspective. This paper is
an attempt to analyze the IPRs with reference to socio-economic dynamics of software piracy.
Keywords: IPRS, Technology Development, Software Industry.
INTRODUCTION
It is unanimously agreed by all that global economy of today is characterized by an interesting
dichotomy: "digital age” along with “digital divides" (Hardy 1980, Norton 1992, Cannibng 1997,
Easterly and Lavine 1997). The developing countries are increasingly alarmed at an emerging "digital
divide", in which those without access to the latest and most expensive tools and technology will find
themselves unable to compete in the global market (Hanna, 1994; 1994). Software, the major
component of digital world, is all about the using the power of ideas to solve problems. The relation
of software industry and the Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) is a tricky one. There is a debate
going on worldwide on the issue: copyright or open end free software? As per the legal opinion, IPR
provisions must be implemented irrespective of a firm, industry or country is concerned. But from an
analyst's point of view, this issue needs to be viewed in wider perspective. The paper is an attempt to
analyze the IPRs with reference to socio-economic dynamics of software piracy.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Worldwide the software industry is plagued by problem of piracy, a situation of "copying and using
commercial software purchased by someone else without paying for it to the copyright holder".
Business Software Alliance (BSA) estimates the monetarily, software piracy costs publishers $28784
million in year 2003. In the world software industry, developed countries are constantly putting
pressure on developing countries to implement stricter patent legislation than required under TRIPS,
exclude compulsory licensing, parallel imports provisions and include provisions that would result in
increasing the life of patent. The viability and sustainability of such strict laws needs to be analyzed in
the context of role, nature and dynamics of the software piracy system.
METHODOLOGY
Out of the available database of 74 countries, 55 countries with consistent data availability have been
selected for analysis of dynamics of piracy. First, the nature and magnitude of software piracy has
been analyzed; Secondly, the underlying dynamics of piracy has been explored; and finally, the case
of Indian software industry has been briefly summarized. In addition to tabular analysis, the
techniques like percentage analysis, growth rates and the factor analysis have been used. Wherever
needed, appropriate price adjustments have been made.
ANALYSIS
Nature and Magnitude of Piracy
The piracy continues to pose challenges to the global software industry. Table 1 underscores the fact
that software piracy is an oddly distributed worldwide phenomenon. Software piracy rate is the least
in U.S.A./Canada region. It is only 25 per cent in the year 2000, which is less than the overall world
piracy rate. Eastern Europe, Latin America and the Middle East are first three high-ranking regions in
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terms of piracy rate. Piracy rate, in the year 2000, has been 63 per cent in Eastern Europe, 58 per cent
in Latin America and 57 per cent in the Middle East. Asia/Pacific region, in which India is significant
player, falls in the medium piracyranking category. An analysis of the trend based growth rate,
through the years 1994 to year 2000, shows that U.S.A./Canada region depicts a growth rate of 3.13
per cent per annum which is the least in the global economy. A sharp decrease per annum is depicted
by Western Europe, Middle East and Africa it is more than 6 per cent per annum in the same period.
On the whole, world level software piracy rate registerd a growth rate of 5.07 per cent per annum for
the period under study. For the first time the world piracy rate in the year 2000 did not decline, but
instead showed a slight increase to 37 per cent as against 36 per cent in the year 1999. The factor that
kept piracy rates from falling in 2000 is that the fastest growing regions were the ones with the
highest piracy rates. Growth in Asia/Pacific region, with its higher piracy rate, offset decline
elsewhere.
Initial high rate of software piracy may be attributed to several factors. First, the higher prices of legal
software and non-availability of user support had been the prime booster to software piracy. Later, the
decline in the prices of original software and availability of user support for the software products led
to decrease in the piracy rate. Secondly, in the first half of 1990s, the time lag between the demand for
new software and the effective supply of the software, led to cases of piracy due to expedient use of
PCs. Thirdly, patent laws and intellectual property rights related laws were not that very stringent and
effective as they are becoming now under the present W.T.O. regime.
Many regions experienced smaller dollar losses in 2000 as compared to 1999 (Table 2). A
combination of slow growth and somewhat lower prices for software slightly reduced to dollar losses
due to piracy. The dollar loss due to piracy amounting to US$ 11.75 billion, in year 2000, is not a so
small magnitude. The revenue loss in terms of dollars is not a true indicator of decrease in piracy
because it is, in fact, the result of several other factors. The U.S. dollar was strong in the year
2000.Software prices continued to fall, advancing a trend of declining prices that has evolved over the
last decade. Hence, it is combination of slow growth and lower prices that depicted a slight reduction
in the dollar losses due to piracy.
The regions with the highest dollar losses in 2000 were Asia/Pacific, Western Europe and North
America. These regions have the largest economies and correspondingly, the largest PC and software
markets. Their relatively low piracy rate translates into large dollar losses. Trend growth rate based
analysis shows more than 9 percent per annum revenue lost in retail software due to piracy, has been
experienced by two regions: Eastern Europe and Africa. Western Europe and U.S.A./Canada regions
show a negligible increase in the retail software revenue loss due to piracy for period under study.
Regions like Latin America and Asia/Pacific depict a decline of more than 2 per cent per annum for
the same period. Decline of dollar losses in slow growth environment economies is primarily due to
economic slow down of these regions and is not expected to continue as they recover.
Dynamics of Software Piracy
The global technology generation of innovative activity is highly concentrated in a handful of
technologically advanced developed countries with just top ten countries accounting for as much as
84 per cent of the global R&D activity. The uneven diffusion of the information and communication
technology, the digital divide, is the root cause of the problem of software piracy. The Technology
Achievement Index (TAI) of the UNDP gives a snapshot of each country's average achievement in
creation and diffusion of technology and building human skills to master new innovation. TAI has
been computed using variables relating to Technology creation, diffusion of recent innovations,
diffusion of old innovations and human skills. According to TAI countries have been classified as
leaders; potential Leaders, dynamic adapters, and marginalized (Table3).
Logically, Software piracy both in terms of piracy rate should be inversely related to the technological
achievement index. Patents granted to residents of a country and the receipts of royalities and the
license fees may be assumed as proxy variables to identify the technology creation lower should be
the piracy rate. Hence, the piracy rate should also be inversely related to the technology creation.
Diffusion of innovations both recent and old can also affect the piracy rate depending upon the level
of development of a country. Diffusion of recent innovations may be identified by number of internet
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hosts and share of high and medium technology exports in the total exports of a country. Diffusion of
old innovations may be measured by number of telephones and the extent of electricity consumption
in a country. Level of human skills may also be perceived as one of the determinants of the piracy
rate. Level of human skills may be measured by mean years of schooling and gross tertiary science
enrolment ratio or more compactly by Human Development Index (HDI) rank. So the functional form
of the model for analyzing software piracy may be specified as:
PRATE=f (TECHNDX)
(A)
PRATE = f (PATENTS, ROYAL, INTNET, TECHEXP, PHONES, ELECT,
SCHOOL, SCIENCE, R&D1, R&D2, ENGG, HDI)
(B)
Where:
PRATE

Piracy rate

TECHNDX

Technology Achievement Inder (TAI) Value

PATENTS

Patents Granted to Residents (per million people)

ROYAL

Receipts of Royality and License fees (US$ per 1,000 people)

INTENT

Internet Hosts (per 1,000 people)

TECHEXP

High and Medium Technology Exports (as a % of Total Goods Exported)

PHONES

Telephones (all marine, cellular etc. per 1,000 people)

ELECT

Electricity Consumption (KWH per capita)

SCHOOL

Mean Years of Schooling (age 15 and above)

SCIENCE

Gross Tertiary Science Enrolment Ratio (%)

R&D1

R&d Expenditures as a % of GNP

R&D2

R&d Expenditures in Business as a % of Total

ENGG

Scientits and Engineers in R&D (per 100,000 people)

HDI

Index Rank

In an attempt to further identify the underlying factors that explain the pattern of correlations within a
set of observed variables, factor analysis has been applied. Factro analysis is often used in data
reduction, by identifying a small number of factors, which explain most of the variance observed in a
much larger number of manifest variables. For this purpose "Principle Component Analysis"
extraction method in conjuction with Varimax (with Kaiser Normalization) rotation has finally
yielded two components only. The cumulative total variance explained by the first two components
comes out to be 90.013 per cent. Rotated components matrix shows that variables INTNET, ELECT
and PHONES form the first component and the variables R&D1, R&D2, TECHEXP; and PATENTS
form the second factor. First component identifies variables that are related with technology relatd
infrastructure and the second one is related with creation and diffusion of technology.
Regression results for model specification (A) are as follows:
PRATE = 92.272 - 88.199 (TECHNDX)
S.E. (9.104)
t 9.688
R2 = 0.8864
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That is piracy rate is negative function of technological achievement index. The regression coefficient
is significant at 2 per cent level of significance. The coefficient of determination is also sufficiently
high. This means that the higher the level of technology creation, diffusion of innovations and the
human skills, lower is the piracy rate.
Since many of the independent variables in the above specification (model B) are highly correlated
and may cause a problem of multi-collinearity, if the regression coefficients are to be estimated by
using the method of ordinary least squares. Hence the next option is to follow the principle of
parsimony and go for a stepwise regression. The final functional form selected by the stepwise
regression comes out as follows and is perfectly in consonance with above factor analysis results i.e.
INTNET belongs to first factor and the R&D1 belongs to the second component and the third one, the
HDI, is independent of the first two. Hence,
PRATE= f (INTNET, R&D1, HDI)
That is to say software piracy rate is a function of level Internet use, Research and Development
expenditure as a percentage of Gross National Product (GNP) and the Human Development Index
rank.
PRATE = 51.633 + 0.226 (HDI) - 0.084 (INTNET) - 4.301 (R&D1)
S.E. (0.050)

(0.034)

(1.874)

t

2.459

2.295

4.526

R2 = 0.9235
The regression highlights an interesting result that software piracy rate is positively related with the
human development index ranking and negatively related with Internet use and research and
development expenditure as a percentage of GNP. All the regression coefficients are significant at 2
per cent level of significance. Coefficient of determination, the R-square, is an indicative of the fact
that model exmpains 92.35 percent of the total variation in software piracy rate. Higher rank in terms
of HDI means lower human development level. As the education, per-capita income and the heath
indices, improve, the HDI ranking also improves. So, software piracy is a phenomenon more
prevalent in countries with lower human development levels. An improvement in the human
development level leads automatically to reduction in th piracy rate, Number of Internet hosts
indirectly measures number and rigor of the computer use. As the computer user base improves, there
is demand for licensed software and fall in the piracy rate. Share of research and development
expenditure as a percentage of GNP signifies the step towards technology creation. More the share of
R&D expenditure in a country less will be the piracy rate in a country. All the three determinants of
the piracy rate and macro-economic policy variables, investment on human development, in general,
and on education health, information technology and research and development, in particular can
solve the problem of piracy to a greater extent.
As already said, the software piracy implies a loss of revenue to the genuine producer countries and
companies as well. Same above model when tried with revenue loss as a dependent variable provided
the following selection of variables by the stepwise regression criteria:
REVLOSS = 93.624 + 1.335 (PATENTS)
S.E. (0.290)
t

4.611

R2 = 0.8592
Loss of revenue is a direct function of number of patents with the residents of a country. The
regression coefficient is significant at 2 per cent level of significance and the R-square is sufficiently
high. Hence, major sufferers of the dollar loss due to piracy are the countries with higher levels of
technology creation.
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Software rate is the function of socio-economic underdevelopment and the dollar revenue loss due to
piracy is a function of technology creation. Software piracy and the loss of revenue due to piracy are
negatively related and the correlation coefficient is significant at 5 per cent level of significance. In
general, the higher revenue loss is associated with lower piracy rate and vice-versa. This is because
the countries with lower piracy rate are countries with higher technology creation and diffusion
level.On the other hand countries with higher piracy rate because of low market share are
characterized by a low revenue loss due to piracy. Hence in this menace of piracy loss sufferers are:
one, the major players and, two the players who are actively involved in the process of technology
creation and diffusion.
Case of Indian Software Industry
In terms of number of patents Indian industry in general (table 4) and the software industry in
particular is a too low profile but in terms of performance and piracy the software segment is quite
signigicant. As per Heks (1999) unbranded assembled computers loaded with pirated software still
form a significant segment of the Indian market (fig.1). These softwares include operating systems
and other general-purpose software. In the decade of 1990s when Indian software industry was
preparing itself for the boom, assembled computers coupled wit pirated software acted as a catalyst in
providing training to masses at a low cost (Mehta, 2001). India was able to generate such a specialized
skill formation, in a very short span.This lead to both R&D and production in large quantum at at low
cost that finally gave a comparative cost advantage to the Indian software industry. Being primarily an
export oriented industry, the gains of its low cost production dissipated to importing countries (USA
and EU). In turn, over time India due to specialization became the hub for some of the future
technologies likes that of IT Enabled services. The benefits of such a specialization are again meant
for advanced world. Thus piracy and unbranded hardware has acted as catalyst in developing the hubs
for the future technologies of the world.
If a strict IPR regime had been there in the early nineties, Indian software industry, the giant source of
software products and services for USA and EU, would have not come into existence at all. If the
pioneer institutions and firms in earlier developments in both hardware and software had gone in for
strict IPR in the decades of 1960s and 1970s, the giant firms like Microsoft would have not been on
the world map today. All big firms and leading nations in the software industry are reaping the
benefits of past liberal IPR regimes. The tighter IPRs will, no doubt help the few countries and firms
to earn more but will raise the costs and will hinder the future technology development at lower end.
The whole process of skill formation and specialization generation will be affected adversely.
Table 1.1
Region-wise Software Piracy Rate (Per cent)
Region/Year

Trend

Growth

Rank

Rate
(%)

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Western Europe

52

49

43

39

36

34

34

(6)

-7.50

Eastern Europe

85

83

80

77

76

70

63

(1)

-4.50

U.S.A./Canada

32

27

28

28

26

26

25

(7)

-3.13

Latin America

78

76

69

64

62

59

58

(2)

-5.22

Asia/Pacific

68

64

55

52

49

47

51

(5)

-5.54

Middle East

84

83

79

72

69

63

57

(3)

-6.39

Africa

80

74

70

60

58

56

52

(4)

7.02

Total World

49

46

43

40

38

36

37

-5.07

Source : BSA/SIIA/SPA
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Table 1.2
Region-wise Software Piracy Rate (Per cent)
Region/Year

2005

2006

2009

2011

2013

2015

2017

Western Europe

35

34

34

32

29

28

26

Eastern Europe

69

68

64

62

61

58

57

U.S.A./Canada

22

22

21

19

19

17

16

Latin America

68

66

63

61

59

55

52

Asia/Pacific

54

55

59

58

62

61

57

Middle East

57

60

59

58

59

57

56

EU

36

36

34

32

29

28

28

Source: Statistca and BSA
Table 2.1
Retail Software Revenue Lost due to Piracy (US$ 1000)
Region

Y

e

a

r

Trend

Growth

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Western
Europe

2783000

3642939

2574871

2518726

2760337

3629371

3079256

(22.54)

(27.32)

(22.77)

(22.02)

(25.15)

(29.84)

(26.21)

Eastern
Europe

1100800

748077

782508

561356

640015

505213

404491

(8.92)

(5.61)

(6.92)

(4.91)

(5.83)

(4.15)

(3.44)

U.S.A./Canada

3931100

3287379

2718251

3074266

3195821

3631212

2937437

(31.84)

(24.66)

(24.04)

(26.87)

(29.12)

(29.85)

(25.00)

981200

1141516

980568

977994

1045506

1127639

869777

(7.95)

(8.56)

(8.67)

(8.55)

(9.52)

(9.27)

(7.40)

3144500

3991399

3739304

3916236

2954812

2791531

4083061

(25.47)

(29.94)

(33.07)

(34.23)

(26.92)

(22.95)

(34.75)

206400

264820

285522

206003

190139

284445

240451

(1.67)

(1.99)

(2.53)

(1.80)

(1.73)

(2.34)

(2.05)

199500

256512

225234

185507

189881

193747

135892

(1.62)

(1.92)

(1.99)

(1.62)

(1.73)

(1.59)

(1.16)

12346500

13332642

11306258

11440088

10976511

12163158

11750365

Latin America

Asia/Pacific

Middle East

Africa

Total World

Rate
(%)
0.81

-11.45

0-99

-2.47

-2.94

-1.63

-9.79

-1.29

Note : Figures in perenthesis are percentages.
Source : BSA/SIIA/SPA
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Table 2.1
Retail Software Revenue Lost due to Piracy (US$ Million)
Region/Year

2004

2005

2006

2015

2017

Western Europe

9600

11843

10630

13749

9461

Eastern Europe

2111

3262

4124

3136

2910

U.S.A./Canada

7232

10255

12356

10016

9458

Latin America

1273

2026

3125

5787

4957

Asia/Pacific

7553

8050

11596

19064

16439

Middle East

1026

1615

1997

3696

3077

-

12048

11003

EU

Source:BSA and IDC(Annual Survey) and Statistca.com
Table 3
Countries Categorized on the basis of Technology Achievement Index (TAI)
Leaders

Potential

Dynamic

Marginalized

Leaders

Adapters

Finland

Spain

Uruguay

Nicaragua

United States

Italy

South Africa

Pakistan

Sweden

Czech Republic

Thailand

Senegal

Japan

Hungary

Trinidad & Tobago

Ghana

Korea

Slovenia

Panama

Kenya

Netherlands

Hong Kong

Brazil

Nepal

United Kingdom

Slovenia

China

Sudan

Canada

Greece

Philippines

Mozambique

Australia

Portugal

Bolivia

Tanzaia

Singapore

Malaysia

Colombia

Germany

Mexico

Peru

Norway

Argentina

Jamaica

Ireland

Romania

Iran

Belgium

Chile

India

Source: Human Development Report, 2001.
Table 4
No. of Applications and Patents Granted for Selected Countries

Country
Japan
United States of America
United Kingdom
India

Applications filed (p.a.)

Patents granted (p.a.)

400000

250000

90000

35000

70000

30000

10000

2000

Source : www.wipro.com
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Table 5
List of top 20 Countries (with software Licence misuse and piracy Hotspots
Country

Country

China

France

Russia

Iran

USA

Turkey

India

Germany

Ukraine

Brazil

Italy

Columbia

Taiwan

Indonesia

Korea

Peru

Mexico

Thailand

Vietnam

Hungary

Source: RCI data
As per BSA Global Software Survey May 2016, 43 percent and 39 percent of software installed on
PC was not licensed during the yars 2014 and 2015.
Figure 1
Data Flow diagram of Indian IT industry in absence of IPRS (in 1990s).
Assembled Hardware with Free Software
(usually called unbranded hardware and
pirated software)

Comparative cost advantage to Indian IT
Industry (mainly export oriented industry)

R & D and Production
at low cost and large
quantity.

IMPLICATIONS
In the light of foregoing analysis, some facts can be analyzed as:
a)
old

The progress of software development hinges on the developers' ability to use both new and
ideas, but software patents prevent this. Hence countries that do not have software patents are
giving their software developers an advantage. Developing countries must incorporate the
provisions of allowing its researchers to experiment on the patented invension for research.

b)

Intellectual Property protection is important to encourage innovation and creativity in the
information society; similarly, the wide disseminating, diffusion and sharing of knowledge is
important to encourage innovation and creativity. Although transfer and dissemination of
technology is an explicit objective of TRIPs but it leaves the transfer related provisions quite
vague.
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c)
of
The

The patent system grants temporary monopoly to the firms that introduce innovation.
Strengthening and harmonization of IPR regime is going to affect the process of development
poorer countries in a significant manner by chocking an important contributor of growth
described as adaptation and imitation and re-engineering in the technology learning process.
developing countries may be compensated for the adverse effects of the strengthening of IPR
regime by international funding to local enterprises to help them to build local capabilities.

Hence to sum up we can say that investing in the developing and underdeveloped countries for
technology creation, diffusion of innovations and human skills is not in contrast to the
competitive interests of leader and potential leader countries. A little relaxation and/or
compensation in the present IPR system will benefit finally the developed world in long-run.
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Abstract
This study aims to review reforms in IPRs (Intellectual Property Rights) and to investigate their
impact on IP (Intellectual Property) in India. This study is based on secondary data. It is found that the
various reforms/improvement initiatives taken by government of India for increasing manpower,
enhancing efficiency, uniformity and consistency in processing of IP applications, providing balanced
and transparent IPR framework, dissemination of IP- related information, nurturing bilateral
cooperation at the international level and creating more IP awareness in the country has yielded
improved results in intellectual property and fostered robust IPRs regime in India.
Keywords: -Intellectual Property Rights, Indian IPR Policy, Reforms, Patents, Copyrights,
Trademarks, India IPR Reforms, Designs, Impact of Indian IPRs Policy
1.

Introduction

In present scenario of globalization, intellectual property rights (IPRs) is the focal point in global
trade practices. Intellectual property (IP) rights boost the innovative environment by giving
recognition and economic benefits to creator or inventor whereas the lack of IPR awareness and its
ineffective implementation may hamper the economic, technical and societal developments of a
nation. Hence enforcing robust IPRs regime and dissemination of IPRs knowledge and its appropriate
implementation is utmost requirement for any nation. The Government of India has taken concrete
steps to establish favourable environment for creation and protection of Intellectual Property Rights
and strengthening IP administration in the country. The National IPR Policy, launched on 12thMay
2016, endeavours to promote strong IP regime in the country and encourages innovation in order to
achieve Country's industrial and economic development goals. Madhu Bala (2020) reviewed that the
IPR Policy in India visualized an India where knowledge is the main driver of development; it
proposes various measures to realize these goals - generation of more IPs in India, strengthening of
IPR enforcement and adjudication mechanisms, improving the administration of IPR laws and
encouraging commercialization of IPs. This study aims to review the reforms in IPRs (Intellectual
Property Rights) in India and to investigate their impact.
2.

Need for IPRs Reforms

In 1994, member countries of the World Trade Organization (WTO) signed the Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), which established the global standards for IPRs.
However, India‟s reputation with regards to recognizing and enforcing IPRs has been far from
satisfactory. India was lagging in generation of IPR assets in terms of registered patents, industrial
design and trade marks etc. and is still far behind in the race of research and development. This is
evidenced from the following literature:

Patents granted in India was 13908 in 2018, which is very less in comparison to other top ten
technology giants like US, China, Japan, Korea etc. (Figure-1).India spends only 0.7% of its GDP
in 2018 on research and development (R&D) which is too small as compared to other economies
(Figure-2).
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India ranked at 14th, 9th and 13th position in patents, marks and designs respectively based on
total (resident and abroad) IP filing activity by origin in 2014 (WIPO Report, 2014). Global
Innovative Index ranking is 81st in 2015 (Global Innovative Index report, 2015).

Figure -1 : Patents application in 2018
Source : WIPO Report, 2019


Figure - 2 : %age of GDP spent on R&D in 2018
Source : OECD, 2018

US Chamber of Commerce released the International Index on 28 January 2014. In the
International Intellectual Property (IP) Index released by US Chamber of Commerce, India had
scored a low 6.95 point out of maximum 30 points and awarded last rank in terms of protection
and enforcement of Intellectual Property practices out of 25 countries (Figure-3).

Figure-3 :- Overall country scores for International IP Index
Source:- GIPC International IP Index Second Edition, January 2014
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The World Bank carried out survey concerned to Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) of 144
countries across the world on the basis of their knowledge based initiative, policy frame work,
economic incentive and institutional regime, information and communication technologies (ICT)
infrastructure in 2008. India ranked at 104thposition due to lack in aforesaid parameters.

India continued to have the weakest IP environment of all countries included in the GIPC Index for
the second consecutive year also (GIPC Report, 2014). The Indian IPR regime has been crafted to
strike a balance between protecting IPRs to support the commercialization of innovation and catering
to social needs. This resulted in a relatively weaker IPR regime and a lower propensity to filing
patents in India (The Global Innovation Index Report, 2015).
3.

Reforms in Intellectual Property Rights in India

The Indian Patent Office has adopted various measures for the betterment of Intellectual Property
Rights in the country to match with the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS), World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and in other jurisdictions like United
States and European Patent Office. Some of the remarkable reforms in Indian IPRs Policy are
discussed in next subsections.
3.1

Strengthening of Institutional Mechanism

3.1.1

All IPRs under one umbrella

The administration of Copyright Act, 1957 and Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout-Design
Act, 2000 has been transferred to Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion. This has resulted in
an integrated approach and synergy between different IP offices and Acts.
3.1.2

One Appellate Board

Under the Finance Act 2017, the Copyright Board has also been merged with the Intellectual Property
Appellate Board (IPAB).Amendments to the Trade Mark Rules 1999, notified in March 2017, has
further decreased the number of Forms from 74 to 8 and provided for the filing of single application
form for all types of trademark applications. Furthermore the provision for filing extensions for
submission of affidavit and evidences has been eliminated so as to speed up the disposal.
3.1.3

Cell for IPR Promotion and Management (CIPAM)

This is a professional body under the aegis of the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion
(DIPP) to ensure focused action on issues related to IPRs which also assists in simplifying and
streamlining of IP processes, apart from undertaking steps for furthering IPR awareness,
commercialization and enforcement.
3.2

Augmentation of Technical Manpower

To reduce the pendency in IP applications, 459 new technically competent Patent Examiners in
various fields of technology have been appointed on regular basis in addition to the existing 130.
Also, 27 posts of Deputy Controllers and 49 posts of Assistant Controllers in Patent Office have been
filled up through promotion.
3.3

Simplification, Automation and Digitalization

The facility for auto allocation of requests for examination and automation of process for registration
and renewal has been started. Now first examination reports and registration certificates are provided
through e-mail. The facility of SMS alert service to stake holders regarding examination reports has
been initiated. Comprehensive e-filing facility is available with payment gateway facility and it has
been made mandatory for patent agents to file their applications online. India has acceded to the
WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT), which
extend coverage of copyright to the internet and digital environment.
3.5

Creating IPR dissemination of information
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IPO (Intellectual Property Office) website has been redesigned to improve contents and ease of
access. IP data on a real-time basis is available in respect of filing and processing of Patents, Designs,
TradeMarks and Geographical Indications.
3.6

Creating IPR Awareness and initiatives for IP training and awareness

IPR Awareness programs have been conducted in over 200 academic institutions, including rural
schools through satellite communication, and for industry, police, customs and judiciary. IPR helpdesks and online guidance system through e-mail are available at each IPO location. The IP office
organized and participated in public outreach activities with industrial organizations like
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry
(FICCI) and The Associated Chambers of Commerce of India (ASSOCHAM). Several orientation
programmes have been conducted to train examiners.
3.7

Initiatives to ensure international co-operation

International programmes for the Asia Pacific and BRICS countries have been organized. A bilateral
meeting was held between Controller general Patents, Designs and Trademarks and the Japan Patent
Office Commissioner. Further Members of the Chinese IP office had visited India. One MoU was
signed by The Intellectual Property Office of the United Kingdom and the Department of Industrial
Policy & Promotion. Every year IP Day has been celebrated on 26th April, last theme being "Role of
women in IP".
3.8

Empowering Startups

To facilitate the implementation of the Start-up India scheme, 80% fee concession in patent and 50%
in trademark has been provided through the Patents and Trademarks Amendment Rules. The
Amendment in the Patent Rules, 2003, notified in 2016, has provided for the expedited examination
of patent applications filed by start-ups.
3.9

IPRs in School Syllabus

The contents on IPRs have been included in the NCERT curriculum of Commerce stream to increase
the awareness among students. A chapter on „IPR, Innovation & Creative Works‟ is also being
included in NCERT‟s “Handbook on Entrepreneurship for Northeast Region (NER)”. Further work is
ongoing to include IPRs in other academic streams too.
3.10

Technology and Innovation Support Centers (TISCs) and Patent Agents

In conjunction with WIPO, six TISCs have been established in various institutions across different
states. Under the scheme of facilitating “Startups Intellectual Property Protection” (SIPP), 208 patents
agents have been empanelled as facilitators by Controller of General of Patents, Trademarks and
Design, who will provide assistance to startups in the preparation and filing of their patents
applications.
3.11

IPR Enforcement Toolkit for Police

A IPR Enforcement Toolkit have been prepared to assist police officials in dealing with IP crimes, in
particular, Trademark counterfeiting and Copyright piracy.
3.12

Some of major Amendments in Patent Rules

The Patent Rules, 2003 have been amended to streamline processes in view of users friendly. The
refund of fees in certain cases & withdrawal of application without any fees have been permitted.
Applications can be transferred electronically from any of the Patent Office branches to another.
Expedited Examination is now permitted on certain grounds. Hearing of cases is being done through
video conferencing. Special provisions have been made for startups whereby they will get 80% rebate
in fees.
3.13

Some of major Amendments in Trademark Rules
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The Trade Marks Rules, 2002 have been revamped and The Trade Marks Rules, 2017 were notified
on 6th March, 2017. There is reduction of 50% fees for filing Trade Mark Applications by
Individuals/ Startups/ Small Enterprises. The 74 separate forms and applications have now been
replaced by 8 consolidated forms. E-filing encouraged through 10% rebate in fees for e-filing vis-àvis physical filing of Trade Mark Applications. Email now recognized as a Mode of Service.
4.

Impact of IPRs Reforms in India

4.1

Increase in Filings

Filing of applications for protection of various Intellectual Property rights in IP offices under the
administrative control of Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trademarks (CGPDTM) has
been showing consistent growth over the years, in general.
Table-1 : Trends in last five years in respect of filing of intellectual property applications
Application

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Patent

42,951

42763

46904

45444

47854

Design

8,533

9327

11108

10213

11837

200005

210501

283060

278170

272974

75

47

14

32

38

Copyrights

-

-

-

16617

17841

Semiconductor Integrated
Layout Designs (SCILD)

-

-

-

251564

262638 ▲

341086 ▲

Trademark
Geographical Indication

Total =

2
350476 ▲

350546▲

Source :- Annual Report 2017-18, IP India

The overall filing of applications for various Intellectual Property rights for the year 2017-18
(3,50,546) has been almost same as compared to the previous year 2016-17 (3,50,467). The increasing
trend in filing of applications for Patents, Designs, Geographical indications and Copyright has been
observed except for Trademarks where there is slight decrease as compared to 2016-17. Trends in
previous years in respect of various aspects of intellectual property applications are discussed
hereunder.
4.1.1

Trends in application for last five years – Patents

It is clear from Figure-4 that patent‟s trends are towards improvement every successive year.
Comparing figures of year 2017-18 to the figures of 2013-14, it is found that patents application filing
increased by 11%, patent applications examined increased by 224%, grant of patents increased by
209% and disposal of patents applications increased by 318%.
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Figure -4 : Trends in application for last five years - Patents
Source : Annual Report 2017-18, IP India
4.1.2

Trends in application for last five years – Designs

It is clear from Figure-5 that design‟s trends are also towards improvement every successive year
except 2014-15 (Registered Designs = 7147).Comparing figures of year 2017-18 to the figures of
2013-14, it is found that design application filing increased by 39%, design applications examined
increased by 63%, registered designs increased by 40% and disposal of designs applications increased
by 49%.

Figure -5 : Trends in application for last five years –Design
Source : Annual Report 2017-18, IP India
4.1.3

Trends in application for last five years – Trademarks

It is clear from Figure-6 that trademarks‟ trends are also towards improvement every successive year
except 2014-15 (Registered Trademarks = 41583). Comparing figures of year 2017-18 to the figures
of 2013-14, it is found that trademarks application filing increased by 36%, trademarks applications
examined increased by 51%, registered trademarks increased by 343% and disposal of trademarks
applications increased by 431%.
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Figure -6 : Trends in application for last five years – Trademarks
Source : Annual Report 2017-18, IP India
4.1.4

Trends in application for last two years – Copyrights

It is clear from Figure-7 that copyrights‟ trendsare also towards improvement every successive year.
Comparing figures of year 2017-18 to the figures of 2013-14, it is found that copyrights application
filing increased by 7%, applications examined increased by 107%, increase in ROC by 456%,
increase in DLI by 126% and disposal of copyrights applications increased by 631%.

Figure -7 : Trends in application for last two years – Copyright
Source : Annual Report 2017-18, IP India
4.2

Patents on fast track – Reduction in Pendency

There is reduction in pendency in patents applications 18% by 31-March-2018 and 30% by 28-Feb2019. As regards trademarks, the number has come down from 2,59,668 to 32,619 in the same
period.
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Figure -7 : Patents on fast track – Reduction in Pendency
Source : Annual Report 2017-18, IP India
4.3

Global Innovation Index (GII)

India‟s rank in the GII (Global Innovative Index) Report issued by WIPO has improved from 81st in
2015 to 57th place in 2018 and is now 52nd in 2019.India has retained top rank in Information and
Communication Technology Service Export for the last four years. India is the top-ranked economy in
Central and Southern Asia and has now outperformed on innovation relative to its GDP per capita for
seven years in a row (GII Report, 2019).
4.4

International IP Index of India

The United States‟ Chamber of Commerce (USCC) recently released its Annual International IP
Index. India ranks 36 out of 50 countries, as opposed to the 44 place it held in the 2018, International
Intellectual Property Index ranking.In its report, the US Chamber of Commerce described this move
as a „real accomplishment‟. In the words of the report, “most substantial movement can be seen from
India, which has surged almost 20 percent and climbed eight places in the IP Index rankings from 44
to 36”. The US Chambers‟ Global Innovation Policy Centre (GIPC) commended the efforts by India,
and stated that“…this improvement is a real accomplishment and Indian policy makers should be
congratulated on their successful efforts in 2018”. According to the GIPC Senior Vice President,
Patrick Kilbride, “For the second year in a row, India‟s score represents the largest gain of any
country measured on the Index which covers over 90 percent of global gross domestic product.”
Conclusion
It is obvious that management of IP and IPRs is a multidimensional task and calls for many different
actions and strategies for their success, which need to be aligned with national laws and international
treaties and practices. This study revealed that India‟s Intellectual Property environment has
experienced good results due to commendable reforms in new Indian IPRs Policy. The various
reforms/improvement initiatives taken by government of India for increasing manpower, enhancing
efficiency, uniformity and consistency in processing of IP applications, providing balanced and
transparent IPR framework, dissemination of IP related information, nurturing bilateral cooperation at
the international level and creating more IP awareness in the country etc. have yielded improved and
significant positive results in intellectual property. Indian Intellectual property rights regime is found
to foster creativity and innovation in real and true sense.
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Abstract
In this age of knowledge explosion where there is a flood of ideas, inventions and innovations which
significantly marks the unprecedented growth of the society has to be sustained. The procurement of
one’s harvest has lead to the need of birth of concept of Intellectual Property Rights. Intellectual
Property Rights intends to protect creator’ original ideas, theories, concepts, process and machinery
(inventions) with which one stands distinguished from others. The federal nature of Intellectual
Property Rights does provide the ultimate good to the society while maintaining one’s individuality.
The process of teaching and learning is also federal in nature. The teacher/educator imparts education
for the welfare of the society while sustaining his /her individuality. Therefore, the significance of
Intellectual Property Rights for education is counted. The intellectual property right is in fact a kind of
allowance given by the law to use material only in conjunction with a clearly defined educational
objective. The teacher has to be cautious while using his own prepared and saved lectures as well as
using other educator’s methods, materials, references etc. The present paper intends to analyze the
fair-use of work by educators while disseminating information as well as leveraging knowledge for its
use in science, technology and promoting the good of society. The paper also elucidates the factors to
be considered about the nature and objects of the selection made, the quantity and value of the
materials used and the degree in which the use may be counted fair. The article specifically
emphasizes the fact that an education can not be used as an excuse for misusing or exploiting the
owner’s right. The sanctity and the privacy has to be respected and procured at any cost.
Keywords: Intellectual Property Rights, TEACH’S Act, Educators.
Introduction
The Present Age of Knowledge Explosion commensurate kind of Renaissance – an explosion of novel
ideas, thoughts and concrete creations. These novelties stamp one’s individuality and as such have to
be procured. Therefore, the emergence of intellectual property rights came as a fresh air for protecting
any literary, scientific or artistic work produced by any person. In other words, the issue of
Intellectual Property Rights in the educational arena saves the ownership of creator from the time of
its creation to publication. In other words, it forms its credentials for the smooth functioning of the
society by creating a space to invent, create and advance one’s abilities and talents.
The most generic Intellectual Property Rights include copyright, trademarks and patents. Copyright is
applied to a variety of creative, intellectual or artistic work in its genuine form. Trademarks are
recognizable symbols which specifies particular products or services from others. Patents shield
inventions. The main objective of Intellectual Property law is to “promote development” by granting
special rights to the creators for a particular period of time. Intellectual Property is an area
encompassing a wide range of rights to ownership of creative work. While Intellectual Property
Rights are endowed by our Constitution, they always have been sidelined and are only now taking
center stage in different areas of our lives. Intellectual Property rights means to give individuals the
ability to create and event as well as reap the benefits of their creative genius. The right aim to
provide freedom to express the original idea and convey others without apprehension it will be
distorted, misused or exploited by others. Society has always benefited from new advances in
technology, science, medicine and art. Taking away the reward from creativity and innovations of
inventions will slow down. Progress will begin to slow down and ultimately society will suffer. In
India, the Copyright Act was enacted in 1957 and applicable from 21st Jan, 1958. The most recent
amendment was in the year 2012.
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Copyright is the Intellectual Property Right that strike most educators and is actually a pack of rights
which implies the right to reproduce the copyright work, furnish derivative works based on the
copyrighted works, distribute copies for marketing, practice and show the work publicly & perform
by instruments of digital audio transmission. Copyright infringement is the use of copyrighted works
without assent, which carries with it steep penalties including a large amount of fine and jail sentence.
The teachers can share a wide diversity of potential course contents readily available such as articles,
books, chapters, videos, sound recordings, images, films or other copyrighted material with the
students with a little bit of understanding of its using legitimately. Luckily for educators and
librarians, the copyright law allows for certain restrictions on these exclusive rights for the purpose
that may consider fair use such as excoriation, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship and
research. The intention of these limitations is to balance the public interest in open access with the
property interest of copyright holders. Unfortunately, the guidelines are quite detailed and always easy
to tell what is fair. There is no perfect model that covers every state and if copyright owners disagree
with interpretation of fair use, they may file a lawsuit to pledge the dispute.
Fair Use
The right to frame laws protecting the creative works is to “encourage the progress of science and
useful arts” and hence work for the ultimate good of the society. The Lawmakers have been striving
to reach a balance between the creator and the audience & from this effort was born the fair use of
doctrine. Before using copyrighted material, whether formal or non-formal, a teacher must ensure a
fair-use analysis. The four factors of determining fair use are:
1) The purpose and kind of use including whether such use is of commercial nature or is for nonprofit education purposes.
2) The nature of copyrighted work.
3) The amount and substantiality of the segment used in relation to the copyright work as a
whole.
4) The effect of use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.
The best answer to its fair use is the protection of Intellectual Property laws and seeking responsibility
while using copyrighted material to specified quantities or portions of the work for stipulated periods
of time. For this, it becomes essential for educators to understand well the provisions of the TEACH’s
Act.
TEACH’S Act
The “Technology, Education and Copyright Harmonization Act “commonly known as – TEACH’S
Act was enacted by U.S. Congress on October 4, 2002. It is full revision of Section 110(2) of U.S.
Copyright Act. The TEACH Act empowers accredited academic institutions to use copyright
protected material for the objective of distance education without requirement to pay royalties or
obtain permission from owner. How, clearly demarcated guidelines for limitations and procedures to
which the institution must adhere in order to avoid infringing the copyright exist (Russel, 2002).Its
provisions enable educators to use the copyrighted material for distance education with certain
restrictions. It is important for educators to understand the provisions of TEACH Act while avail
themselves of materials so that limited pieces of work can be used for limited period of time. The
TEACH Act aims to clarify the ways and materials is used to satisfy educational objectives. It
describes that work in digital format including websites can be used in the portions. It also describes
that work meant for sale for educational purpose like educational CDs or textbooks may not be used
or copied in any aspect without purchase. In order to qualify to use copyrighted materials under
TEACH Act, several conditions must be fulfilled:1. The material must be provided at direction of or under the supervision of an instructor and
must be an integral part of course curriculum.
2. The amount of material provided must be comparable to that typically displayed in live
classroom session.
3. The material is available to the students for a limited duration no longer than classroom
session.
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For Example – A videotape lecture can be used many times over rather than only once as in the case
of traditional teaching methods. If the topic has potential to become outdated, the numbers of the
times it can be displays before it become obsolete. But in the case of subject matter like a lecture on
William Wordsworth’s work, the video can be used endlessly without editing. The video-typed
lecture, saved lectures or other teaching material can be viewed many times & used by unregulated
audiences and unlimited copies can be made and distributed. While it may serve the objective of
advancing education, it is being used by an institution for its own profit because students are paying
for the courses. This clearly indicates the institute should be paying royalties for the use of the tape
and following the terms laid down by the owner, the professor delivering the lecture or the institute
from where it is originated should also pay. While most educators who offer lectures in this manner to
other educational institutions make the number of uses that can be made of the material and these are
often ignored by institutions eager to increase their net profit.
Libraries
Libraries face interruptions in the form of students taking unfair advantage of material in digital
format such as CDs and online databases. The ease of copying from these formats and the problem of
tracking and controlling misuse has led to a controversy whether to allow allowing libraries to stock
and distribute information in electronic format. At the same time, it is essential for the libraries to
provide sufficient information for students and faculty to be able to do research in their subject
deeply. Copyright Infringement can bring even library administrators under legal action if evidence
shows they may have freely distributed or inadequately protected certain materials.
There are no restrictions to the uses of new technologies in committing copyright infringement. In a
time of scanners, copiers and easy transmit devices; it is possible to find out almost anything on the
internet. A paper copy of protected books can be easily scanned and uploaded on public sites, where
the others can download it free of cost. Librarians are in a rare position as the link between producer
of the copyrighted material and consumers. The days when librarians could sit back and avoid the
manner in which the material was being used and downloaded is a past thing now. Since neither the
students nor the faculty seems to have a clear view about Intellectual Property laws and the limited
character of fair use, libraries must provide guidance to both the groups. Also libraries must be
educated so they don’t encourage guardians to violate Intellectual Property laws in any way. We
would like to quote here the Case of University of Oxford VS Rameshwary Photocopy Services Ltd.
Delhi wherein the genesis of this case lied in present practice in university of Delhi, where in
photocopy shops copy regarding material from prescribed textbooks & sell it to the students at
subsidized rates. The Chancellors, masters and scholars of university of oxford filed a case against
Rameshwary photocopy services, alleging them of copyright infringement under section 2 of
Copyright Act. The outcome of this case has that the publishers had to withdraw their law suits
against the defendants as it was observed that shop had a legal license to operate within the north
campus premises of D.U.
Educators
Since the copyright-protected material can be fructiferous for the owner, lucidity on ownership is
necessary. An employee generally needs to have a contract that specifically stipulates that the
copyrightable Intellectual Property created during employment pertains to the employee. Typically, if
no such contract exists, the employers owns right to the work. In some cases faculties at educational
institutions have collectively consorted contracts that allow for the ownership to be dividing or to
exist with author of the work. If not explain in contract, however, the copyright belongs to the school,
as per the laws in the Copyright Act regarding employer-employee contracts.
An exception to this rule is – “Textbook Exception”. Until the Copyright Act of 1976, the syllabus
and textbook material form by a faculty member were the Intellectual Property of the instructor and
not the employing authority. When the Act was passed, no such rule was added. While this may not
have been a intentional omission on the part of legislators. The Textbook Exception is still honored by
publishers and institutions. Some attorneys define the current law as the meaning to provide the same
rights before, but in different words. For institutional educators, it is vital to understand how to handle
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copyright in classroom. For distance educators care must be taken in formulating syllabus and
teaching material in order to protect copyright over the material from handouts to digital media.
The entity of fair use principle is under attack. Educators and students even should work toward the
protection of copyrighted material and live up their responsibilities in order to ascertain that repeated
violation does not occur, perhaps damaging the fair use principle for future generations.
Students
A student may find stimulation in the fact that too much information is easily available for copying
from the internet, institution libraries and reference list provided by faculty. A division must be made
in the use of these materials and it must be clearly indicated that the material is intended for reference
only. The meaning and importance of referencing must be known in order to curtail the risk of
plagiarism and ensure that the institution, library and educators are not accused in infringement cases.
The students find it difficult to differentiate between rightful usage and infringement in a world where
there are lot of arrangements of digital and electronic learning such as computer programming &
hardware configuration. Nowadays, computer specialists have a great knowledge about breaking
codes and security barriers to get protect information.
It is important for institutions to take action to change mind-set by providing education on copyright
and infringement. This must be accomplishing with a view not only to protect the interest of the
institution, but also infuse knowledge in the student body and protect the integrity of education
system.
Conclusion
It is clear that a deeper understanding of the laws allied with Intellectual Property is essential in the
education community. While some may disagree with the laws or follow their rights through
enforcement, no one can bear to ignore the issues surrounding copyright and intellectual content.
Through knowledge will come power and spreading awareness will lead to the lawful and fuller use
of allowances such as fair use and responsibility users have towards their source material and the
creators and owners of that material.
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Abstract
Human Intelligence is a gift of God &technology is a gift of this Intelligence. Mankind has put this
gift to the best of its use. Technology plays a key role in every sphere of life. Technology especially
the Digital technology has revolutionized the world of education. Information, Communication, and
Digital technology (ICT) has helped teachers in replacing the traditional teaching methods with the
digital technology-based teaching and learning tools. With the increasing use of computers in
education sector, teaching & learning has become easier for the teachers & students respectively. It
has made the process of teaching as well as the process of learning all the more enjoyable. According
to a survey conducted in Malaysia among teachers from various schools it was analyzed that ICT
integration has proved to be greatly effective for both teachers and the students. Findings indicated
that if teachers had a well-equipped preparation with various ICT tools and facilities, technologybased teaching and learning proved to be extremely successful. It was also found that professional
development training programs for teachers also played a key role in enhancing students’ quality of
learning and education. ICT or Information and communication technology has a lot uses as well as
benefits in the field of education. Technology especially the Digital Technology has even become a
part of students’ curriculum now days in both schools and colleges. So, it is safe to say that Digital
Technology plays a huge role in every student’s life as well as education. But along with the
considerable pros, it has some cons as well which cannot be neglected. For the future studies, there is
a need for consideration of other aspects of ICT integration especially from management point of
view in regard to strategic planning and policy making.
Keywords: Education, modern digital technology, teaching.
Introduction
In this modern world, Digital technology plays a very important role in our life. Digital technology
makes our work simpler, easier and less time consuming. This impact of digital technology can be
seen in the field of education as well. According to some latest studies, the use of modern digital
technology and tools has increased the learning and interactivity of the students. Learning gets much
more interactive & interesting when aided by digital technology. The transfer of knowledge becomes
very easy, convenient, and effective. When assisted with digital technology, even our minds tend to
work faster. Integration is effective for both teachers and the students.
ICT in Education
ICT or Information and Communication Technology refer to technologies used for collecting, storing,
editing and passing on information in various forms. Use of a PC is an example of use of ICT in
education. Multimedia is also a frequently used term to refer to some data carriers such as CD-ROM,
floppy disc etc. In the field of education, ICT has a huge impact in the schools and colleges
curriculum. ICT as a field of study in different professional disciplines such as Information
technology, Computer Science, Software Engineering, Data Communications, Computer Engineering,
Management Information Systems, Mobile Computing, among the many others. ICT has transformed
teaching, research and learning processes at all levels. It empowers teachers as well as students in
making significant contributions to the field of education. Students can make use of ICT in education
in the following ways:
1. Round the clock Internet connectivity– The usage of internet has grown aggressively over
the decade. Its importance in the education can never be undermined. Despite the chances of
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fraud, the use of the internet is like a blessing for students as well as teachers. Internet is
something that is used in almost everything that we do. From television to gaming, and
phones, the internet is in everything & everywhere. The use of the internet makes it very
convenient to students to find various kinds of help, tutorials and other kinds of assisting
material. Using Projectors and Visual images has made it convenient for the teachers to teach
effectively.
2. Using projectors and visuals to aid in learning- This is another form of great technological
use. Top institutions around the world, now rely on the use of PowerPoint presentations and
projections in order to keep the learning interactive and interesting. Use of projectors in
schools and colleges helps in improving interaction and interest. Appealing visuals makes
studying easier than just reading words. The learning part also becomes pretty easy and
effective when it comes to digital technology.
3. Online degrees with the use of digital technology- Online degrees now have become a very
common phenomenon. Students can easily take up online courses for learning and
certifications. Amazing online programs with the use of various applications and the internet
are available nowadays. This will continue to rise & get more support in coming time. This
online degree scenario is famous around the world especially among students who work and
look for flexible studying programs.
Importance of Digital technology in education
Following are the role of digital technology in the field of education:
1. It is included as a part of the curriculum such as IT & Mobile Computing
2. It is also used as an instructional delivery system.
3. It is used as a means of aiding instructions.
4. It is also used as a tool to enhance the entire learning process.
Because of digital technology, education has changed from passive and reactive to interactive and
aggressive. Education is extremely essential in both corporate and academic field. In Corporate,
education or training helps employees in doing things differently than they did before. In Academics,
education helps in creating curiosity in the minds of students. In either case, digital technology can
helps students understand and retain concepts better.
Factors affecting digital technology in education
The enormous challenge that teachers face in our society due to the rapid expansion of knowledge is
that the modern technologies are demanding that teachers learn how to use these technologies in their
teaching. Hence, these new technologies increase a teacher’s training needs. So, it is safe to say that a
teacher's attitude towards digital technology is a key factor in the successful implementation of ICT in
education. But a teacher might not always have positive attitudes towards computers and their poor
attitudes may lead to a failure of the computer- based projects. Some common cause of this can be
lack of time, lack of access, lack of resources or lack of expertise. Hardware failures, incompatible
software between home and school, poor or slow internet connectivity and out dated software which
are available mostly at school while the students/educators are having more up-to-date software at
home are some more examples of technical failures.
Positive impacts of Digital technology on Education
Some positive impacts of Digital technology on our education are as follows1. Enhanced Teaching as well as Learning: New technological advancements such as digital
cameras, projectors, various software, Power point presentations, 3D visualization tools are
some effective tools for teachers to help students in grasping a concept easily. This visual
explanation of concepts makes learning fun and enjoyable for students. It also helps students
in participating more and even teachers get a chance to make their classes more interactive
and interesting.
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2. Globalization: All these technological advancements help students in learning anything and
anywhere from the world without the need to leave their houses. For e.g. some websites help
students in learning foreign languages online by pairing a group of students with a teacher
from another country.
3. No Geographical Limitations: These technological advancements also brought with them
the online degree programs. Now there is hardly any need of being physically present in the
classroom. Several foreign universities have started this type of online degree courses that
students from any part of the world can enroll in. Distance learning and online education
have become a very important part of the education system nowadays.
4. Better Learning Experience –Due to new and innovative learning ideas, it makes students
more excited to learn via new adaptations in learning.
5. Time Management - It helps students with busy schedules, by providing them freedom to
work at home on their own time according to their wish and time.
6. Future perspective- It helps in training students in learning new technical skills which can be
helpful for them in future in their work place.
7. Ecological Benefits - It also decreased the use paper and photocopying costs, thus
somewhere beneficial for the environment
Negative impact
Some cons of Digital technology on our education are as follows1. Poor Writing/Grammar Skills - Due to constantly being busy in online chatting and
shortcuts, the writing skills of students nowadays have declined quite tremendously. Now,
children rely more and more on digital communication that they have totally forgot about
writing. They might not even know the spelling of different words, or how to correctly use
grammar or even how to do cursive writing.
2. Increasing Incidents of Cheating- Technological developments has also brought with them
new gadgets such as graphical calculators or high tech watches or even mini cameras and
similar equipment that have become great sources to cheat in exams. It also gets easier for
students to cheat via these gadgets with least chances of being caught.
3. Lack of Focus- SMS or text messaging or online chatting has become a favorite pastime of
many students. Students can be seen using their cell phones day and night or while driving
and very often between the lectures. Due to being always connected to the online world,
students can have issues like lack of focus and concentration in academics. This everconnectedness also affects their sports and extracurricular activities.
4. Diminishing thinking ability - Students imagination is affected, their thinking ability is
reduced due to digital technology, according to many experts and experienced people.
5. Extra effort from teachers - Sometime it’s also time-consuming from teacher’s point of
view. Over usage can cause health issues as well.
6. Costly Installation -It is costly to install such digital technology for both educational
institutions as well as students. Some students can’t afford modern computer technologies.
Conclusion
Technology has a positive impact on education and at the same time may also pose negative effects.
Teachers and students should take advantage of this in the good light and eliminate the drawbacks
which are pulling back many of students as well as schools from achieving excellence. It is thus time
to introduce a more technologically equipped education sector in the future.
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Abstract
In today’s economy driven, information generation, and research development have assumed key
importance in determining public perception. Consequently, understanding the knowledge-based
assets, such as innovations, ideas, designs, and their management undergone a change in which
ownership has become a critical issue.
While critically reviewing all the topics related to IPR and gaining all the knowledge including
trademarks, copyrights. This paper includes a summary of them all and the importance of the property
rights.
In recent years, science and technology is changing rapidly and are creating pressures for a change in
the IPRs across the World. The rising cost of research and development for Intellectual property
protection are becoming a threat. On the contrary, product life cycle in sensitive industries are
declining dramatically. These increasing changes in technology affects the interventions that do not fit
into the old categories of patents or other requirements in certain countries.
IPR: Relevance in Software Developers
We always question that what is a property, a property is an asset that is protected by the government,
it could be land, personal property, automobile, stocks, patents, and something that we own. By law
to prevent unauthorized usage of your property by others.

Different types of Intellectual Property Rights:
There are many types of intellectual property. A few are:









Residual Knowledge of Individuals
Know How
Trade secrets
Geographical indications
Industrial Designs
Trademarks
Copyrights
Patents
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How are IT Product and Services related to IPR?
Innovation is developing a new idea and putting it into practice. So, new products in market from the
idea or concept to make it on the stage with launching new or improved products to satisfy the need of
the customer.
Here are some famous IT Product and Services:








GUI2
Architecture
Code
Microprocessor
Phone
Camera
Keypad

What is a patent and how can you file for a patent?
A patent is a set of exclusive rights granted by a national government to an inventor or their assignee
for a limited period in exchange of a public disclosure of an invention.
A patent gives its owner the right to exclude others from making, using, offering to sell, or covering
the patent. It does not give the owner an affirmative right to practice the invention claimed in the
patent. To get a patent, it will always depend on what country you are in. A patent can only be in a
specific country. For example: Us patents are not valid in India.
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The time limit for every patent is 20 years, after that the public is free to practice the invention, but
you can sell your patent to other companies or assignee.
For Example: If you have an invention, you must go the government patent office, fill out the forms,
after reviewing the invention, they will grant the access to the inventor.
Things to Remember when working with Patents:








You must document and properly store your work.
File the Invention Disclosure form.
Whenever you ready to file IDF, do it as soon as possible.
You can do and analysis using third party patent infringement check of your product,
solution, method, or framework before it is released in the market.
When it is recommended by the FTO analysis, start working on the design.
Do not share or publish your invention without IP Protection, it may act as a prior -art.
Always file the patent first and then publication.
Do not release your product, solution, method, or framework without the FTO analysis.

How Copyrights are important in a field of Technology?
Copyright is a branch of Intellectual property that protectives creative work of art and deals with
creativity capable of being communicated to mass. Concerned with all forms and methods of public
communication-printed communication, sound, television, broadcasting, and any other media to get
the word out. The law confers upon the right to make copies, right to distribute them, play or perform
in public or maybe show and try to make an adaptation of the work.

Any publication must go through portal with approved software’s. Do not copy or paste someone
else’s work or scan from journals, books, or graphs.
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Why is trademark important in Technology?
A trademark is a distinctive sign, word or symbol used by an individual, business organization, or
other legal entity to identity its product or services to consumers.

The purpose of a trademark is to identify the origin, guaranteeing its unchanged quality, advertising at
its best and creating an image for products.
Computer Software
Computer Software is very pricey to develop but is very easy to copy and is highly vulnerable to
violate the intellectual property rights.
In the United States, the debate resulted in the decision to protect computer software primarily under
the copyright laws. In 1980, the Copyright Act of 1976 was amended explicitly to grant copyright
protection for software. The United States also has been encouraging other nations to protect
computer software under copyright laws.
The rise and spread of violation of intellectual property rights have several causes. First, there is
significant profit to be obtained from counterfeiting. Second, in many cases there are only limited
risks because of weak intellectual property laws, weak enforcement, or both, and it is difficult to
detect infringement. Third, infringement is also becoming significantly easier and cheaper in many
instances, often because of technological changes that place the means for copying and producing in
the hands of many. Finally, the governments of some developing countries apparently allow
infringement to flourish within.
Reliable estimates of the losses due to infringement are necessary to evaluate the severity of the
problem and to determine what policy actions are warranted. It is quite difficult to develop such
estimates, however, because definitions of infringement vary among nations, and it is difficult to
detect infringing activities or products. Infringement problems are specific to certain industries or
products, countries, and forms of intellectual property rights. To study the problem rigorously, it is
necessary to focus on selected products in selected countries. Such analysis does not, of course,
provide a basis for extrapolating to worldwide infringement losses.
Strategies for Intellectual Property rights in the field of the technology.








Your new idea should be unique and distinguished from your workplace.
Your new idea belongs to you, take charge.
Estimating assets and decide the type of protection you need.
A great name is a must.
Make sure to have a cost-effective patent strategy.
Always be careful using an open source software.
Be patient and extremely careful when looking for people to join you.

Intellectual property rights and innovation.
The main benefit claimed for strong IPR protection is that by allowing innovators to appropriate a
share of the benefits of their creative activities, R&D is encouraged, which leads to innovation and
higher long-run growth. More generally, we may expect IPRs to impact on domestic innovation
differently in countries with significant innovative capacity as opposed to those with few resources
available for domestic innovation. The evidence summarized suggests that stronger IPR protection
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can encourage domestic innovation in countries that have significant domestic capacity for
innovation, but that it has little impact on innovation in countries with a small innovative capacity.
Technology diffusion
For most developing countries advanced technologies will be imported. International technology
transfer occurs through imports, FDI, licensing and patent applications by non-residents. Policies
aimed at improving infrastructure for communication and transport and maintaining macroeconomic
stability along with open trade and investment policies can encourage such flows, allowing countries
improved access to foreign technology.
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ROLE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT IN FASHION
BUSINESS
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Abstract
Intellectual property is a property in legal sight. Intellectual property rights are unreal as their subject
matter arises from human intellect. Fashion is a style that is accepted by a large group of people at any
one time. . A fashion is always based on style. Fashion always displays something new to attract
people interest and desire for change and gain acceptance Fashion trends constantly evolve and brands
create new, innovative designs each season, major retailers, wholesalers, design houses, and
individual designers look to the visible shapes of intellectual property for protection. The major
policy of intellectual property law is to encourage innovation so that the people at large can benefit
from it. Intellectual property rights can be dealt with like both movable and immoveable property; it
can be assigned, transferred, mortgaged or licensed. When thinking of fashion design and intellectual
property, copyright and trademarks immediately come to mind, but patent protection has so many
ways for designers to protect their technical innovations. The license granted amounts to permission
to use the intellectual property rights. The rights conferred on the licensee may modify. Intellectual
Property has been categorized into Industrial property and copyright. The term industrial property
includes patent, trademarks, copyrights and industrial designs. The fashion industry enthusiastically
waits for to revise intellectual property law to afford them greater protection. In spite of current
intellectual property laws are partially to blame for the lack of greater protection for fashion designs
Keywords: Intellectual, attract, mortgaged, technical, enthusiastically
INTRODUCTION
Intellectual property is a property in legal sense i.e. it can be dealt with and owned under common law
or statutory provisions like rights associated and analogous with ownership of tangible property.
Intellectual property rights are unreal as their subject matter arises from human intellect. They could
be treated as partially tangible when documented. Intellectual property rights can be dealt with like
both movable and immoveable property; it can be assigned, transferred, mortgaged or licensed. In
case of Intellectual property rights, the owner would have right of enjoyment and legal ouster,
absolute or partial. The co-related duty owed by third parties, would be not to infringe the said rights,
unless permitted and allowed by law as in the case of fair dealing provisions.
Fashion may be defined as the way of living which is popular today; Fashion is a style that is accepted
by a large group of people at any one time. A fashion is always based on style. Fashion always
displays something new to attract people interest and desire for change and gain acceptance. Fashion
is reflecting ion of the times in which it is popular. Fashion is not only reduced to apparels but also
extends largely to luxurious goods and products. Each year the fashion hub produces a whole new
collection of designs which needs to be protected and regulated by a proper congress of law. In spite
of IPR protection is guaranteed to the maker against its use, aesthetic aspects and product features or a
print.
IP ISSUES AFFECTING THE FASHION BUSINESS
IP law has played a large role in the proliferation of fashion. The runway is an opportunity for
designers to display their creative talent, attract media attention and build awareness of their brand.
They also provide an opportunity for a brand to sell more affordable items, such as perfumes,
cosmetics or T-shirts, with brand names prominently displayed on them. So much of the fashion
industry thrives on this type of IP licensing. IP is a core asset of the fashion business.
As copyright law does not seek to protect or create a monopoly over useful articles, and as garments,
dresses, shoes, bags and so forth are considered useful items, they don’t qualify for copyright
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protection as a whole. Only design features that can be separated from a garment or other utilitarian or
useful item, so to speak, qualify for copyright protection in the United States. The whole issue has
been a major source of frustration for designers in the United States for some time because it means
that only certain aspects of their garments, and not the garment as a whole, are protectable.
CONCEPT & IMPORTANCE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT
Intellectual property rights are intangible as their subject matter emanates from human intellect. They
could be treated as partially tangible when documented. Intellectual property rights can be dealt with
like both movable and immoveable property, for it can be assigned/transferred, mortgaged or licensed.
Transfer of intellectual property rights by way of sale or assignment when complete or absolute,
results in exclusive rights are being conferred on the transferee or the assignee, which becomes the
new owner and is entitled to exercise all rights as an owner. The right to use may be in respect of a
single act, restricted to a location or for a limited period of time or duration. It may be a one-time act
or there can be stipulations as to upgradation or right to access future technological advances. One of
the important attributes of intellectual property rights in cases of technology, patent etc. is
confidentiality. It is confidentiality, which gives the owner the commercial edge, competitive position
and superiority. A licensee, who has granted right to use cannot sue on his own name, without making
the licensor a party, whereas an assignee/transferee can sue for infringement without joining the
assignor.
Intellectual property protection is critical to encourage innovation. Without protection of solution,
business persons and individual persons would not receive the full benefits of their inventions and
would focus less on research and development. Man started creating his own world by different
application of his brain or mind and by utilization of these natural resources. Man has also been
devoted with imagination and creativity. With his inspiration and creativity, he has been producing
various articles or products for his needs, comfort and convenience. A new set of laws called
Intellectual Property Right Laws were achieved to protect these property rights. These IPR laws
provided a protection to the owners under the different categories and names like Patents, Industrial
designs, Copyrights, Trade- Marks etc.
India too is having a systemized legal system to take care of IP protection. The first system of
protection of intellectual property came in 1485. This was followed by England in 1623, which
extended patent rights for Technology Inventions. In the United States, patent laws were introduced in
1760. The Indian Patents Act 1970 contains by the law governing patents. This Act extends to the
whole of India. The Act has been recently amended by the Patents Act 2002 and Patent Act 2005 to
take care of India’s obligations under the TRIPS agreement.
PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT IN FASHION BUSINESS
Intellectual Property has been categorized into Industrial property and copyright. They are discussed
as below:PATENT PROTECTION FOR FASHION
A Patent is a marketplace right granted to a person who has invented a new and useful article, or an
improvement of an existing articles or a new process of making an article. It includes of a private right
to manufacture the new article invented process for a limited period. After the expiry of the duration
period of patent, anybody can make use of the invention. A design patent provides 14 years of posh
industrial design rights for new designs of functional items. A design patent can now be collected in
approximately 10 to 12 months, and with various facilitate methods at additional cost. Designers can
achieve protection for their fashion designs by applying for a design patent. The designer must
interest various features of the design that are to be protected therefore, the patent is directed at the
basic design concept and not the exact product the designer sells. Design patents are granted for
handbags, shoes, jewelry designs and more. Apparel designs are generally allow non patentable
because they are considered functional. Design patents can be useful because they contribute
designers the right to eliminate others from making similar or substantially similar products. A
designer is not limited to collecting a single design patent per product. Each element of a design can
be covered under a separate patent in which enlarge the design's protection.
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Fashion & Design Patent Rights: Some fashion designers have found design patents as valuable.
These include eyewear, shoes, handbags, and jewelry. Fashion industry designers have continued to
push additional forms of protection that are easier to collect.
TRADEMARK PROTECTION FOR FASHION
A trade mark is a visual symbol in the form of word, device, name letter, numeral, brand, heading,
signature or label or any combination of these, applied or used in relation to goods so as to indicate a
connection in the course of trade, between the goods and some person who is the proprietor or
registered user of that trade mark. The identity of that person may or may not be disclosed.
Trademark law protects brand names, logos, symbols, designs and other different elements of designs
like apparel and accessories and trade dress law protects the design, packaging or display of apparel
and accessories. For example: the brand name and logo hang tag and special pocket stitching on a pair
of jeans could be registered as protectable trademarks and the unique shape of a dress could be
registered as protectable trade dress. Trade dress protection of an apparel design requires
distinctiveness to be acquired through a process whereby consumers come to recognize the design as a
source identifier over a period of time. Design patents can work well together with different trade
dress rights. In individual, a designer may first follow and secure a design patent and then secondary
meaning for trade dress protection of the design can be developed during the 14 years of design patent
protection.
Trade Marks Designers can use trade mark law to protect not only logo and brand names, but also
other distinct features of a product. For Example: Famous French shoe designer Christian Louboutin,
known for his infamous red-soled shoes, prevailed in 2012, in Christian Louboutin. The U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit overruled a lower district court and held that Louboutin's signature red
shoe sole was a "distinctive symbol" that had come to represent the brand and deserved trademark
protection.
Benefits of a Trade Mark
The benefits of a trade mark is that it distinguishes the goods as regards their manufacture or quality,
dealt in by a particular person, company or firm from similar goods manufactured or stock with by
other persons, companies or firms.
Trade mark Act 1999 has been enacted to replace the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act 1958. The
new Act considers bringing the existing law on trade marks in conformity with the developments
taking place worldwide on trade and industrial fronts. It aims to simply and harmonizes trade mark
management systems and thus to encourage investment flows and transfer of technology. Trade Mark
defines a brand of product, heading, company label, name, signature, letter of design and shape of
goods. Their packaging and combination of colors and a mark used or proposed to be used in relation
to goods or services for the purpose of indicating or so to indicate a connection in the course of trade
between the goods or services, as the case may be and some person having the rights, either as owner
or by way of permitted user to use the mark whether with or without any reminder of the identity of
that person and includes a certification trade mark and collective mark.
PROTECTION OF COPYRIGHTS
Copyrights protect original works of authorship, music, dramatic works, pantomimes and
choreographic works, sculptural, pictorial, and graphic works, sound recordings, artistic works,
architectural works, and computer software. With copyright protection, the holder has the private
rights to modify, distribute, perform, create, display, and copy the work.
Copyright law is meant to encourage the development of creative industries. Supporter of the
congressional amendment to copyright law believe that the fashion industry is subtitled to the same
protections afforded to the music, film and book publishing industries. Copyright law protects original
prints and patterns, unique color arrangements and novel combinations of elements used on apparel
and accessories but in most of the cases are not fashion designs themselves. A design element is
considered physically separable when it can be removed from an article of apparel and sold separately
for example a belt buckle and conceptually separable when it comprises artistic features that do not
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contribute to the utilitarian aspect of the apparel and such features invoke an idea separate from the
functionality of the apparel for example a Halloween costume.
Copyright protection also defines novel rights which relate the right to claim authorship of a work,
and the right to argue changes to it that could harm the creator’s image. The creator or the owner of
the copyright in a work can impose his right administratively and in the courts by inspection of
premises for evidence of production or custody of illegally made “pirated” goods related to protected
works. The owner may achieve court orders to stop such activities, as well as seek damages for loss of
financial rewards and recognition.
The Innovative Design Protection and Piracy Prevention Act were recently passed through the Senate
Judiciary Committee. That bill would supply protection for new fashion designs that are unique,
distinguishable, non-trivial, and non-utilitarian variation over the prior art. No registration of rights
would be required. Rather, protection is automatic for newly publicized clothing, footwear, bags, and
eyeglass frames.
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Abstract
The intellectual property rights (IPR) are intangible in nature and gives unique rights to creator for
their precious creation. In this scenario of globalization, IPR is the focal point in global trade
practices. These rights giving recognition and economic benefits to creator whereas the lack of IPR
awareness and its inefficient implementation may hurdle in the economic, technical and societal
developments of the nation. Hence spread of IPR knowledge and its adequate implementation is most
requirement for any nation in the world. This paper highlights various conditions of IPR like
trademarks, patents, copyrights, industrial designs, geographic indications, etc. with their same rules,
regulations, their needs and role especially related to Indian reference. Further, status of India's
partnership in IPR related activities across the world has been interacted in brief.
Keywords: IPR, globalization, trademark, copyright, industrial designs, societal development.
INTRODUCTION
Today developed countries are recognized by their advance intellectual innovation, advancement and
knowledge for transforming a nation rich. A new creation derived from human mind is called
intellectual property and it is an original creative work in a tangible form that can be legally protected.
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) are statutory rights that allow originators exploit their inventions
for a specific period of time. In fact, IPR laws bring safe, stable and sustainable system over
intellectual products, research, processes and services for the benefit of the society. That allows
inventors or licensors to exploit commercially due to its own uniqueness, exclusiveness and
monopoly. IPR has two branches - one is industrial property (first recognized in Paris Convention in
1883) and second one is copyright (first recognized in Berne Convention, 1886). Industrial property
consists of patents, geographical indications, trademarks and industrial designs etc. that are territorial
in nature. Filing and registration with a particular territory and for a particular period of time. Trends
in last few years in respect of filing of intellectual property applications are shown below:
Application

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Patent

43,674

42,951

42,763

46,904

45,444

47,854

Design

8,337

8,533

9,327

11,108

10,213

11,837

Trade Mark

1,94,216

2,00,005

2,10,501

2,83,060

2,78,170

2,72,974

Geographical
Indication

24

75

47

14

32

38

Copyrights

Copyright
administration
DIPP/CGPDTM in 2016-17

to

14,812

16,617

17,841

Semiconductor
Integrated
Layout
Designs (SCILD)

SCILD
administration
DIPP/CGPDTM in 2016-17

shifted

to

--

--

02

Total

2,46,251

2,62,638

3,55,898

3,50,467

3,50,546

2,51,564

shifted

Source: http://www.ipindia.nic.in/anual-report-ipo.htm

Among the industrial property, patents play a main role in changing national and global innovation
landscape. The main purpose of the patent is to promote innovation, economic growth,
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competitiveness, and visibility. Copyright consists of literary, dramatic, musical artistic works
including architectural works etc. is an intangible property for a particular term. In fact, copyright is
automatic, no need to register across for its protection. Hence, significance of IPR communication and
dissemination has greater impact on society for not only safeguarding the nation's intellectual
creations but also generating revenue to build knowledge based economy [1-8]. This paper present an
overview of IPRs, their trends and revenue generated in India; significance of patents in India by
region and stream; evaluation of patent grants in Asia and India's ranking in global innovation index.
It also provides strategies for patenting. The source data over the last 10 years extracted from annual
reports of Controller General of Patents, Designs & Trade Marks (CGPDTM), India
(www.ipindia.nic.in) and focusing mainly on patents, trademarks, industrial designs and GI
applications filing and grants or registrations. However, as a signatory to the Uruguay Round of
GATT, including its provisions on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), India must
introduce a comprehensive system of product patents no later than 2005 [9-11].
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT
IPR is a term which includes the following IP rights which are independent and can be used for
multiple protection aspects of an inventive work:







Patents
Copyrights
Trademarks
Registered (Industrial) design
Trade Secrets and
Geographical Indications [12].

NATURE OF IPR
IPR are territorial rights, except copyright, which is global in nature. These rights are monopoly rights
and are awarded by the State, no one can use these rights without the consent of the right holder. Time
to time to renew these rights for keeping them in force, except in case of trade secrets and copyrights.
Trade secrets have an infinite life but they do not have to be renewed. IPR have a fixed term, but
geographical indications and trademarks can have an indefinite life because these are renewed after a
specific time period by law after paying official fees. IPR can be gifted, sold, assigned and licensed
like other property. Unlike other immoveable and moveable properties, these rights can be
simultaneously held in different countries at the same time. IPR have the right to sell and purchase
because it can be held by legal entities. These rights are patents, copyrights, trademarks, industrial
designs, trade secrets and geographical indications are associated with original and cannot be
protected through the rights mentioned above. Things can be protected by making some
improvements and modifications over known things. However, it would be possible to use
geographical indications for protecting some traditional and agriculture products [13].
PATENTS
A right granted by a country to the owner of an invention to make, manufacture, use and market the
invention is known as patent, provided the invention fulfil various conditions stipulated in the law.
This right implies that no one can make, use, manufacture or market the invention without the consent
of the patent holder. This right is valid for a specific period of duration. The ownership of the rights,
the use of the rights by the owner of the patent may not be possible due to other laws of the country
that has awarded the patent. These laws may relate to equipment, tool, health, safety, food, security,
etc. further existing patents in similar areas may also come in the way. A patent is a property right
which can be gifted, sold, assigned. As the patent right is conferred by the state, so it can be revoked
by the state only under special circumstances even the patent has been sold, licensed, manufactured or
marketed in the meantime. This right is territorial in nature and the inventors will have to file separate
patent applications in countries of their interest along with the fee for obtaining patents in those
countries. A new electronic circuit or chemical process or a drug molecule or a vaccine is a patentable
matter provided all the stipulations of the law are satisfied [14].
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Indian Patent Act - The first Indian patent laws were introduced in 1856. These were modified from
time to time.
After the independence new patent laws were introduced in the form of the Indian Patent Act 1970.
This Act has now been amended to become compliant with the provisions of the TRIPS. The patent
law was preceded by the amendments in 2000 and 2003. The recent amendment was made in 2005,
while the process of amendments was ongoing and India became a member of the Paris Convention,
Budapest Treaty and Patent Co-operation Treaty. The salient and important features of the amended
Act are explained here [15].
Novelty - It does not form a part of the global state of the art, it is an invention will be considered as
novel. The information appearing in a magazines, books, journals, newspapers, etc. constitute the state
of the art. Oral description of the invention in a seminar or conference can also spoil novelty. Novelty
is assessed in a global context. An invention will be novel if it has been disclosed in the public by any
type of publications anywhere in the world before filing a patent application in respect of the
invention. It is advisable to file a patent application before publishing a paper if there is a minor
chance that the invention may be patentable. Prior use of the invention in the country interest before
the filing date can destroy the novelty [16].
Inventiveness (non-obviousness) - An inventive step is involved in a patent application, if the
proposed invention is not obvious to a person skilled in the subject matter of the patent application.
The prior art should not place toward the invention that the practitioner of the subject could not have
thought about the invention prior to filling of the patent application [17]. Inventiveness cannot be
decided on the material contained in unpublished patents. The simplicity or complexity of an
inventive step does not have any bearing on the grant of a patent.
Usefulness - An invention must possess the grant of patent, no valid patent can be granted for
invention devoid of utility. The patent requirement should spell out number of uses and practicing
them, even if considered obvious. If anyone can claiming a process, then no need to describe the use
of the compound produced thereby, nevertheless, it would be safer to do so. But, if you claim a
compound without spelling out its utility, you may be denied a patent [18].
Non-patentable inventions - An invention satisfy the conditions of inventiveness, novelty and
usefulness, but may not qualify for a patent under the following conditions:
1. An invention that claims anything obviously contrary to well-established natural laws, e.g.
different types of perpetual motion machines.
2. An invention whose intended use or exploitation would be contrary to public order or
morality or that causes serious prejudice to human, animal or plant life or health or to the
environment, e.g. making of brown sugar process will not be patented.
3. The discovery of a scientific principle or formulation of an abstract theory cannot be patented
relativity [19].
4. The mere discovery of a new form of a known substance that does not result in enhancement
of the known efficacy of that substance or the mere discovery of any new use of a known
substance, new property, mere use of a known process, machine or apparatus unless such a
known process results for a new product or employ at least one new reactant.
5. The mere arrangement or rearrangement or duplication of features of known devices each
functioning independently of one another in a known way. If you put torch bulbs around an
umbrella and operate them by a battery so that people could see you walking in the rain when
it is dark, then this arrangement is patentable as bulbs and the umbrella perform their
functions independently [20].
6. A method of agriculture or horticulture. For example, the formula of terrace farming cannot
be patented.
7. Any process for medical, surgical, curative, prophylactic, diagnostic, therapeutic or other
treatment of human beings or any process for a similar treatment of animals to render them
free of disease, or to increase economic value, or that of their products. For example, a new
technique for hand surgery for removing contractions is not patentable [21].
8. Inventions relating to atomic energy.
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9. Discovery of any living thing or non-living substance occurring in nature.
10. Mathematical or business methods or a computer program or algorithms.
11. Plants and animals in whole or any part thereof other than microorganisms, but including
seeds, varieties and species, and essentially biological processes for production and
propagation of plants and animals.
12. Topography of integrated circuits [22].
13. A mere scheme or rule or method of performing mental act or method of playing games.
14. An invention which, in effect, is traditional knowledge or which is aggregation or duplication
of a known component or components.
Computer programs parse have not been defined in the Act but would generally tend to mean that a
computer program without any utility would not be patentable. Protection of new seeds and plant
varieties is covered under a different Act, which provides a protection for duration of 10 years.
Similarly, topography of integrated circuits is protected through yet another different Act [23].
Term of the patent - The term of the patent will be 20 years from the date of filing for all types of
inventions.
Mail box provision – TRIPS requirement that any countries not providing patent product details in
respect of any pharmaceuticals and chemical inventions have to put into a mechanism for accepting
patent product applications with effect from 1 January, 1995. Such invention applications will be
examined for grant of patents after suitable changes in the national patent law have been made. The
system of accepting patent product applications is called the ―mail box‖. This system has been in
force in India and now such applications are being taken up for examination [24].
Timing for filing a patent application – An application filing for a patent should be completed at the
earliest possible date and should not be delayed. An application should be filled with provisional
requirement, disclosing the essence of the invention nature, helps to register the priority by the
applicant. Some risks may entail for a delay in filing an application, like (i) other inventors might
forestall the first inventor by applying for a patent for the said invention and (ii) there may be either
an inadvertent publication of the invention by the inventor himself/herself or by others independent of
him/her. For an invention a publication in any form by the inventor before filing of a product patent
application would disqualify the invention from being patentable. Hence, inventors should not
disclosed their inventions before filing the product patent application. The invention should be
considered for publication after a product patent application has been filed. Thus, it can be seen that
there is no contradiction between publishing an inventive work and filing of the patent application in
respect of the invention [25].
COPYRIGHTS
Copyright is a right which is available for creating an original literary, dramatic, artistic work,
musical, cinematographic films including sound tracks and video films, and recordings on discs,
tapes, perforated roll or other devices are covered by copyrights. Computer programs and software are
covered with literary works and are protected under copyrights in India. The Copyright Act, 1957, as
amended in 1983, 1984, 1992, 1994 and 1999, governs the copyright protection in India. For
cinematographic films, photographs, publications, records, anonymous publication, works of
government and international agencies, the term is 60 years from the beginning of the calendar year
following the year in which the work was published. For broadcasting, the term is 25 years from the
beginning of the calendar year following the year in which the broadcast was made [26-28].
Coverage provided by copyright
1. Literary, dramatic and musical work, computer programs and software are covered in the
definition of literary work.
2. Artistic work.
3. Cinematographic films, which include sound track and video films.
4. Recording on any disc, tape, perforated roll or other device.
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Infringement of copyright - Copyright provide the creator of the work, the right to reproduce the
work, translate, make copies, sell or give on hire and communicate the work to the public. These
activities done without the author‘s consent or his assignee considered infringement of copyright. In
the law, there is a provision of ‗fair use‘ which allows work of copyright is to be used for teaching and
research development e.g. when making a photocopy of a book for teaching purpose may not be
considered an infringement, but making number of copies by photocopy technology for the use of
commercial purposes would be considered an infringement. There is an associated right with
copyright which is known as ‗Moral Right‘, which cannot be transferred or is note limited by the
term. The creator enjoyed this right for avoiding obscene representation of his works [29]. The
following acts are considered infringement of copyrights:
A. In the case of dramatic, literary, musical work, not being a computer program
a. To reproduce the work in any material form, including storing it in any medium by electronic
means.
b. To issue copies of the work to the public not being copies already in circulation.
c. To perform the work in public or communicate it to the public.
d. To make any cinematography film or sound recording in respect of the work.
e. To make any translation of the work or to make any adaptation of the work.
f. To do, in relation to a translation or an adaptation of the work, any of the acts specified in
relation to the work in sub-clauses (a) to (f).
B. In the case of computer program [30]
a. To do any acts specified in clauses (A).
b. To sell or give on hire or offer for sale or hire any copy of the computer program, regardless
of whether such copy has been sold or given on hire on earlier occasions.
C. In the case of artistic work
a. To reproduce the work in any material form, including depiction in three dimensions of a
two-dimensional work or in two dimensions of a three-dimensional work.
b. To communicate the work to the public.
c. To issue copies of the work to the public not being copies already in circulation.
d. To include the work in any cinematography film.
e. To make any adaptation of the work.
f. To do, in relation to a translation or an adaptation of the work, any of the acts specified in
relation to the work in sub-clauses (a) to (f).
D. In the case of a cinematography film [31]
a. To make a copy of the film, including a photograph of any image forming a part thereof.
b. To sell or give on hire or offer for sale or hire any copy of the film, regardless of whether
such copy has been sold or given on hire on earlier occasions.
c. To communicate the film to the public.
E. In the case of sound recording
a. To make any other sound recording embodying it.
b. To sell or give on hire or offer for sale or hire any copy of the sound recording, regardless of
whether such copy has been sold or given on hire on earlier occasions.
c. To communicate the sound recording to the public.
Transfer of copyright - The owner of the copyright in an existing prospective or work owner of the
copyright in a future prospective work may assign to any person the copyright, either wholly or
partially, in the following manner:
1. For the entire world or for a specific country or territory or
2. For the full term of copyright or part thereof or
3. Relating to all the rights comprising the copyright or only a part of such rights [32].
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TRADEMARKS
A trademark identifies certain goods or services as those produced or provided by a specific person or
organization. They may be one or a combination of words, letters, numerals and symbols. They may
consist of drawings, three-dimensional signs such as shape and packaging of goods, or colors used as
a distinguishing feature. Collective signs are owned by an association whose members use them to
identify themselves with a level of quality. Certification marks are given for compliance with defined
standards. (Example ISO 9000.) The owner of a trademark ensuring the exclusive right to use it to
identify their goods, service or to authorize others to use it on payment bases. Well-known trademarks
are used for any products, services means a mark that has become the substantial segment of the
public which uses such services or goods; such services that use such mark in relation to other
services or goods would be likely to be taken as a connection in the course of trade or rendering of
services between those services or goods and a person using the mark in relation to the first mentioned
services or goods. [33] Enactment of the Indian Trademarks Act 1999 is a big decision forward from
the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act 1958 and the Trademark Act 1940. The newly enacted Act has
some features not present in the 1958 Act, and these are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Registration of service marks, collective marks and certification trademarks.
Increasing the period of registration and renewal from 7 years to 10 years.
Allowing filing of a single application for registration in more than one class.
Enhanced punishment for offences related to trademarks.
Exhaustive definitions for terms frequently used.
Simplified procedure for registration of registered users and enlarged scope of permitted use.
Constitution of an Appellate Board for speedy disposal of appeals and rectification
applications which, at present, lie before the High Court [34].

Well-known trademarks and associated trademarks - A well-known trademark in relation to any
goods or services means a mark that has become known to the substantial segment of the public that
uses such goods or receives such services. Associated trademarks are in commercial terms, marks that
resemble each other and are owned by the same owner, but these are applied to the same type of
goods or services. For example, a garments company dealing in readymade garments may use
associated trademarks for shirts, trousers etc., meaning trademarks deemed to be registered as
associated trademarks under this Act.
Service marks - The Indian Act of 1958 did not have any reference to service marks. Service means
any description that is made available to potential users, and includes the provision of services in
connection with the business of industrial or commercial matters such as education, financing,
insurance, banking, communication, chit funds, real estate, transport, storage, material treatment,
processing, supply of electrical or other energy, boarding, lodging, entertainment, amusement,
construction, repair, conveying of news or information and advertising. Marks used to represent such
services are known as service marks [35].
Certification trademarks and collective marks - A certification trademark means a guarantee mark
that indicates that the goods to which it is applied are of a certain quality or are manufactured in a
specified formula or come from a certain region or use some particular material or maintain accuracy
at certain level. The goods must originate from a certain region rather than from a particular trader.
Certification marks are applicable to services, and the same parameters will have to be satisfied.
Further, these certificate marks are registrable just like any other trademark. In India Agmark used for
various food items as a certification mark although it is not registered as a certification mark; the
concept of certification mark was not in vogue at the time of introduction of Agmark. A collective
mark means a trademark distinguishing from those of others, the goods or services of members of an
association of persons (not being a partnership within the meaning of the Indian Partnership Act,
1932), which is the proprietor of the mark [36].
Term of a registered trademark - The registration of a trademark initially for a period of 10 years, but
it may be renewed time to time for an unlimited period by the payment of renewal fees.
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TRADE SECRETS
Trade secret points toward a formula, pattern, any instrument or design that is kept confidential and
through which any business or trade can edge over its rival and can enjoy economic gain. Trade
secrets can be anything from a manufacturing process, chemical compound, design or preserving
materials or even a list of consumers or clients. It is also known as ―confidential information‖ or
―classified information.‖ To be safeguarded under trade secrets, the matter should be ―secret‖.
Although the definition of trade secret is variable as per the jurisdiction, there are the following
elements that are found to be the same:






Is not known by the public.
Provides some financial sort of gain to its holder.
Involves reasonable efforts from the holder side for maintaining secrecy.
Importance of data or information to him or for his rivals.
The ease by which information could be learnt or duplicated by others.

Any enterprise or an organization can safeguard its confidential data or information by entering into a
non-every minute detail about the trade secret applicability, like how the person will use a trade
secret, what will happen if he will pass over this agreement, etc.



All employees of an organization should consider trade secrets as confidential data or
information even if they are unaware about the trade secret.
Always keep your trade secret in a private and restricted zone.

Trade secrets protection - Trade secrets are kept secret and not disclosed to the public at large. The
creator or owner prevents his knowledge from slipping out of his hands to its rival side and takes
concurrent steps. In exchange of getting the chance to be appointed by the holder of trade secrets, a
worker will ready to sign a contract not to disclose any material information, formula and data of his
employer. Any negligence or violation of the same will mean an imposition of financial penalties.
Other business associates or companies with whom the inventor is engaged are often required to sign
a similar contract, and any negligence to do so will lead to fines or penalties.
Trade secrets infringement - Misuse of trade secrets can be called an unfair practice. The Uniform
Trade Secrets Act of the USA defines misappropriation as:



Acquiring trade secrets related to another by a person who has a strong belief or reason that
it was acquired by wrongful doings.
Disclosing or using trade secrets of another person without any implied consent of its owner.

As per the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, ―improper means‖ include ―theft, bribery, misrepresentation,
breach or inducement of a breach of duty to maintain secrecy, or espionage through electronic or other
means‖[37].
Tips for safeguarding trade secrets




Put a sign or a mark on various computer files and documents related to trade secrets that
you are intending to keep confidential.
Allow the accessibility of trade secrets only to those people who have authentic reason to
know the information. The reason should be material and should benefit for an organization
or a business.
Using trade secrets make it obligatory for everyone to sign a non-disclosure agreement. It
should describe utility model rights. Soon after, many other nations also joined up the club in
providing a utility model in their respective territories, like Poland, Japan, Spain, Italy and
Portugal. Afterwards, the list has also been extended with the adoption of the utility model
by Greece, Finland, Denmark and Austria.

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION (GI)
GI signifies the name or any sign used in reference for a products corresponding to the particular
geographical area or somewhat related to the origin, like town, region or nation. Thus, GI grants the
rights to its holder that acts as the certification mark and shows that the specified product consists of
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the same qualities and is enjoying a good reputation due to its origin from the specified geographical
location [38]. The TRIPs agreement has defined the ―geographical indications rights‖ as the
exclusionary rights for the indicator that identify the goods originated within the member nation
territories, or area or region of that territory, where the reputation or other attributes of the goods is
essentially related to the geographic origin of the place. GIs are a part of the intellectual property law
and, therefore, like any other law, the regulation and governing conditions of GI also vary from one
country to another as high differences have been found in the use of generic terms across the world.
Such a case is prominent for food and beverages, which more commonly use the geographic terms.
GIs are aimed toward identifying the source of the product and are considered a valuable business
tool. The global trade has made it crucial to harmonize the various approaches and methods that the
governments use for registering the GIs in their respective territories [39].
GI Act in India - In India, the GIs rule is regulated by the Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act, 1999 and the Geographical Indication of Goods (Regulation and
Protection) Rules, 2002 [40]. However, registering of the GI is not compulsory in the India as the
owner of the unregistered GI can also enforce the actions with the help of passing off against the
infringer, but it is recommendable to register the GI as the registration certificate acts as the prima
facie evidence in the court at the time of arising of any dispute, and no additional evidence is required
to prove the validity. Examples of some of the popular GIs are – Basmati Rice, Kanjeepuram sarees
and Darjeeling tea. In the Indian act, GI is used for identifying goods from a particular geographical
location and its origin. It encircles the agriculture goods and natural goods and is extended up to the
manufactured goods also. In order to register the GI, the goods should possess unique characteristics
and reputation with other qualities attributed to its geographical origin, e.g. climate, quality of soil,
processing methods, etc. [41-44].
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN RIGHTS
Industrial design rights are the part of the intellectual property rights that confers the rights of
exclusivity to the visual designs of objects which are generally not popularly utilitarian. It safeguards
the appearance, style and design of the industrial object, such as spare parts, textiles and furniture.
According to the Industrial Design Society of America, ―Industrial Design (ID) is the professional
service of creating and developing concepts and specifications that optimize the function, value and
appearance of products and systems for the mutual benefit of both user and manufacturer.‖ As these
designs consist of esthetic features, they therefore do not provide any protection to the technical
features of the article. The origin of design rights can be traced back in the United Kingdom as
―Designing and Printing of Linen Act‖ (1787). Designs are used in different products and across
various industries like medical, handicrafts, jewelry, electrical appliances, etc. It precludes any
trademark or artistic type of work. In India, the first-ever design-related legislation was enacted by the
British Government, and was popularly named as the Designs Act, 1911 [45].
Advantages of industrial design rights - Industrial designs help in making any product or item more
beautiful and appealing and, therefore, they help in increasing the commercial viability of the product
and in increasing its market potentiality. The industrial design registration helps in safeguarding the
ornamental or esthetic elements of the article [46-49]. whenever an industrial design is being
registered, it gives an exclusionary rights to the owner against unauthorized use, like copying or
imitation, by a third party without his consent. This in turns facilitates a fair flow of investment. An
effectual system also helps in benefiting the public by encouraging fair and effective competition and
trading practices, which, at large, bolster the creativity, and the final result comes in the form of
attractive and beautiful products. Safeguarding of industrial designs helps in the overall economic
development, which promote creativity in the industrial arena.
The essential requirements for the registration of design
a. The design should be new or original, not previously published or used in any country before
the date of application for registration. The novelty may reside in the application of a known
shape or pattern to a new subject matter. However, if the design for which the application is
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
g.
h.

made does not involve any real mental activity for conception, then registration may not be
considered.
The design should relate to features of shape, configuration, pattern or ornamentation applied
or applicable to an article. Thus, designs of industrial plans, layouts and installations are not
registrable under the Act [50].
The design should be applied or applicable to any article by any industrial process. Normally,
designs of an artistic nature, such as painting, sculptures and the like, which are not produced
in bulk by any industrial process, are excluded from registration under the Act.
The features of the designs in the finished article should appeal to and are judged solely by
the eye. This implies that the design must appear and should be visible on the finished article
for which it is meant. Thus, any design in the inside arrangement of a box, money purse or
almirah may not be considered for showing such articles in the open state, as those articles are
generally put in the market in the closed state.
Any mode or principle of construction or operation or anything which is, in substance, a mere
mechanical device, would not be a registrable design. For instance, a key having its novelty
only in the shape of its corrugation or bend at the portion intended to engage with levers
inside the lock it is associated with cannot be registered as a design under the Act. However,
when any design suggests any mode or principle of construction or mechanical or other action
of a mechanism, a suitable disclaimer in respect thereof is required to be inserted on its
representation, provided that there are other registrable features in the design.
The design should not include any trademark or property mark or artistic works.
It should be significantly distinguishable from known designs or a combination of known
designs [51].
It should not comprise or contain scandalous or obscene matter.

Duration of the registration of a design - The total term of a registered design is 15 years. Initially,
the right is granted for a period of 10 years, which can be extended by another 5 years by making an
application and by paying a fee of Rs. 2000/- to the Controller before the expiry of the initial 10-year
period. The proprietor of the design may make the application for such extension even as soon as the
design is registered. [52]
Strategy for protection - First to file rule is applicable for registrability of design. If two or more
applications relating to an identical or a similar design are filed on different dates, the first application
will be considered for registration of design. Therefore, the application should be filed as soon as you
are ready with the design. After publication in the official gazette on payment of the prescribed fee of
Rs. 500/- all registered designs are open for public inspection. Therefore, it is advisable to inspect the
register of designs to determine whether the design is new or not. There is yet another important
provision for ensuring that the design is different from anything published anywhere in the world.
This is quite a strict condition [53-54].
CONCLUSION
In recent days, India has played a key role in stimulating research and innovation in multiple sectors
and encouraging the IPR activities. India earns huge revenues through IPR but also follows stringent
rules protect creativity or innovation. IPR is a strategic asset for industry and the welfare of public.
The growth of new global public/private partnerships such as the producing patents in the fields of
bio-technology and food. India has shown considerable increase in learning and improving science
and innovation capabilities at domestic and global levels. Intellectual Property and Innovation shows
that the creative management of intellectual property to help product development and dissemination.
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Abstract
The present study survey the recent literature on the economic implications of strengthening
intellectual property rights in developing countries. First, the study identifies the theoretical concepts
and empirical methods that are frequently applied to this topic. Then specific economic studies that
are addressed this topic in the last ten years. Finally, the study identifies the most common findings in
the literature.
Keywords: IPR, The North, The South.
Introduction
Intellectual property rights (IPRs) are the rules which are formed to protect the inventions from being
copied by others. This is done in order to protect the economic value of the new creation which is
done by the innovator. Granting Patents rights, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets are some of
the main forms of IPRs. It motivates the inventor for new creations by rewarding them with the right
of getting it protected from the others. It helps to avoid competition. One of the drawbacks can be that
it limits the spread of technological advances and it tends to create market power. This creation of
monopoly power can lead to the implication higher prices for consumers. A trade-off has been
witnessed between incentives for innovation and growth (dynamic efficiency) and competitive pricing
(static efficiency). Therefore, any policies are formed by keeping this whole scenario and keeping
these conflicting interests in the mind. Considering the international trade and investment, this
tradeoff is even more complicated. One of the main issues to look upon is the significant differences
in IPR regimes across the different countries. Huge gap lies between the strength of IPRs in advanced
or developed countries (these advanced countries are referred to as The North, the reason behind it is
that as most of the developed advanced nations lie in the Northern Hemisphere) and developing
countries (these developing or under developed countries are referred to as The South, the reason
behind it is that as most of the developing nations lie in the Southern Hemisphere). These differences
in the strengths of IPRs have a noteworthy impact on international economic activity. Constant
attempts have been made to decrease the gap between the developed and developing nations by
strengthening IPRs in the developed nations (North). For instance, in the WTO’s Agreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) formulated during the Uruguay
Round. These attempts certainly have economic costs and benefits that are not evenly distributed
between the developed and developing nations. Researchers have been working on to investigate the
cost and benefits which these North south nations receive by agreeing to the agreements (such as of
TRIPS). Some of these researchers have developed theories and models of international trade, foreign
direct investment (FDI), and technological innovation on them. In the recent times it has been a big
topic of debate between them. The models formulated by the economic theorists are used to predict if
a country would try to strengthen its IPRs by bring reforms in them. The models also help to analyze
the cost benefit which a country might reap from strengthening their own IPR regimes. Various
theories and models have been used to analyze the effects of IPRs on wages and economic welfare,
FDI, and the form and extent of international technological transfer.
Why counties have different implications for intellectual property rights
A theoretical model of trade between the North and the South was formulated by Lai and Qiu in an
article named “The North’s Intellectual Property Rights Standard for the South,” in 2003. In their
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article they brought forward the fact that as the developed advanced countries (The North) has huge
capacity for innovation so their new creations have high demand in the developing countries (The
South). This is the reason that the advanced nations need to have stronger IPR regimes than the
developing nations (The South). The introduction of the international agreement strengthens the
South’s IPRs relative to the North’s. This helps in boosting the global welfare. Still the North benefits
more than the South, as the developed nations focus on higher profits while keeping the consumer
prices unchanged. This leads to net positive effects. On the other hand in the developing nations, i.e.
in the South, consumer prices are not kept constant; they continuously raise which results in the net
negative effects. Lai and Qiu were of the opinion that the developing nations will not be willing to
strengthen their IPRs until unless they receive some form of compensation. The reason behind it is
that the developing nations (The South) has a comparative advantage in goods that are not patentintensive. Lai and Qiu also gave a multi-sector negotiation model. In this model they explain that the
two countries bargain and negotiate over the strength of IPRs in the South and tariff levels in the
North. In the multi- setoral negotiation the north lowers its tariff rates, while the South, i.e. the
developing nations agree on stronger IPR regimes. Not a single-issue agreement but a multi-issue
agreement can only result in economic gains for both the North and the South. Grossman and Lai’s
2004 study, “International Protection and Intellectual Property,” is similar to that in Lai and Qiu
(2003). The difference they brought forward was the fact that when the countries trade with each other
the relative size of the countries’ markets and their relative productive capacity in innovation do affect
the countries’ incentives and will to strengthen their IPRs. Since its clear that developed nations (The
North) has more R&D capacity and larger markets so they are more willing to strengthen their IPR
regimes than the developing nations (The South). Grossman and Lai show that there is a level of
patent protection that maximizes global economic welfare, and it can be achieved with different
combinations of country-level patent protection. However, different policy distributions for IPRs have
different implications for welfare in the North and South. Policies that maximize incentives for global
research are beneficial for the North. Chen and Puttitnun in their article entitled “Intellectual Property
Rights and Innovation in Developing Countries” in 2005 brings into light that how the innovation
capacity of The South effects the IPR policies. They gave a model and claimed that every country has
two sectors, an import sector and a local sector. The import sector has a foreign firm, which supplies it
innovative patented technology to the country to produce high quality goods. The other is the
domestic firm that can copy that technology to some extent that is determined by the regimes of IPRs.
The local sector also has two firms, one which develops innovative technology and the other which
only imitates this technology. More the protection of IPRs, lesser would be the imitation in both the
sectors. In the import sector, higher IPRs imply that lower-quality goods will be produced by the
domestic firm and that there will be less price competition for the foreign firm, resulting higher prices
and a reduction of consumer surplus. However, in the local sector, higher IPRs imply more incentives
for innovation. Based on their model, Chen and Puttitanun hypothesize that very poor countries will
provide strong protection for IPRs in order to ensure access to foreign technologies; middle-income
countries will provide relatively weak protection to facilitate domestic imitation of these foreign
technologies; and advanced countries will provide strong protection to benefit their own innovators.
Effects of IPR reforms
Park and Lippoldt (2005) in their article titled, “International licensing and Strengthening of
Intellectual Property Rights in Developing Countries during the 1990s.” studied that stronger IPRs in
The South (developing nations) encourage technology transfer through international licensing. A firm
level data was used for analysis. Their findings suggested that US firms get receipts of 32%from
international loyalties and license fee, 30% from pre-recorded performances, around 20% from
general use of software, and 9 percent from trademarks. U.S. parent firms got 80% of their licensing
receipts from the countries where per capita GDP was more than $18,000 (in 1995 U.S. dollars), and
73 percent of receipts were from other affiliated parties.
Chaudhuri, Goldberg, and Jia gave an article titled “Estimating the Effects of Global Patent Protection
in Pharmaceuticals: A Case Study of Quinolones in India.” They examined patent intensive
pharmaceutical industry and studied the effect of how the application of patents affects the sales of
antibiotics in India. The study showed that strengthening IPR regimes have an indirect effect .i.e.
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poor countries may reduce consumer access to life-saving medicines. Chaudhuri, Goldberg, and Jia
also estimated the price elasticity of demand and expenditure elasticity of demand for antibiotics in
India. An econometric model was used for the analysis and product-level data for 1999 and 2000 was
used. They concluded that there would be huge losses incurred in consumer welfare due to higher
prices and due to less variety of products.
Arora, Branstetter, and Chatterjee gave a study entitled, “Strong Medicine: the Impact of Patent
Reform on the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry.” They tried to analyze the effect of reforms in IPR on
the domestic innovation in India. 315 Indian pharmaceutical firms were considered in the study. They
found that the reforms brought positive effects on the Indian stock market values and R&D spending.
Their theory was significant different from the others as they acknowledged that strengthening IPRs
in developing countries can encourage domestic innovation. They supported this fact by giving
evidence of Indian pharmaceutical firms which initiated innovations due to strong IPR regimes. Park
in 2012 gave a study entitled “North-South Models of Intellectual Property Rights: An Empirical
Critique.” He uses panel data analysis on R&D carried out by U.S. multinational firms and their
affiliates. The data were collected from the U.S. Direct Investment Abroad Survey which is published
by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, as well as indexes of patent
protection in individual countries weighted by market share. Park’s model used R&D investment as a
dependent variable, and domestic and foreign patent protection as independent variables. He had a
concrete analysis on how the IPR reforms in The South (the developing nations) effects the R&D
expenditures of the North (developed nations).
Conclusion
This article has demonstrated that the economics of trade-related IPRs is an active research area with
many interesting questions. While the literature continues to advance with the development of richer
data sources, most of the questions have not been conclusively answered, and there is a need for
further study. However, several preliminary themes find support in the 10 studies we have reviewed.
First, the strengthening of IPRs in the South appears to have little effect on the level of R&D
expenditures and the rate of innovation in the North. But it apparently has a positive significant effect
on the rate of international technology transfer from the North to the South. Second, strengthening
IPRs in the South has an ambiguous effect on international trade from the North to the South, but has
a significant positive effect on FDI in the South. Stronger IPRs can reduce technology imitation and
therefore create a market in the South for innovative products exported from the North. On the other
hand, strong IPRs can encourage local production through FDI that displaces North-to-South trade in
these products. Third, stronger IPRs in the South usually benefit the North at the expense of the
South. However, there are well-defined cases in which stronger IPRs can benefit the South. Stronger
IPRs can induce FDI and technology transfer and increase labor demand in the South, and in some
cases they can increase innovation in the developing countries.
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Abstract
Intellectual property rights are the rights given to persons over the creations of their minds. They
usually give the creator an exclusive right over the use of his/her creation for a certain period of time.
Intellectual property rights are customarily divided into two main areas:(i) Copyright and rights
related to copyright: (ii) Industrial property: India is a member of the World Trade Organisation and
committed to the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS
Agreement,1995).The trade and exchange of IPR is regulated by this agreement of WTO. India is
also a member of World Intellectual Property Organization, a body responsible for the promotion and
the protection of intellectual property rights throughout the world. To promote IPRs, India has
formulated an IPR policy in May 2016 whose clarion call is “CREATIVE INDIA, INNOVATIVE
INDIA”. Besides this, several initiatives like “MAKE IN INDIA”,”START-UP INDIA” etc. have
been taken to promote the IPR regime. If the idea of MAKE IN INDIA is truly implemented then
surely INDIA can improve its ranking in GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX of WIPO further and
become a leader in producing more IPR‟s.
Keywords: Intellectual property rights, TRIPS, WIPO, National IPR Policy.
INTRODUCTION


Intellectual property rights (IPR) are the rights given to persons over the creations of their
minds: inventions, literary and artistic works, and symbols, names and images used in
commerce. They usually give the creator an exclusive right over the use of his/her creation for
a certain period of time.



These rights are outlined in Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, which provides for the right to benefit from the protection of moral and material
interests resulting from authorship of scientific, literary or artistic productions.



The importance of intellectual property was first recognized in the Paris Convention for the
Protection of Industrial Property (1883) and the Berne Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works (1886). Both treaties are administered by the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).

Intellectual property rights are customarily divided into two main areas:
(i) Copyright and rights related to copyright:


The rights of authors of literary and artistic works (such as books and other writings, musical
compositions, paintings, sculpture, computer programs and films) are protected by
copyright, for a minimum period of 50 years after the death of the author.

(ii) Industrial property: Industrial property can be divided into two main areas:


Protection of distinctive signs, in particular trademarks and geographical indications.

o

Trademarks distinguish the goods or services of one undertaking from those of other
undertakings.

o

Geographical Indications (GIs) identify a good as originating in a place where a given
characteristic of the good is essentially attributable to its geographical origin.

o

The protection of such distinctive signs aims to stimulate and ensure fair competition and
to protect consumers, by enabling them to make informed choices between various goods
and services.
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o

The protection may last indefinitely, provided the sign in question continues to be
distinctive.



Industrial designs and trade secrets: Other types of industrial property are protected
primarily to stimulate innovation, design and the creation of technology. In this category
fall inventions (protected by patents), industrial designs and trade secrets.

What is the need of IPR?
The progress and well-being of humanity rest on its capacity to create and invent new works in the
areas of technology and culture.


Encourages innovation: The legal protection of new creations encourages the commitment
of additional resources for further innovation.



Economic growth: The promotion and protection of intellectual property spurs economic
growth, creates new jobs and industries, and enhances the quality and enjoyment of life.



Safeguard the rights of creators: IPR is required to safeguard creators and other producers
of their intellectual commodity, goods and services by granting them certain time-limited
rights to control the use made of the manufactured goods.



It promotes innovation and creativity and ensures ease of doing business.



It facilitates the transfer of technology in the form of foreign direct investment, joint
ventures and licensing.

India and IPR


India is a member of the World Trade Organisation and committed to the Agreement
on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS Agreement).



India is also a member of World Intellectual Property Organization, a body responsible for the
promotion of the protection of intellectual property rights throughout the world.



India is also a member of the following important WIPO-administered International
Treaties and Conventions relating to IPRs.

o

Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Microorganisms for the
Purposes of Patent Procedure

o

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property

o

Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization

o

Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works

o

Patent Cooperation Treaty

o

Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of
Marks- Madrid Protocol

o

Washington Treaty on Intellectual Property in respect of Integrated Circuits

o

Nairobi Treaty on the Protection of the Olympic Symbol

o

Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms Against Unauthorized Duplication
of Their Phonograms

o

Marrakesh Treaty to facilitate Access to Published Works by Visually Impaired Persons and
Persons with Print Disabilities.

National IPR Policy


The National Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy 2016 was adopted in May 2016 as a
vision document to guide future development of IPRs in the country.
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It‟s clarion call “Creative India; Innovative India”.



It encompasses and brings to a single platform all IPRs, taking into account all inter-linkages
and thus aims to create and exploit synergies between all forms of intellectual property (IP),
concerned statutes and agencies.



It sets in place an institutional mechanism for implementation, monitoring and review. It
aims to incorporate and adapt global best practices to the Indian scenario.



Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIPP), Ministry of Commerce,
Government of India, has been appointed as the nodal department to coordinate, guide and
oversee the implementation and future development of IPRs in India.



The „Cell for IPR Promotion & Management (CIPAM)‟, setup under the aegis of DIPP, is
to be the single point of reference for implementation of the objectives of the National IPR
Policy.



India‟s IPR regime is in compliance with the WTO's agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).

Objectives


IPR Awareness: Outreach and Promotion - To create public awareness about the
economic, social and cultural benefits of IPRs among all sections of society.



Generation of IPRs - To stimulate the generation of IPRs.



Legal and Legislative Framework - To have strong and effective IPR laws, which balance
the interests of rights owners with larger public interest.



Administration and Management - To modernize and strengthen service-oriented IPR
administration.



Commercialization of IPRs - Get value for IPRs through commercialization.



Enforcement and Adjudication - To strengthen the enforcement and adjudicatory
mechanisms for combating IPR infringements.



Human Capital Development - To strengthen and expand human resources, institutions and
capacities for teaching, training, research and skill building in IPRs.

Achievements under new IPR policy


Improvement in GII Ranking: India‟s rank in the Global Innovation Index (GII) issued by
WIPO has improved from 81st in 2015 to 52nd place in 2019.



Strengthening of institutional mechanism regarding IP protection and promotion.



Clearing Backlog/ Reducing Pendency in IP applications: Augmentation of technical
manpower by the government has resulted in drastic reduction in pendency in IP applications.



Automatic issuance of electronically generated patent and trademark certificates has also been
introduced.



Increase in Patent and trademark Filings: Patent filings have increased by nearly 7% in the
first 8 months of 2018-19 vis-à-Vis the corresponding period of 2017-18. Trademark filings
have increased by nearly 28% in this duration.



IP Process Re-engineering Patent Rules, 2003 have been amended to streamline processes
and make them more users friendly. Revamped Trade Marks Rules have been notified in
2017.



Creating IPR Awareness: IPR Awareness programs have been conducted in academic
institutions, including rural schools through satellite communication, and for industry, police,
customs and judiciary.
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Technology and Innovation Support Centres (TISCs): In conjunction with WIPO, TISCs
have been established in various institutions across different states.

Issues in India‟s IPR regime


Section 3(d) of the Indian Patent Act 1970 (as amended in 2005) does not allow patent to
be granted to inventions involving new forms of a known substance unless it differs
significantly in properties with regard to efficacy.

o

This means that the Indian Patent Act does not allow evergreening of patents.

o

This has been a cause of concern to the pharmaceutical companies. Section 3(d) was
instrumental in the Indian Patent Office (IPO) rejecting the patent for Novartis‟ drug
Glivec.



Issue of Compulsory licensing (CL): CL is problematic for foreign investors who bring
technology as they are concerned about the misuse of CL to replicate their products. It has
been impacting India-EU FTA negotiations.

o

CL is the grant of permission by the government to entities to use, manufacture, import or
sell a patented invention without the patent-owner‟s consent. Patents Act in India deals with
CL.

o

CL permitted under the WTO‟s TRIPS (IPR) Agreement provided conditions such as
„national emergencies, other circumstances of extreme urgency and anti-competitive
practices‟ are fulfilled.



India continues to remain on the United States Trade Representative's (USTR‟s) „Priority
Watch List‟ for alleged violations of intellectual property rights (IPR).

o

In its latest Special 301 report released by the United States Trade Representative (USTR),
the US termed India as “one of the world‟s most challenging major economies" with respect
to protection and enforcement of IP.



Data Exclusivity: Foreign investors and MNCs allege that Indian law does not protect
against unfair commercial use of test data or other data submitted to the government during
the application for market approval of pharmaceutical or agro-chemical products. For this
they demand a Data Exclusivity law.



Enforcement of the Copyright act is weak, and piracy of copyrighted materials is
widespread.

Way Forward


Promoting an environment of innovations in schools. The academic curricula need to be
rebooted.



A proper resolution mechanism for resolving IPR related issues is needed.



India will be unable to take full advantage of the transformative benefits of a strong IP system
unless and until it addresses gaps in its IP laws and regulations.



Success of India‟s flagship programmes - Make in India and Start up India - depends on the
boost of innovation ecosystem with better IPR safeguardings.

o

More awareness is needed about the creation, protection and enforcement of IPRs to
encourage the Indian industry not only to innovate but also to protect and enforce their
innovations.

Conclusion


India has made a number of changes in its IPR regime to increase efficiency and has cut down
the time required to issue patents.The culture of innovation is taking centre stage in the
country. India is well poised to focus on R&D. This has been reflected in its improved
ranking in Global Innovation Index over the years.
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Government‟s effort to strengthen National IPR policy, IP appellate tribunal, e-governance
and commitment to abide by the TRIPS agreement of WTO in letter and spirit will help in
improving perception of India globally.



An efficient and equitable intellectual property system can help all countries to realize
intellectual property‟s potential as a catalyst for economic development and social & cultural
well-being.
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ABSTRACT
Intellectual property is the product of the human mind. It is the creation of human intellect like
tangible property, their creation has a value and, as with all property, it needs to be protected. It
includes creativity, inventions, industrial models, trade secrets, trademarks, geographical indications,
copyright, literature, symbols, brands, etc. Intellectual Property Rights are not unique these are just
like other property rights. They allow their owner to get complete benefit from his/her intellectual
product which was initially an idea that was developed by him. They also entitle their right holders to
prevent others from using, dealing or tampering with his/her product without prior permission. In case
any other person uses it without prior permission, then the right holder has the legal power to sue
them and force them to stop and compensate for the damages. IPRs have become an issue of serious
discussion with the formation of the general agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS) under Uruguay Round. Intellectual property system is duration specific; it
does not provide perpetual and absolute monopoly over the property. The World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO), established in 1967, is an international organisation dedicated to ensure that the
rights of creators and owners of intellectual property are protected worldwide; the inventors and
authors are therefore recognised and rewarded for their ingenuity. The study was based on the
secondary data collected from different sources. This paper makes an attempt to first understand the
concept of IPRs, its importance and further the laws and conditions related to protection of intellectual
property.
Keywords: Intellectual Property Rights, trademarks, copyrights, industrial designs, TRIPS, WIPO,
Geographical Indications, Protection Laws
INTRODUCTION
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) are the legally recognised rights to the creations of human mind.
Under the law, owners are granted certain exclusive rights to variety of intangible assets such as
creations and/or inventions resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or
artistic fields. The most common types of IPRs include patents, copyrights, trademarks, industrial
design rights and traders’ jurisdiction and secrets. These property rights allow the right holder to
enjoy monopoly over the use of item for a specific time period. On one hand restricting imitation and
duplication, give rise to extreme monopoly power, but on another hand social benefit derive from
higher creativity overpower the social costs of monopoly. Such rights are set out in the International
Declaration of Human Rights, which provide for the right to benefit from the protection of the moral
and physical interests resulting from the right holder’s work. It forms the basis of
development. Intellectual property rights are of different kinds .The term property in IPRs implies
something which is owned by an individual or an organisation. For example, when a movie producer
makes a film, it is the individual’s intellectual property. Or if a drug company comes up with an
innovative new product, it is considered as intellectual property.

Different forms of intellectual property rights are:
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 Patent
A patent is granting of property right to the inventor/ creator of the intellectual product by sovereign
authority. For disclosure of his invention an owner can avail benefits for a certain specific time
period. The work of handling and approving applications for patents is done by government agencies.
According to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, any person who discovers a new product, design
or technique by fulfilling the specific conditions and requirements can avail the patent.
There are three types of patents:
1. Utility patents are given to those owners of inventions who invented a machine, a new and
useful process or article or a composition of matter.
2. Design patents are concern with developing a new and original design for a manufactured
product.
3. Plant patents are granted to those who invent a new type of plant which is capable of
reproduction.
 Trademark
A trademark is a sign or symbol by which a business organisation can identify or differentiate its
products and services from that of competitors. It helps in easy identification and comparison of
product among multiple substitute products. A trademark helps the consumers in identifying the
source of particular goods or services. Trademark can be a mark, word, slogans, tagline or other
features which helps in identification of products or services.
 Design Protection
Design protection is concerned with physical appearance of whole or part of the product. It includes
various features such as product colour, shape, pattern, textures, surface of articles etc, all these are
protected by design right. When an owner registers his design he gets an exclusive right to use it for a
limited period, he can also authorise others to use it.
 Copyright
Copyright is a term that describes the legal right granted to the creator for their original work with
regards to literacy, artistic or musical fields. It allows the creator to control the subsequent use of his
original work. It includes computer programs, movies, poems, novels, paintings, videos etc.
Copyright protection has two components:



Moral rights: It is the right given to the creator to be identified as the author of the work and
in case of any distortions or mutilation of work, he has right to raise an objection. Moral
rights are not transferrable.
Economic rights: These are the rights which entitle the owner to obtain an appropriate
economic award and to control the use of its creation in various ways like issuing copies to
public, broadcasting, performing in public etc. It is essentials to state that copyright is not a
monopoly. Two people could create identical items independently but there is no copying, no
violation of law or right and both can hold copyright in their respective works.

 Trade Secrets
Trade secrets are confidential information by which a business can take competitive edge over other
businesses which produces the substitute product. The owners of the trade secrets take reasonable
steps to maintain the secrecy or to keep its valuable information confidential. Owners must ensure that
the secret information should not be publically disclosed. These include the techniques of
manufacturing a product, any business idea, ingredients of a product etc.
 Industrial Designs
Industrial design is a production technique of a certain products or articles. For example, a furniture
company could come up with a new way of making a sofa-cum-bed and may want to protect it from
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being copied by someone else. In many countries, the industrial design must be registered to get
protection under industrial design law. In other countries, patents may as well do the trick.
 Geographical Indications
Some products are related to specific geographical locations. To ensure the protection of their
indication from producer of other areas the concern producer has to take intellectual property
protection. For instance, Basmati rice has been registered Under the Department of Commerce in
India; Basmati rice has been registered as a product with a geographical indication. This tag is given
only to that variety of rice grown in seven states in the foothills of the Himalayas.
Advantages of having Intellectual Property Rights


Turning ideas into money



It can enhance opportunities related to exports in business



It can enhance business market value



It can help you stand out from the competition.



An important asset for start-ups in raising funds:

Some other advantages of intellectual property rights are


Provides exclusive rights to the inventor of the product.



Encourages the right holder to share information instead of keeping it secret.



Provides legal defence and offers the creators the incentive for their work.



Helps in social and financial development.

How IPRs can be protected?
There are certain rules and conditions regarding protection of intellectual Property rights. For
different forms of intellectual property different conditions are applicable. The following conditions
are:


Patents

Patents grant an exclusive right to the inventor to use his/her product in the marketplace or to get
benefit by transferring it to some other person. Patent rights are time specific; these are valid for 20
years depending on the nature and type of invention. Qualifying items include improved technology,
invention of new machine, manufactured goods including the design or look of the product. In case,
if any invention proves to be common, morally offensive or not much useful then patent protection
will be denied. The period of a patent begins with effect from the date of submission of the
application for patent. After the permission for patent is granted, the patent holder has to deposit the
renewal fees every year in order to preserve it. This fee gets started from the third year of the grant of
patent.


Trademark

Trademark includes words, symbols, names, taglines and slogans which are used to identify and
distinguish goods and services of different producers. The main purpose of trademark is avoidance of
confusion between two or more identical products. It protects the name, tagline and other symbols
associated with the product. Once the trademark is registered it is valid for 10 years. Its renewal can
be done again for the following 10 years after the payment of fixed financial charges.


Copyright

Copyrights are applicable for music, architecture, original intellect, artistic expressions, writing,
motion pictures etc. It is not mandatory to use copyright symbol and date but it is commonly used by
businesses. The term of copyright is time bound. These are valid up to the creator’s lifetime, plus 70
years.
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Geographical Indications

Under the geographical indications mainly the agricultural, natural and manufactured products are
included. The product is either produced or manufactured in a special or unique geographical area.
The products to which security is provided under geographical indications should have such special
features as are related to only a special area. Generally the geographical indication rights are
concerned with a product, but in certain countries, services are also provided with the geographical
indications security. The validity period for geographical indications is of 10 years after registration.
After the expiry of this period, it can be got renewed by submitting the fixed fees.


Trade Secrets

In order to get the trade secret rights on a certain intellectual property the following conditions are
required to be fulfilled:
a) It should be such information as if kept secret becomes commercially valuable.
b) Efforts should have been put into keep the concerned information secret.
There are no time boundaries on trade secrets. The owner of the rights get the benefit until the secret
is unknown to the public.
Trends in IPRs
Trends in respect of application for IPRs
For the purpose of protecting intellectual property rights an application has to be filed with Controller
General of Patents, Designs, and Trademarks (CGPDTM). Trends show that over the years there is
consistent growth in number of applications but in 2017-2018(350546) there is slight increase in
number of applications for registration as compared to year 2016-2017(3,50,467). The increasing
trend in filing of applications for patents, designs, geographical indicators and copyright has been
observed except for Trademarks where there is slight decrease as compared to 2016-2017.
Trends of the years from 2013-2014 to 2017-2018 in respect of intellectual property applications are
shown below:

Applications

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Patent

42,951

42,763

46,904

45,444

47,854

Design

8,533

9,327

11,108

10,213

2,72,974

Trademark

2,00,005

2,10,501

2,83,060

2,78,170

38

Geographical

75

47

14

32

-

-

Indication
Copyrights

Copyright administration
shifted to DIPP/CGPDTM IN
2016-2017

17,841

Semiconductor Integrated Layout
Designs(SCLID)
Total

SCLID Administration
shifted to DIPP/CGPDTM in
2016-2017
2,51,564

2,62,638

-

-

02

3,55,898

3,50,467

3,50,546
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Trends in respect of registration for IPRs
A comparative trend of IPRs granted or registered from 2013-2014 to 2017-2018 in respect of
intellectual property are:
Applications

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Patent

4,227

5,978

6,326

9,847

13,045

Design

7,178

7,147

7,904

8,276

10,020

Trademark

67,876

41,583

65,045

2,50,070

3,00,913

Geographical

22

20

26

34

25

3,596

17,841

Indication
Copyrights

Semiconductor Integrated Layout
Designs(SCLID)
Total

Copyright administration
shifted to DIPP/CGPDTM
IN 2016-2017

-

SCLID Administration
shifted to DIPP/CGPDTM
in 2016-2017

-

Nil

Nil

79,301

2,71,823

3,41,844

79,303

54,728

World Intellectual Property Organisation-(WIPO)
WIPO is the forum for intellectual property services at global level. It provides information, frame
policies and ensures cooperation with respect to IPRs. It is an international organization established to
promote the worldwide protection of both industrial property (inventions, trademarks, and designs)
and copyrighted materials (literary, musical, photographic, and other artistic works). WIPO currently
has 192 member states, it administers 26 international treaties. The organization was established in
1967 by a convention signed in Stockholm. It started its operations in 1970. In December 1974 WIPO
became a specialized agency of the United Nations. It’s headquartered is in Geneva, Switzerland. The
current director general of WIPO is Francis Gurry.It is created to encourage creative activities and to
promote the protection of intellectual property throughout the world.
Role of WIPO in Dispute Settlement
The WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Centre plays significant role in solving intellectual property
disputes. WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Centre perform the following functions:






If parties to dispute do not agree on WIPO clause then it helps in submitting existing dispute
according to WIPO procedures.
In intellectual property disputes, it helps in selection of arbitrators, experts and mediator from
the centre’s database.
It ensures procedural efficiency and efficient communication while contacting with parties.
After consulting with parties it sets the neutral fees and also administers the financial aspects
of proceedings.
It provides several support services required with regards to intellectual property disputes.

CONCLUSION
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) are legal rights provided to the creators of inventions that results
from intellectual activity in several areas such as industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields. The
most common IPRs include patents, copyrights, trademarks, industrial designs and trade secrets. The
countries care for intellectual property rights so that new innovations in all intellectual property
domains lead to human progress and advancement, legal protection of new innovations encourage
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safe spending on other innovations and caring for and protecting IPR contribute to achieving
economic and social development. Thus, intellectual property rights results in progress of humankind
as it rewards creativity and human endeavour. If the rewards are not provided to the researchers and
inventors there would have little chances to continue producing better and more efficient products for
consumers. WIPO is an international organisation which protects and promotes intellectual property
rights internationally. WIPO generates more than 90 percent of its annual budget by way of
international registration and filing system and also through arbitration and mediation services.
Basically it is a large self financed organisation. The member states contribute the remaining funds to
WIPO. WIPO ensures its benefits are accessible, well recognised and properly understood by all. It
works in collaboration with its member states to make available information on intellectual property.
In nutshell, IPRs promote innovation and creativity which leads to economic development.
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Abstract
In this full competitive world, where it is always seen as a difficulty to judge a product‟s credibility,
we have intellectual property rights. Infringement of these rights is generally seen around us. Various
studies have conducted for knowing the wrong practices from the supply side of these counterfeit
products. There is a need to see this counterfeiting, which is absolutely in contrast to Intellectual
Property Rights from consumer point of view in purchase of these products. The present study has
tried to find out the various factors which affect consumers for buying or not buying of counterfeit
products by reviewing the past studies based on consumer‟s aspects.
Keywords: Attitude, Counterfeit, Intellectual Property Rights, Ethical concern, Knowledge, Consumer
Introduction
It is always seen that every company struggle for protecting their intellectual property from
counterfeit products (Chaudhry and Stumpf, 2011). Counterfeit is a term which depicts an act in
which people try to steal or replace the valuable thing which has a good reputation in the market. IPR
refers to intellectual property rights in which right of patent, trademark, copyrights and industrial
design rights and many more are included. Counterfeiting is becoming a big problem (Chiu, 2016)
and it is contrary to the intellectual property rights. Generally it is observed that mainly consumers go
for counterfeit products due to its feature of lower prices. Mostly the people who have low income
and less education move for the buying of counterfeit products (Chiu, 2016). Studies have been
conducted in which consumer‟s attitude and their purchase intentions were checked in the purchasing
of counterfeit products. Studies of different countries showed consumer‟s demand for counterfeit
products is also an important aspect with the supply side in which marketers and companies blame to
manufacturer of these products. In the dictionary of Webster‟s New World, the word original is
defined as something that is “initial, earliest, never having occurred or existed before and not copied”,
in contrast to the original term counterfeit is defined as something “made in imitation of something
genuine so as to deceived or defraud” (Triandewi& Tjiptono, 2013).Non-deceptive counterfeiting
means when consumer knows about this product is counterfeit and still he/she is purchasing (Chiu,
2016). When we take an overlook on the consumer‟s perspective generally it has seen consumers buy
more counterfeit things in the case of fashion products (Triandewi&Tjiptono,2013).There are various
factors which affect the purchase or non-purchase of counterfeit products.
Attitude
Attitude refers how an individual feel and act towards its surroundings (Petty, Wegener, and Fabriger,
1997). Attitude of consumer towards economic benefits while purchasing counterfeit product is an
important factor which affect their buying. Counterfeit products are less costly as compared to
original brands so people who have low income generally buy counterfeit products. In a study it has
been seen that people buy counterfeit products due to its economic benefits (Triandewi & Tjiptono,
2013). Positive attitude of consumers towards right products buy takes away them from buying
counterfeit products (Marcketti& Shelley, 2009).
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Past Purchase Behaviour
Past purchase behaviour of consumers also affect the purchase of counterfeit products because
consumers have used these products earlier and they don‟t have any issue for buying these in future
also.
Health
Health is an important element which affects their thinking process while purchasing counterfeit
products. Consumers who are more health conscious and try to make himself/herself as a healthy
person do not buy these counterfeit products (Hamelin, Nwankwo and Hadouchi, 2012).
Disappointment risk
While purchasing the counterfeit products, risk of disappointment also contains in it. Risk of poor
performance as compared to originals and a kind of status demolishing in purchase and use of these
products always prevail. So, consumers who have doubt regarding the good performance feature of
these products avoid buying these (Hamelin, Nwankwo and Hadouchi, 2012).
Knowledge and concern
People who are more knowledgeable and have concern always for ethical behaviour do not involve
themselves in buying counterfeit products. They know that it is a wrong act,therefore they don‟t buy
these but purchase original products (Marcketti& Shelley, 2009).
Lack of ethical values
Consumer‟s act of purchasing counterfeit products was also determined by their ethical values. Those
who have ethical concern will not buy the counterfeit products (Chaudhry&Stumpf, 2011;Fernandes
C., 2013;Quoquab et al., 2017).
Self-Ambiguity
Self-Ambiguity means how an individual is confident about himself/herself. The people who have
good self-confidence more involved in buying originals and those who don‟t have high level of selfconfidence mostly involve in buying counterfeit brands. Self-ambiguity is a matter of how he/she can
take stand for himself/herself (Fernandes C., 2013).
Perceived Behavioural Control
Perceived behavioural control is an important part of theory of planned behaviour. It means
perception of a person is all about his ability to perform certain behaviour. Consumers who have more
perceived behavioural control mostly go for the purchase of originals.
Literature Review
There are various studies which considered counterfeiting from consumer‟s aspect:
Kim & Karpova (2009) conducted their study on “Consumer Attitudes toward Fashion Counterfeits:
Application of the Theory of Planned Behaviour”. The purpose of this study was to know the
constituents that form motivation of consumers for purchasing the counterfeit products.Total 336
college going girls were chosen as respondents for data collection purpose. The effects of various
factors like informational and normative susceptibility, value consciousness, integrity, status
consumption, materialism, product appearance, and past purchase behaviour were analysed on attitude
formation. With the help of stepwise multiple regression analysis, results revealed that product
appearance, past purchase behaviour, value consciousness had positive effect while normative
susceptibility had significant negative influence on the attitude formation. Perceived behavioural
control was a weak predictor of studying the purchase intention.
Phau, Marishka and Dix (2009) gave their valuable contribution on „Consumers‟ willingness to
knowingly purchase counterfeit products ‟. The objective of this study was to check the influence of
personality factors on consumer‟s willingness and attitude to purchase the counterfeit products by
having proper knowledge of it. After applying regression, results revealed that there is not any
influence of attitudinal and personality factors on the purchase of counterfeit products. Integrity
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showed a high influence on the buying attitude of consumers. Integrity is a person‟s own judgement
about ethicality of any action.
Marcketti& Shelley (2009) gave their deep insight on the research topic of „Consumer concern,
knowledge and attitude towards counterfeit apparel products‟ and the survey was conducted in the
large Midwestern University. The total number of respondents was 244 undergraduate students and
the selected product category was apparel fashion brand. On the basis of three variables ; the concern
of customers, their knowledge level and their formation of attitude towards the counterfeiting product
were checked to know the intention of willingness to pay more for non-counterfeit products.
Nordin (2009) provided a valuable contribution on „a study on consumers‟ attitude towards
counterfeit products in Malaysia‟. The purpose of this study was to get knowledge about the effect of
personality and social factors on the attitude of consumers while purchasing counterfeits. The data
was collected from 270 respondents. With the help of Pearson correlation, multiple regression and
Sobel analysis results revealed that perceived risk, price consciousness, novelty seeking and
normative susceptibility are the independent variables yet strongly influence consumers‟ attitude
towards counterfeit product.
Chaudhry & Stumpf (2011) conducted their study on the consumer‟s part with the emphasis on
„Consumer complicity with counterfeit products‟ and the study area was UK. The convenience
sampling technique was used in the selection of respondents and college going 254 youngsters were
selected for the fulfilment of the survey. The main objective of this survey was to get insight for
managers about how to make a decline in demand of customers for the counterfeit of their original
brands. The specific product categories were movies and pharmaceuticals. The researchers used
ethical ideologies, collectivism and attitude for knowing the factors which affect customers for their
purchase of counterfeits. Through factor analysis and regression analysis results showed that
customer‟s hedonic motivations affect their willingness to purchase counterfeit products and lack of
ethical values also affects the willingness of customers to buy counterfeits.
Hamelin, Nwankwo and Hadouchi (2012) provided their valuable contribution on „Faking brands:
Consumer responses to counterfeiting‟ and this research was held in Morocco. The purpose of this
paper was to study about the factors which motivate customers to buy counterfeit products and to find
out the demotivating factors to go towards the counterfeits in 400 respondents. The total number of
respondents was 400. To analyse these collected data properly, researchers used the logistic regression
analysis. Product categories were specific and these were clothing, cosmetics and mobile phones.
Findings revealed that low income consumers more interested in buying counterfeit because people
were more price sensitive. Highly educated female were also more likely to buy original products as
compared to counterfeits. Health, disappointment risk and integrity were most triggering factors for
the purchase of originals. Quality and price were two significant factors among the consumers.
Triandewi & Tjiptono (2013) conducted their study on „Consumer Intention to Buy Original Brands
versus Counterfeits‟ and study area for this research work was Indonesia. In this study mainly three
factors were considered in which consumer attitude, their past purchase behaviour and the third one
was their personal characteristics. The total number of participants in their survey was 170 females.
To analyse the collected data properly multiple regression analysis was applied on it. While studying
the attitude of consumers they included attitude for getting the economic benefits and hedonic
benefits. In personal characteristics they constituted materialism, self-image and perceived future
social benefits. Results showed that people tend to buy more counterfeits when they purchased it in
the past and they give more weightage to price it means they give importance to economic benefits
but hedonic motivations had not any influence on consumer‟s intention to buy counterfeit fashion
product brands. The very much interesting finding was that the people don‟t feel any hesitation to buy
counterfeit although they have already purchased and used original products.
Hidayat&Diwasasri (2013) provided their valuable insight on the topic „Factors Influencing Attitudes
and Intention to Purchase Counterfeit Luxury Brands among Indonesian Consumers‟. The purpose of
this study was to know the effect of antecedents of attitude on counterfeit product‟s purchase intention
in 250 respondents of age between 16 to 40 years. The specific product category was handbags and
mainly two factors were taken as antecedents of attitude formation and these were personality and
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social factors. With the help of path coefficient analysis results revealed that social and personality
factors has mostly significant impact towards attitudes. With this researchers also added by saying
more positive attitude of consumers towards counterfeit products will further strengthen the
purchasing intentions.
Fernandes (2013) provided their valuable contribution on „Analysis of counterfeit fashion purchase
behaviour in UAE‟. The purpose of this research was to know about various factors which motivate
the consumers to buy the counterfeit products. The whole study was based on the theory of planned
behaviour of 172 respondents of Ajzen. Subjective norms and fashion consciousness were also
included in. After analysing the data through regression results gave outlook that various factors
influence the consumers to buy counterfeit products. Being susceptible to the opinions of others, lack
of ethical judgement, value consciousness and self-ambiguity were main factors which influence them
to buy the counterfeit products. There is significant relation between purchase intention and value
consciousness, consumer‟s ethical judgement. The higher the level of good ethical judgement, the
lesser the intention for purchasing counterfeit products
Leng (2016) provided their valuable contribution on „Consumers‟ intention to purchase counterfeit
sporting goods in Singapore and Taiwan‟. The theory of planned behaviour was taken as the base for
this study. The main and important aspect of this study was country differences that have considered
in this study. Students of these two countries were taken as the base for the collection of data. 168
respondents were Taiwanese and 127 respondents belong to the Singapore. Three main variables of
theory of planned behaviour are attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control. After
analysing the data results showed that the person who have strong attitude, good subjective norms for
the acceptance of his/her purchase and have full control over their behaviour have more intention to
buy counterfeits except those who have not.
Poaps & Kang (2017) provided their valuable contribution on „An experiment on non-luxury fashion
counterfeit purchase: the effects of brand reputation, fashion attributes, and attitudes toward
counterfeiting‟. This study was conducted in USA and snowball sampling technique was used for the
respondents. The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of purchase situation and brand
reputation on the attitude while purchasing the counterfeit products. This entire research was based on
non-luxury brand products in which they included shirts, shoes and handbags. The total number of
respondents was 121 females .The reputation of brands have found significant factor which affect
likelihood of consumers to buy more counterfeits, attitude‟s effect was not supported and the last third
one effect of fashion attributes was significant on the purchase of non-luxury counterfeit products.
Quoquab et al. (2017) conducted a study on „Factors affecting consumers‟ intention to purchase
counterfeit product: Empirical study in the Malaysian market‟ in Malaysia. The purpose of this study
was to know the impact of ethical aspects on attitude of consumers while purchasing the counterfeit
products. The data was collected from 400 respondents. By using SPSS and PLS-SEM data, results
revealed that intention for purchasing counterfeit products was determined by religiosity, ethical
concern, and perception of lawfulness.
Conclusion
Counterfeiting is an infringement of IPR. Consumers have a significant role in buying counterfeit
products. They have an important role for counterfeiting phenomenon. There are various factors
which affect buying or not buying of counterfeit products from consumer‟s side. The main factors are
their attitude formation, past purchase behaviour, self-ambiguity, subjective norms, health,
disappointment risk, knowledge and concern, lack of ethical values and perceived behavioural control.
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Abstract
A “Trademark” means a mark used in relation to goods for the purpose of indicating or so as to
indicate a connection in the course of trade between the goods and some person having the right as
proprietor to use that mark. The Trade and Merchandise Marks Act was passed in year 1958. Since
then it had been amended several times. According the Trade Marks Bill, 1999 was introduced in both
the houses of Parliament received the assent of the President. It came on the Statute book as THE
TRADEMARKS ACT, 1999. „Mark‟ includes a device, brand, heading, label, ticket, name, signature,
word, letter, shape of goods, packaging or combination of colors, numeral shape of goods, packaging
or combination of color or any combination. There are five Territorial Jurisdictions of trade mark
registration offices which are in Delhi, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Kolkata and Chennai. There are total 45
Classes of Trade mark. Class 1-34 belongs to manufacturing, Class 35 is for marketing &
advertisement and Class 36-45 belongs to Services.
Keywords: trademark, Classes, merchandise, goods, services
INTRODUCTION:
A “Trademark” means a mark used in relation to goods for the purpose of indicating or so as to
indicate a connection in the course of trade between the goods and some person having the right as
proprietor to use that mark. The function of a trademark is to give an indication to the purchaser or a
possible purchaser as to the manufacture or quality of the goods, to give an indication to his eye of the
trade source from which the goods come, or the trade hands through which they pass on their way to
the market. Trademark
concerns the goods themselves, while a property mark concerns the
proprietor. A property mark attached to the movable property of a person remains even if a part of
such property goes out of his hands and ceases to be his. The word “trademark” as defined in the Act
is a Mark used or Proposed to be Used in Relation to good for the purpose of indicating or so as to
indicate a connection in the course of trade between the goods and some person having the right to
use the Mark.
HISTORY
Bass Brewer‟s logo became the first image to be registered as a trademark in the UK, in 1876. The
first trademark legislation was passed by Parliament of England under the reign of King Henry III in
1266. In trademark treatises it is usually reported that blacksmiths who made swords in the Roman
Empire are thought of as being the first users of trademark.
Legislative History
The law of trademark in India before 1940 was based on the common law principles of passing off
and equity as followed in England before the enactment of the first Registration Act, 1875. The first
statutory law related to trademark in India was the Trade Marks Act, 1940 which had similar
provision like the UK Trade Marks Act, 1938. In 1958, the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958
was enacted which consolidated the provisions related to trademarks contained in other statutes like,
the Indian Penal Code, Criminal Procedure Code and the Sea Customs Act. The Trade and
Merchandise Marks Act, 1958 was repealed by the Trade Marks Act, 1999 and is the current
governing law related to registered trademarks. The 1999 Act was enacted to comply with the
provisions of the TRIPS. Though some aspects of the unregistered trademarks have been enacted into
the 1999 Act, but they are primarily governed by the common law rules based on the principles
evolved out of the judgments of the Courts. Where the law is ambiguous, the principles evolved and
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interpretation made by the Courts in England have been applied in India taking into consideration the
context of the legal procedure, laws and realities of India
LAW RELATING TO TRADE MARK
The Trade and Merchandise Marks Act was passed in year 1958. Since then it had been amended
several times. Moreover, in the view of developments in trading and commercial practices, increases
globalization of trade and industry, the need to encourage investment flows and transfer of technology
and need to simplify and harmonies trademark management system, it was considered necessary to
bring out comprehensive legislation on the subject. According the Trade Marks Bill, 1999 was
introduced in both the houses of Parliament received the assent of the President. It came on the Statute
book as THE TRADEMARKS ACT, 1999.
DEFINITION
Section 2(1) (m) of Trade Marks Act, 1999 defines a mark as:
„Mark‟ includes a device, brand, heading, label, ticket, name, signature, word, letter, shape of goods,
packaging or combination of colors, numeral shape of goods, packaging or combination of color or
any combination.
In Sumat Prasad Jain vs Sheojanan Prasad(Dead) by LRs and State of Bihar, AIR 1972 SC 2488 the
court observed that a Trade Mark means a mark used in relation to goods for the purpose of indicating
or so as to indicate a connection in the course of trade between the goods and some person having the
right as proprietor to use that mark. The function of a trade mark is to give an indication to the
purchaser or a possible purchaser as to the manufacture or quality of the goods, to give an indication
to his eye of the trade source from which the goods come, or the trade hands through which they poss.
TRADE DESCRIPTION
“Trade Description” is defined under the 1999 Act as any description, statement, or other indication,
direct or indirect:i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

vi.
vii.
viii.

As to the standard, quantity, measure, gauge, or other goods; or
As to the standard of quality of any goods or service according to a classification commonly
used or recognized in the trade; or
As to fitness for the purpose, strength, performance, or behavior of any goods, being „drug‟ as
defined in Drug and Cosmetic Act ,1940 or „food‟ as defined in the Prevention of Food
Adulteration Act,1934; or
As to the place or country in which or the time at which any goods or service were made,
produced or provided, as the case may be; or
As to the name and address or other indication of the identity of the manufacturer or of the
person proving the services or of the person for whom the goods are manufactured or services
are provided; or
As to the mode of manufacture or producing any goods or providing services; or
As to the material of which any goods are composed; or
As to any goods being the subject of an existing patent, privilege or copyright.

ESSENTIALS OF A TRADE MARK
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Distinctiveness of the trade mark. A trade mark would be considered a good trade mark when
it is distinctive.
The trade mark should preferably be an invented word. In fact, the best trade marks are
invented words.
The trade mark, if a word or name, should be easy to pronounce and remember. For instance,
„MADAME‟ is for women clothing; „CAPRESE‟ for Hand Bag; „SONY‟ for Electronics
In case of a device mark, the device should be capable of being described by a single word.
It must be easy to spell correctly and write legibly
It should not be descriptive but may be suggestive of the quality of goods. For Example, a
mark A-1 would generally suggest superior quality. Avon (A-1) cycle for instance
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vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

It should be short
It should appeal to the Eye as well as Ear
It should satisfy the requirement of registration
It should not belong to the class of marks prohibited for registration

TERRITORIAL JURISDICTIONS OF TRADE MARK REGISTRATION OFFICES


MUMBAI : The State of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Goa



AHMEDABAD: The State of Gujarat and Rajasthan and Union Territories of Daman, Diu,
Dadra and Nagar Haveli.



KOLKATA : The State of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur,
Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura, Jharkhand and Union Territories of Nagaland,
Andaman & Nikobar Islands.



NEW DELHI : The state of Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Delhi and Union Territories of Chandigarh



CHENNAI : The state of Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Kerala, Tamilnadu, Karnataka and
Union Territories of Pondicherry and Lakshadweep Island

THE TRADE MARK RULES, 2002
The Trade Marks Rules, 2002 were published in the Gazette of India, Extra, Pt 2, Sec. 3(i) dated Feb
26, 2002
Principal Place of Business in India
Within the meaning of rule 4 of the Trade Marks Rules, 2002, the Principal Place of business in India
is that Particular Place only, where the business is carried on. Where the business is carried on at more
than one place then it is the place mentioned by the person, carrying on the business.
Procedure for Registration of Trade Mark
The application for registration of trademark for various purpose, etc. were made in Forms, TM-1,
TM-2, TM-22, TM-37, TM-45, TM-51, TM-52, TM-53, TM-61, TM-64, TM-65, TM-66 and TM-68,
as provided in Schedule of the Trade Marks Rules, 2002. But after amendment of Schedule of the
Trade Marks Rules, 2017 shall made in Forms, TM-A, TM-O, TM-R, TM-P, TM-U, TM-C, TM-M,
TM-G. The application can also be signed by the agent of the applicant. A single application can also
be made for different class of goods or services included in any one class from a convection country.
A single application can also be made for series of trade marks.
Advertisement of Application
Accordingly to the rules 43, an application for registration shall be advertised in the Trade Mark
Journal ordinarily within 6 months of the acceptance of the application of after the expire of the
period refer to sub section(2) of section 154 whichever is later. Where a Trade Mark applied for is
other than a word, the Registrar may call upon the applicant to furnish a camera-ready copy of the
Trade Mark
Opposition to Registration
Section 21 of the Trade Marks, Act, 1999 provides for opposition to registration. Any person can give
notice in writing of opposition to the registration within three months from the date of advertisement
or re-advertisement of an application for registration.
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Registration of Trade Mark

Image Source:
https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/trademark-registration-process-3416712155.html
SYMBOLS
The two symbols associated with Indian trademarks are:


™ (the trademark symbol) and



® (the registered trademark symbol)

which represent the status of a mark and accordingly its level of protection. While ™ can be used with
any common law usage of a mark, ® may only be used by the owner of a mark following registration
with the relevant national authority.
TRADEMARK CLASSES
Trademark classification is popularly known as classification of goods and services. There are several
categories of trademark and they are classified into several classes. It is an orderly arrangement of
documents according to the type and the description the goods and services. Trademark classification
is classified into classes in almost all the countries. There are different classes for services and
products. There are 34 classes for products out of 45 classes and 11 for services.
Trademark Classification is a way by which trademark attorneys and trademark examiners arrange
documents, such as trademark and service mark applications, according to the description and scope
of the types of goods or services to which the marks apply. The same trademark or service may be
classified in numerous classes, and some countries permit several classes to be registered in the same
document. Trademarks are also classified in various classes in India. Trademark classification helps in
precise and easy work.


Class 1: Chemicals



Class 2: Paints
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Class 3: Cosmetics and Cleaning Preparations



Class 4: lubricants & Fuels



Class 5: Pharmaceuticals



Class 6: Metal Goods



Class 7: Machinery



Class 8: Hand Tools



Class 9: Electrical and Scientific Apparatus



Class 10: Medical Apparatus



Class 11: Environmental Control Apparatus



Class 12: Vehicles



Class 13: Firearms



Class 14: Jewelry



Class 15: Musical Instruments



Class 16: Paper Goods and Printed Matter



Class 17: Rubber Goods



Class 18: Leather Goods



Class 19: Non-metallic Building Material



Class 20: Furniture and Articles(not included in other classes)



Class 21: Housewares and Glass



Class 22: Cordage and Fibers



Class 23: Yarns and Threads



Class 24: Fabrics



Class 25: Clothing



Class 26: Fancy Goods



Class 27: Floor Coverings



Class 28: Toys and Sporting Goods



Class 29: Meats and Processed Food



Class 30: Staple Food



Class 31: Natural Agricultural Products



Class 32: Light Beverages



Class 33: Wines and Spirits



Class 34: Smokers‟ Articles

Services


Class 35: Advertising and Bussiness



Class 36: Insurance and Financial



Class 37: Building, Construction and Repair



Class 38: Telecommunication
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Class 39: Transportation and Storage



Class 40: Treatment of Materials



Class 41: Education and Entertainment



Class 42: Computer Scientific and Legal



Class 43: Hotel and Restaurants



Class 44: Medical, Beauty and Agricultural



Class 45: Personal and Social Services

TRADEMARK FEE FOR NEW APPLICATION
The Application Fee for New Trademark Registration or Certification Mark or Collective Mark or Series of
Trademark for Specification or Goods or Services included in one Class has been increased to Rs 10,000 for
physical filing (Rs5,000 for Individual, Startup and Small Enterprises) and Rs 9,000 for E-filing.(Rs 4,500
for Individual, Startup and Small Enterprises).
VALIDITY OF TRADEMARK
Trademark is valid for a period of 10 years from the date of application, once it is registered. The
registration can then be renewed indefinitely as long as the renewal fees are paid every 10
years.
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Abstract:
Intellectual property rights have now become ‘intellectual currency’ that has been used widely in each
and every sector of the economy. This research paper is conceptual in nature. Authors tried to add
some body of knowledge by synthesizing the past literature on intellectual property rights.
Conceptually analyzing the research work of other researchers it was found that IPRs is the essence of
growth in different sectors as it induces in growth in economy by enhancing the competitiveness and
innovation world-wide. It acts as the power house of the growth that monetizes the innovation of the
firms and helps to grow. Government should focus on IPRs improvement to fulfill the aim to improve
their economies, help their citizens and build national capabilities in many areas of technology,
information and culture.
Keywords: Intellectual property rights, patents, innovation and copyrights.
Introduction:
Rights that are given to the creators or innovators to use their creations for a certain period of time are
known as intellectual property rights. As per Intellectual Property Rights Organizations (WIPO) there
are many type of intellectual rights such as trademarks, patents, copyrights, industrial designs,
geographical indications, industrial designs, trade secrets. IPRO used various way in order to raise
awareness for the intellectual property rights such as the world IP day, WIPO magazine, various tools
for public outreach and WIPO awards to foster the culture of innovation and creativity. Implementing
proper intellectual property rights strategy helps businesses to gain market leader position by gaining
competitive advantage and high rate of return. Companies can get leverage benefits by licensing the
intellectual property rights. According to OECD (2014) from 2009 to 2011, ICT's patents filed under
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) were over 38% of total. Trademark protection registration of ICT
related products, in the period of 2010-13 have reached about 1/3 of the total trademark filed in
Europe and 1/5 in the US. When two or more instruments are used for the protection of ICT products
then it is known as IP bundle. Intellectual property rights not only benefit the small and medium
enterprises but consumer and societies. Effective protection of intellectual property rights attracts
inward foreign direct investment (FDI) in developed, developing and least-developed countries. IPR
helps provide consumers with innovative products and services in virtually every area of life, and
helps protect consumers from counterfeit and pirated products. IPR encourages competition among
diverse product, function and quality offerings, giving consumers a greater choice among the goods
and services they want and need. IPR also provides important mechanisms to help many of society’s
most important needs, from clean energy and reduced carbon emissions to health care and a truly
‘digital economy’.
Review of literature:
The following is the review of past literature on the emergence of intellectual property rights in the
different sector of the economy. Review perfectly highlights the role and importance of IPRs in
different areas of economy.
IPRs in Information and communication technology:
As per Comino and Maneti (2015), the ICT industry is nowadays considered as the most dynamic and
advanced industry in any economy. ICT inventions are highly cumulative as the products and
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techniques developed by others are improved or modified in order to make new applications of these
products and techniques. ICT industry is being intensively impacted by the IPRs because ICT sector's
products and techniques are complex in nature and generally of a short life cycle. Hence, they demand
protection of the inventions through intellectual property rights. The inventions can be protected
through several instruments such as patents, copyrights, trademark, industrial design, etc (Hall et al.,
2014). Recently the largest producers of mobile phones, telecom devices and software- Samsung,
Microsoft, Apple, Motorola and the others engage in a high state battle of the patents.
IPRs in tourism sector:
Lis-Gutierrez et al.(2016) The IPRs are also being used in the tourism sector as a tool for indigenous
development. In this sector IPRs are the best ways to differentiate the products and services with
identifiable tangible and intangible features. Use of copyrights, trademarks and brand, domain names,
geographical indications and industrial designs is very common in the tourism sector. Copyrights are
used for the protection of brochures, guides, maps and other promotional materials.
Pereira (2012) says that destination branding is a new development in the tourism sector. It is
combining the culture and environment of a place to the marketing of products and services. This
emphasizes the uniqueness of the place. Websites and reservation systems in cities or regions are
protected by domain names. Geographical indication is also a mean of protection for the products
which have qualities or features that are specially due to their place of origin. While according to (LisGutierrez et al., 2017) the merchandising objects such as handicraft and traditional products can be
protected either through geographical indication or industrial design.
IPRs Telecom Sector:
According to Canalys (2017) the telecom sector in India has witnessed an impressive growth
especially from the last one decade. India has become the second largest market of smartphones
leaving the US behind. The growth rate is expected to remain high in coming years which can be
possible only if the innovation in the sector is protected through IPRs. As per PI crooks (2010)
international competitiveness of Indian telecom sector has also increased due to the adoption of
copyrights and trademarks. The reasons for embracing the IPRs are: Increased revenue and different
legislation passed by the government. Chopra and Chawla (2018) suggested in their study that there is
an urgent need to
re-evaluate the regulatory system related to IPRs and competition in order to
encourage innovation. Also, if the IP protection remains weak it will lead to uncertain return on
investment. This, in turn, will reduce investment in research and development and thus lower
innovation efforts.
IPRs in Pharmaceutical Sector:
The impact of agreement related to IPRs of the World Trade Organization can also be seen in the
Indian pharmaceutical sector.
Aggarwal (2004) stated that in our country when it comes to the pharmaceutical sector most of the
innovative activities and research & development efforts are undertaken by those firms which are
large in size.
Kiran (2018) found in his study that small and medium pharmaceutical firms are also getting indulged
in Research & Development efforts through product and process innovation.
The SMEs are competing in the market with large firms by adopting patents, copyrights, trademarks
and trade secrets. Intensity of R & D efforts is increasing and the inventions in the sectors are being
protected through increased filing of patents (Kubo, 2004). But still the filing of IPRs is low by
SMEs as they are not focusing on the organizational competitive policies and relying more on policy
measures by the government.
IPRs in Fashion Industry:
Barrere and Delabruyere (2011) stated that Intellectual property rights play major role in the fashion
industry. Day by day new fashion trends and innovative designs are introduced in industry. Fashion
industry has become the hub of luxury groups due to the spectacular growth in this sector and now
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these luxury groups are facing challenges because of limiting legal protection to their designs and
brands. This allows boulevard and road side fashion firms to copy their ideas and these type of
unethical activities will have long term negative impact on the inventive, innovative, artistic and
imaginative component of the fashion segment. Many countries are working in the direction of
copyright conventions and laws for shielding designs and innovation in fashion sector.
According to Tiwari (2018) fashion industry is facing the problem of piracy due to the illegal
production and dispensation of fashion design and logo of brand protected by patents, copyright and
trademark law. Fashion piracy falls into two categories named as counterfeits and knockoffs.
Knockoffs are mimicking the original design of the designer and sell it with logo other than original
blueprint. In this design is copied line to line but sold with the name of another designer. On the other
hand counterfeits involve both imitation of the original design as well as the logo or brand name of
the original designer. The main intention behind these kinds of piracy related activities is to deceive
the consumer in the name of original design. This is the main menace in the fashion industry sector. In
order to tackle the problem of piracy in fashion industry, three different legislations are provided by
IPR Regime. These are as follows: The Indian Copyright Act,1957, The Design Act,2000 and the
Trade Marks Act, 1999.
IPRs in Agriculture sector:
Manchikanti & Sengupta (2011) found that higher number of patents has been filed in the field of
equipment and machinery that are being used to perform various agricultural functions such as
irrigation, machinery associated with growth of plants and post-harvesting processes. Research also
emphasizes on the IPR need in the current agricultural inventions in the area of automation,
machinery related to specific crop and energy efficient equipment.
Nair (2011) says that various international level forums like: WTO, GATT, CBD plays major role in
the development of agriculture pursuits. When the Indian patent act 1970 came in India it did not
include the provision of patenting the Agri -based innovations. But since 2005 after the arrival of
TRIPS agreement application has been filed for the IPRs in the field of agriculture also, like for food
processing, Agro products, new varieties of plants and agro chemicals such as fertilizers, pesticides,
biocides, etc. As per the article 23 of the agreement, geographical indications related to the products
like wine and spirits are to be protected. Main idea behind this provision is to save the consumer from
malpractices of misleading in the name of geographical origin of the product.
CONCLUSION
IPRs play crucial role in each and every sector of the economy and main action place of IP rights is in
innovation field of each businesses. In the ICT sector the importance of patents and trademarks has
increased in spite of high costs mainly from the last few years for the protection of technology. Here,
the role of intermediaries is found crucial for improving the market efficiency. In order to foster
economic growth and to add value to the GDP, use of IPs in the tourism sector can work as the tool
for promotion of tourist spots, national culture, traditions etc. it can further help in social
development, increased competitiveness and innovation along with reduced inequality. When it comes
to the telecom sector, Investment in IPRs can be increased if the government provides assurance that
the local inventions will be protected by IP, and strong actions will be taken against IP frauds (The
Economist, 2003). Indian pharmaceutical sector is facing a crucial phase of changes. In order to keep
this sector competitive at the global level, it requires filing of more and more IPRs applications by
medium as well as small firms. The government should also take measures to promote the use of
IPRS. Some authors claim that there should be no protection to fashion designs as it induces designers
to innovate more and more new innovative designs. Intellectual property rights play very important
role in the agricultural sector. As a result of innovation in the field of automated machinery, many
applications for getting patents for these innovations will have indirect positive relation with the
welfare of the consumer. Marketers can’t be able to deceive or mislead consumer in the name of
origin of the product. Innovations are important to be successful for every business and can be
patented to eliminate competitors from exploiting the new inventions during the period and thus gain
competitive advantages in the market. Intellectual property rights gain more importance in those
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industries where technology is the key driven factor for the survival of the business and very
important to hide secrets of the same.
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IMPORTANCE OF IP FOR FASHION DESIGNERS
Dolly Lamba
Assistant Professor & HOD Fashion Designing, DAV College for Girls, Yamuna Nagar,
Haryana, India

ABSTRACT
Fashion design is a form of art which is dedicated to creativity of clothing and accessory. Fashion
designers have a keen visual imagination as they always put their ideas into garments. Intellectual
Property (IP) plays a very important role in the workplace of a designer. A designer has to be aware of
the dynamic fashion markets, keeping their Intellectual Property intact. Intellectual Property (IP)
refers to an invention, a design or other kind of creation, which provides authenticity to any business.
It will not be wrong to term Intellectual Property as the strongest asset for any business.
Keywords: Intellectual Property, fashion designers.
Introduction
“Last year, India experienced weddings of some of the top-notch celebrities, and the very next month,
the well sought through markets Old Delhi were flooded with first copies of Sabyasachi designed
Priyanka Chopra and Deepika Padukone's wedding collection or Isha Ambani‟s Bridal wear by
Manish Malhotra. One news report suggested that the highest selling lehengas were the copies of
Sonam Kapoor and Anushka Sharma‟s wedding outfits. The most coveted brands such as 'Gucci”,
'Armani' 'Louis Vuitton', 'Versace', 'Hermes' 'Heron Preston', 'Kenzo' and many more might be a big
deal for some but the street markets across the country are thriving on first and second copies of these
names. The penetration of internet has made the "duplicate goods" accessible to consumers from
every section of the society.
“The damage actioned by knock- offs is twofold”, noted Gary Assim, partner and Intellectual property
right specialist at London law firm Shoosmiths, “Firstly, it robs the designer of the proceeds from the
sale of his/her product, which would often have been a result of a considerable research and
development, not to forget the monetary investments involved. In addition, it denies the designer of
the rightful recognition as the original creator”, as we all saw in the above-mentioned story.
Intellectual Property can be referred to as a double-edged sword. Not only does it protect a designer
against the mask of plagiarism, but also helps in recognizing the creator of the content. IP plays a very
important role in Protecting the Classic Trends. While fashion trends may come and go in the blink of
an eye, some never pass. One such example can be the one year waiting period observed at the French
fashion house Hermès for the classic “Kelly” Bag, which grew to fame in 1956 after Princess Grace
Kelly of Monaco appeared carrying the bag on the cover of LIFE Magazine. Another one of a kind
creation- The classic Chanel suit – designed by Coco Chanel in the 1930s – is still sold for US $5,000
a suit. Many fashion houses strive to create such classic design pieces. When they succeed, if they
have not obtained the appropriate IP protection in time, imitators will be able to „free ride‟ on their
creative work.
A registered IP can prove to be a valuable commercial asset. It gives the creator, a right to enforce
the design against infringement. It also provides exclusivity over the design. It becomes a personal
property and can grow in value and be sold.
The legal protection of these rights provides creators, artists, designers, business people, and
entrepreneurs with the exclusive right to use, control, and profit from, their creative masterpiece.
IP is a very valuable asset for those in the design industry and an important differentiating factor
between the designer and the copier.
The rights that are most likely to be relevant to a fashion designer are: Trademarks, Copyright,
Patents and Design Rights.
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Trademark
Trademark is an IPR which deems to protect an identity in the form of a logo, work, brand, design or
anything for that matter, with respect to the product and differentiate the same from its competitors.
The use of trade mark law ranges from protection of logos and brand names to other distinct features
of a product, namely the style, its production cycle etc. Often trademarks can be identified either
inside the garment or as a subtle display on small elements such as buttons. Trademark law not only
protects a brand‟s right to revenue, but also helps consumers distinguish between genuine products
and counterfeit products.
For example, if we talk about the brand- “Nike”, for the word itself, the brand has filed several
registrations, in which most notable are the registrations for the “Swoosh” design symbol and “Just
do it” slogan. These kind of trademark registrations are the most basic ones required in the
protection of a Brand.
Copyright
It refers to a kind of IPR which guarantees protection for literary and artistic work which might be
published already and put to use. It can be sought under the Copyright Act, 1957 in India for a
lifetime period of the artist and an additional 60 years, after he is no more. Copyright helps in
motivating the creator, which therefore helps to cease any illegal use of his creativity or skill. It helps
to protect the artistic expressions, which could be identified separately from, and are capable of
existing independently of, the utilitarian aspects of the article. If we talk in respect to a garment,
“Textile designs might benefit the most from copyright protection but an actual dress, when ready,
with all elements does not”. In situations like these, it will be necessary to rely on the Designs Act
2003 for protection. Copyright protection might also be available for works of artistic
craftsmanship, such as jewelry and one-off fashion garments. However, one should rely on the
design law rather than copyright law for producing or making multiple copies of items.
Trade Secrets
Trade Secrets are the core concepts by which the use of software tools for fashion design, computerimplementation, software-based business models and logistics management can be protected. A
business concern can focus on a well-established position in the market through the protection of
information by IP and can further regulate its market share, profit margins, differentiation and
innovation. This all helps in avoiding the risk of IP infringement. IP protection of assets creates an
overall image in the eyes of the investor and a consumer.
For example- The fashion brand-Zara, opted for an innovative information technology system in order
to shorten its production cycle to just 30 days, while that of its competitors ranges from 4 to 12
months. It also has a high-tech distribution system, with some 200 kilometers of underground traces
and over 400 chutes, which further ensures shipping and arrival of the finished stock in the stores
within 48 hours.
Patents
Whenever there is a new invention, innovation in terms of technical aspect and fabric design, the
need of patent protection arises. Novozymes, a Danish biotech company, developed an enzyme and
microorganisms named cellulose for the protection of fabrics. This enzyme is known to remove some
of the indigo dye from the denim to provide a wash look. This has now been recognized worldwide
for the improvement of production methods. A secured Patent, for such inventions proves to be
biggest boon for the designers.
Some other examples of innovative and Patent worthy design include the technology used to
manufacture wrinkle-free fabrics, CROCS shoes, Ultra-Violet-filtering textiles that are fire
resistant and textiles which are water-repelling. Patents are essential for successfully
commercialized inventions, particularly which require large sum of investments to develop to the
commercial stage. One must understand that only the tech- aspects of one‟s creations can be
patented. The artistic creations cannot be patented and hence, not many designers could use this as
a tool.
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Tech- fabrics, which earlier were mere imaginations are a reality in today‟s times, which require
these ideas to be patented. For example, Lauren Scott, an American designer is currently working
on providing radio frequency identification tags to her line of children‟s wear. These tags are
known to be used by water transport industry to track shipments of freight. In clothes, these tags
could carry medical information for when an accident occurs or in case of an emergency and could
also prevent abductions by triggering an alarm in case of breach of a certain perimeter.
For registering a new design, few arguments have to be considered, which may differ on a case-bycase basis. Registering a design is necessary to prevent others from copying it, and to fight unethical
competitors who do so. Moreover, protection of a design is not always financially burdensome, it is
the least to begin with. In some countries and regions, such as the United Kingdom and the European
Union (EU), an Unregistered form of protection for industrial designs is offered for a very short
period of time. Unregistered design protection, wherever available and applicable, could prove to be
extremely useful for fashion designers or businesses that have limited budgets, and for the ones who
wish to test their new designs in the market before deciding to register a full-fledged trademark. This
unregistered community design right can offer protection for about a maximum period of three years,
beginning from the date of introduction of the design to the public, in any of the 25 countries of the
EU.
Filing an application for a registered industrial design may be the best way to prevent others from
using the design, especially for the fashion items having a longer life span. It is possible to request the
publication to defer the application for up to 30 months at the time of filing. This useful feature,
offered under the Hague System, and many other national systems, can be a boon for those who wish
to keep their design a secret, until it is offered in the market.
Some of the rules governing the Intellectual Property in India include, the Patents Act of 1970, 2003
Patent Rules and the 2016 Patent Amendment Rules. The Patent Registrar under the office of
Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, is the regulatory authority for patents which
forms integral part of India‟s Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The validity of a Patent is 20 years,
from the date of filing an application, which is subject to an annual renewal fee. India‟s patent law
follows first come first serve principle, which refers to awarding patent to the one who files the
application first, in case, when two people apply for a patent on an identical invention. Some of the
Laws which govern designs are the Designs Act 2000 and the Designs Rules 2001. The validity of a
Design is for a maximum of ten years, which can be further renewed for a span of five years.
Additionally, Governance of trademarks in India is done by the “1999 Trade Marks Act “and the
“Trade Marks Rules of 2002 and 2017”. A trademark registration can take up to two years and is valid
for ten years which can be further renewed indefinitely for ten-year periods. The regulatory authority
for Designs and Trade Marks fall under the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion.
Conclusion
Huge sum of time, money and intellect is invested by the fashion industry to create new and
original designs every year. Despite this significant investment, the fashion designers have been
reluctant in protecting their IP, mostly because of being unaware of their rights and the procedures
that follow. Another major justification for not registering one‟s design is that the product life
cycle is known to be very short, ranging from one to six to twelve months which does not justify
the considerable time and monetary investment involved. These Fashion Designers should also
consider fact that Fashion is a dynamic industry and the saying “Fashion repeats itself” is the
biggest truth of this industry. Moreover, design protection is not always a major financial burden,
it is the least to begin with. They should also not forget the amount of recognition offered by
acquiring a trademark or a patent. For fashion items with a longer life span, protecting the IP is
any day the best way to save their design for themselves and thus serves to boost income through
sale, licensing, and commercialization, to improve market share, and raise profit margins. Good
management of IP assets in a business or marketing plan helps to enhance the value of an
enterprise in the eyes of investors and financing institutions.
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As better said by Coco Chanel -"In order to be irreplaceable one must always be different." References
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND INNOVATION IN INDIA
AND ITS STATES
Komal
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, D.A.V College for Girls, Yamunanagar

Abstract
This paper proposes to present a data view of India’s position in world on account of intellectual
property rights (IPRs) and innovation. In addition to it, it also presents a brief study of the patents
filed and held by different states across India. It also tries to locate problems faced by innovators
regarding IPRs in India and their plausible solutions. India’s rapidly improving performance on
Innovation and inventions platform should be augmented with knowledge and better implementation
of Intellectual Property Right Laws. Combination of both is necessary to reap the benefits of
innovations.
Keywords: Intellectual Property Rights, Innovation, Invention, Patents.
Introduction: Innovation plays a crucial role in economic development of a country. Innovations and
inventions give birth to intellectual property in the form of novel creations. These novel creations are
protected by different intellectual property rights like patents which are used for new methods,
processes, machines or any other manufactured articles like solar cell. Copyrights are used to protect
the literary works such as books. Trademarks is that intellectual property right which is given for an
exclusive use of some design or tag line which highlights the specificity of holder like logo of famous
clothing brands. Geographical indications are used to highlight product's identity by peculiar features
credited to its location of origin like Darjeeling tea.
Knowledge of laws pertaining to protection of intellectual property rights become as important as
intellectual property itself.
India's Position on IPRs and Innovation: India has witnessed a growing trend in the field of
industrial innovation during last 5 years. India has taken a leap of 29 places in Global Innovation
Index in last five years. A climb from 57th place in 2018 to 52nd place in 2019 shows its improved
performance.
Moreover, if we talk about Global Innovation Efficiency Index, India is second best country in the
world. Global Innovation Efficiency Index shows the rankings of countries which actually are best in
converting innovation inputs into innovation outputs.
According to Global Intellectual Property Index, India ranked 40 among 53 countries in 2020. It
scored 19.23 out of 50 which is an improvement over 16.22 out of 45 in 2019.Thus India has gained
6.71 percent in score from 36.04 percent to 38.46.
Delhi High court used measures to reduce online content infringement which helped India to score
more on two copyrights related indicators. It enabled India to score ahead 24 countries in the
copyrights indicators placing India at par with global leaders like U.K.
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State/Union Territory

2016-17
Filed

-

2016-17
Granted

-

2017-18
Filed

-

2017-18
Granted

-

2018-19
Filed

-

2018-19
Granted

Andaman & Nicobar

2

0

3

0

2

0

Andhra Pradesh

278

66

276

104

330

113

Arunachal Pradesh

6

0

5

0

5

0

Assam

69

5

71

6

111

12

Bihar

27

1

63

0

50

6

Chandigarh

35

9

33

8

76

7

Chhattisgarh

23

0

50

5

42

7

Dadra and Nagar Haveli

3

0

0

0

2

0

Daman & Diu

0

0

4

0

2

1

Delhi

1075

278

1434

458

1355

440

Goa

29

1

22

5

45

2

Gujarat

633

50

712

60

837

107

Haryana

444

18

449

38

531

73

Himachal Pradesh

40

1

110

5

193

5

Jammu & Kashmir

49

0

34

0

41

3

Jharkhand

144

27

168

90

162

105

Karnataka

1815

196

2022

143

2230

196

Kerala

276

14

312

23

278

25

Madhya Pradesh

141

0

191

9

201

7

Manipur

2

0

1

0

7

0

Meghalaya

0

0

4

0

6

2

Mizoram

3

0

0

1

25

0

Nagaland

1

0

3

0

5

1

Odisha

103

8

166

13

165

17

Pondicherry

27

0

24

2

56

4

Punjab

207

18

247

27

664

41

Rajasthan

181

5

190

17

308

15

Sikkim

0

0

4

0

4

0

Tamil Nadu

2018

138

2742

153

2433

220

Telangana

805

10

999

11

1061

43

Tripura

7

0

4

0

9

0

Uttar Pradesh

637

26

721

65

984

89

Uttaranchal/Uttarakhand

64

2

128

7

157

8

West Bengal

480

85

538

163

536

216

Total

13219

1311

15550

1893

17221

2515

-

Source: https://data.gov.in
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Data of Patents filed and granted to states and Union Territories in India(2016-17 to 2018-19):
From the table above we can conclude that Tamilnadu, Karnatka and Delhi are top states and
territory to file patents but when it comes to patents granted Delhi is on top despite the lesser number
filed than Tamilnadu and Karnatka. Industrialised states like Gujarat and West Bengal are other two
states among top patent grantees.
Challenges faced by Innovators for Intellectual Property Rights in India: According to Global
Intellectual Property Centre, there are several challenges which are hindrance in the way of getting a
rather better position on Intellectual property index. Some of these are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Requirements relating to patentability
Loose Patent enforcement
Compulsory Licensing
Protection of Regulatory Data
Delay at bureaucratic level with pending cases at criminal as well as civil courts
Significant number of small players infringing IP rights making tracing costly.
Lack of transparency at local level.

Plausible Solutions: Prevention is better than cure can rightly be applied to safeguard
innovations. Innovator should be alert in advance to protect his creation from potential threats.
Some proposed solutions are:
1. Advice from IP firms: Innovators are advised to seek help of IP firms as these people are
better equipped with the information concerning possible threats at local level as well. Thus
they can help innovators protecting their intellectual properties.
2. IP Websites: There are certain government websites and publications which provides useful
information on intellectual property rights and concerned laws.
3. Experts on Local level: In case person is unable to take help of professional IP firms, he can
seek help from experts like lawyers, local officials and chamber of commerce, agents,
distributors and suppliers etc. on local level.
4. Leaders in Similar Business: one may have a good chunk of knowledge by imitating the ideas
to protect intellectual property rights used by already established business in similar products.
5. Pre- registration precautions: Innovator should check with the patent or trademark attorney if
there is already registration of logo, process or product similar to yours.
6. Awareness about Laws: The most important thing to consider for protecting intellectual
property rights is to be fully aware of the laws pertaining to IPRs in India so that can be used
whenever required.
Helping Agencies and Website in India for IPRs protection:
1. Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade
2. Rajiv Gandhi National Institute of Intellectual Property Management
3. www.ipindia.nic.in
Conclusion
Though India has made significant progress both in the area of innovation and intellectual property
rights, still there are certain bottlenecks in the swift attainment of intellectual property rights and
implementation of laws pertaining to IPRs. If innovators keep in mind some basic tricks to protect
their intellectual properties, it can significantly boost the innovation culture in India. This in return,
can make India a hub of manufacturing and industry and help in generating employment and income.
References:
1.

www.wipo.int
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CONCEPT, IMPORTANCE AND PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS
Nandini Thakral
M.L.N College, Yamuna Nagar, Haryana, India
Nitika Arora
M.L.N College, Yamuna Nagar, Haryana, India

ABSTRACT
In contrast to physical property, intellectual property is an aerial asset of a person. Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR) are the entire rights given to the composer to their formation. Usual types of
Intellectual Property Rights are patents, copyrights, trademarks, industrial deigns, geographical
explanation, trade secrets, layout designs for unsegregated circuits and even concept. Intellectual
Property Rights provide a revival to the composer to develop his formation and to share it with other
people for the development of the society. The basic aim of the IPRs is to avail benefit in meeting the
challenges in Intellectual Property refers to the development like reducing poverty, restoring
economic growth, improving the health status by availing medicines to the poor, improving access to
education and contributing the overall sustainable development. Though IPRs provide incentive to the
creator and lead to a competition in the field of discovery but it is also an intellectual protectionism or
a form of a temporary monopoly enacted by the state.
Keywords: Intellectual Property, Intellectual Property Rights, patents, copyrights, trademarks,
geographical indications
INTRODUCTION
Intellectual property is the product of the human intellect including creative concepts, inventions,
industrial models, trademarks, songs, literature, symbols, names, brands,....etc. Intellectual Property
Rights do not differ from other property rights. They allow their owner to completely benefit from
their product which was initially an idea that developed and crystallized. They also entitle him/her to
prevent others from using, dealing or tampering with his/her product without prior permission from
him/her. He/she can in fact legally sue them and force them to stop and compensate for any damages.
The main purpose of intellectual property law is to encourage the creation of a wide variety of
intellectual goods.
CONCEPT
Intellectual property, very broadly, means the legal property which upshot from intellectual activity in
the industrial, scientific and artistic fields. Generally speaking, IP law aims at safeguarding creators
and other producers of intellectual goods and services by allowing them certain time- limited rights to
control the use made of those productions.
“Intellectual property shall include rights relating to:
1) literary, artistic and scientific works:
2) performances of performing artists, phonograms and broadcasts;
3) inventions in all fields of human conduct;
4) scientific discoveries;
5) industrial designs;
6) trademarks, service marks, and commercial names and designations;
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Types of Intellectual Property
IP as an asset category can be divided into four distinct types:





Trade Marks
Copyrights
Patents
Secrets

The Scope of Intellectual Property Rights
While the scope of IP rights is broad, two classification modes are used to determine if IP is a
copyright or industrial property.
Industrial properties refer to patents or inventions, trademarks, trade names, biodiversity, plant
breeder rights, and other commercial interests. A patent gives its holder exclusive use of the
intellectual property for the purposes of making money off the invention. An invention itself is a new
manufacture, process, machine, or composition.
Holding a copyright doesn't necessarily give you exclusive rights to an idea, but it does protect the
expression of ideas, which is different from a patent. Copyrights have covered numerous fields from
art and literature to scientific works and software. Even musical and audio-visual works are covered
by copyright laws.
In addition to copyright protections, neighboring rights exist that protect the expression of ideas.
Neighboring rights are enjoyed by:
•

Theater performers

•

Broadcasters

•

Actors

•

Dancers

•

Producers

If you need help understanding the scope of intellectual property rights, you can post a job on Up
Counsel’s marketplace. Up Counsel accepts only the top 5 percent of lawyers to its site. Lawyers on
Up Counsel come from law schools such as Harvard Law and Yale Law and average 14 years of legal
experience, including work with or on behalf of companies like Google, Menlo Ventures, and Airbnb.
Why Are Intellectual Property Rights Important?
Intellectual property (IP) contributes enormously to our national and state economies. Dozens of
industries across our economy rely on the adequate enforcement of their patents, trademarks, and
copyrights, while consumers use IP to ensure they are purchasing safe, guaranteed products. We
believe IP rights are worth protecting, both domestically and abroad. This is why:
Intellectual Property Creates and Supports High-Paying Jobs
• Jobs in IP-intensive industries are expected to grow faster over the next decade than the

national average.
• The average worker in an IP-intensive industry earned about 30% more than his counterpart

in a non-IP industry
• The average salary in IP-intensive industries pay $50,576 per worker compared to the

national average of $38,768.
Intellectual Property Drives Economic Growth and Competitiveness
• America’s IP is worth $5.8 trillion, more than the nominal GDP of any other country in the

world.
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• These industries also have 72.5% higher output per worker than the national average, valued

at $136,556 per worker.
• IP accounts for 74% of all U.S. exports- which amounts to nearly $1 trillion.

Strong and Enforced Intellectual Property Rights Protect Consumers and Families
• Strong IP rights help consumers make an educated choice about the safety, reliability, and

effectiveness of their purchases.
• IP rights foster the confidence and ease of mind that consumers demand and markets rely on.

Intellectual Property Rights Encourage Innovation and Reward Entrepreneurs
• Risk and occasional failure are the lifeblood of the innovation economy. IP rights incentivize

entrepreneurs to keep pushing for new advances in the face of adversity.
• IP rights facilitate the free flow of information by sharing the protected know-how critical to

the original, patented invention. In turn, this process leads to new innovations and
improvements on existing ones.
These rights are embraced by all sectors of industry—small, medium and large companies alike—and
by labor organizations, consumer groups, and other trade associations we bring together.
Why Intellectual Property should be protected
There is an ongoing pursuit to protect Intellectual Property Rights (IPR), because it contributes
enormously to countries’ national economies. Dozens of industries across countries’ economies rely
on the adequate enforcement of their patents, trademarks, and copyrights, while consumers use IP to
ensure they are purchasing safe, guaranteed products.
The protection of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) is essential for the economy and for its further
growth in areas such as research, innovation and employment. Effective IPR enforcement is also
essential to health and safety. Particularly, IPR creates and supports high-paying jobs, drives
economic growth and competitiveness, protect consumers and families, helps generate breakthrough
solutions to global challenges, encourage innovation and reward entrepreneurs. For these reasons, IP
rights are worth protecting, both domestically and internationally.
The customs authorities at the EU borders are aware that IP infringement can cause some unwelcome
consequences. Therefore, the EU takes several precautions such as adopting a new EU Customs
Action Plan (CAP). This plan aims to combat IPR infringement for the years 2013 to 2017.
Since 2000, the EU custom authorities publish an annual report on the activities of the customs’
services with respect to IPR enforcement. It contains statistics on the type, origin and transport of
counterfeit goods at the EU’s external borders which have been confiscated. It is important to
acknowledge for what kind of infringement goods have been seized by customs authorities over the
year in order to adopt an adequate strategy and take necessary measures.
According to this report customs had held nearly 36 million units of counterfeit goods at EU borders
in 2013. It represents a value of 760 million euros. As expected, the 66% of all detained goods come
from China and 13% from Hong Kong. Turkey and Egypt are also high ranking countries when it
comes to specific product categories such as perfumes, cosmetics and food.
Finally, as mentioned above IPR protection is very important in many ways. Even the high efforts of
the EU custom authorities are not sufficient to dissolve the IP infringements. However, it is possible
to decrease the number of IP infringements by increasing the awareness of consumers and following
the rules that the authorities adopt.
CHALLENGES TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
•

Issue of compulsory licensing: With the provision of compulsory licensing the government
of India can
Issued the owner,company,or other companies to mass
produce some drugs in emergency irrespective of
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•

Issue of drug price control order: With this provision companies can not charge an unfair
price for drugs that they are producing. The price has to be justified regarding investment, and
if someone places foul, then the government has the right to intervene.

•

Issues related to food security: India is a land of farmers wherein most of the people are
engaged in doing farming for their livelihood. In such a country government offers many
subsidies to farmers. India's
domestic support schemes are generally in the form of minimum support price for major
agricultural commodities and input subsidies provided to farmers in the types of electricity,
fertilizers ,seeds etc.

Conclusion
For sustainable and innovative development, it is not possible to achieve competitive innovative
development in the global economy. Hence, in the national strategy and corresponding programs to be
adopted, it is important to safeguard scientists’ interests at a higher level to increase productivity.
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Abstract
Plagiarism is the unethical act whereby the user steals the ideas, research work, published or
unpublished work or project of another researcher. In India, the gravity of plagiarism is high although,
there is less awareness regarding this among the researchers, the users and all other stakeholders.
There are no strict laws in the academic world in India. UGC Guidelines in the context of plagiarism
have been recently implemented in higher education. The infringement of copyright is sometimes not
clear because of the right of reprography. The moral of the story for all of us is that we can get
knowledge and motivation from other’s work but we should not steal and copy other’s work. The
Indian government seeks to enhance the quality of research within the country’s academic institutions
by deterring research misconduct and plagiarism.
Keywords: Plagiarism, copyright, academic Integrity, Infringement
Introduction
The unlawful use of the work of other person is called Plagiarism. Plagiarism is the unethical act
whereby the user steals the ideas, research work, published or unpublished work or project of another
researcher. The advancement of technology helps to do such unlawful act. The easy access of research
work on the internet along with technology use has led to the wide spread act of plagiarism. The lack
of awareness among the researchers (the creators) and the users (the imitators) is also responsible for
ever rising plagiarism. The non-implementation of the principles of academic integrity is also
responsible.
There are various forms of Plagiarism like Verbatim, Paraphrasing, and Copy Paste.
Verbatim: where the imitator copies 100 percent material without acknowledgement.
Paraphrasing: means a minor alteration in the research work/material of other person and changing
lines in one’s own language. The interesting point is that the work of other is acknowledged.
Copy Paste: This is the easiest form of plagiarism. The imitator copy and paste the information
available on the internet.
Inadequate Citation: The inaccurate citation of the original creator or wrong citation in references is
also an act of plagiarism
Joint Work: When the joint work by two or more than two authors is used by a single author and is
referred as one’s own work. This is a serious case of plagiarism.
Auto Plagiarism: It is an act of using one’s own work again in partial or full way in variety of books
or journals.
Plagiarism leads to breach of academic integrity. It is an act of theft of creation of other person. It is
unethical and illegal. It is not in coherence with the rules of Intellectual property Rights.
It is a shameful and highly unprofessional act and is against the spirit of education.
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Review of Literature
Tracy,Bretag(2013) found that even established researchers are not immune to the plagiarism and
there is need to take a holistic approach to address the act of Plagiarism.
Rabeb. A.A. Mohammed and Others (2015) found that researchers have lack of knowledge about
the subject. Researchers have low skills and understanding of the subject.
Campbell Andrew (2017) found that US and other countries like New Zealand and Australia teach
their children in schools to prepare their projects and to cite the work of others and at college and
university levels, students are required to formally use the citation pattern in their research papers
and projects.
Kadam, Dinesh (2018) described that institutions and authors should have an easy access to good
screening software for manuscripts. The responsibility of submitting an original work lies with the
authors, researchers and supervisors, especially with the senior authors. The final manuscript must be
screened for any manipulations done in the form of language or paraphrasing. The guilty must be
awarded with penalty.
Causes of Plagiarism in India
In India, the gravity of plagiarism is high in colleges and universities.


There is less awareness among the researchers, the users and all other stakeholders.



There are no strict laws in the academic world in India. Therefore, the rate of plagiarism is
very high especially in research work even in the institutions of higher learning.



The students at school level have no idea about plagiarism. Even at college level, they copy
their project reports of others and the college authorities did not check for plagiarism.



The easy availability of readymade minor research projects with the computer shops make it
possible for the students to buy the projects.



The teachers must assign the projects as per the capability of each student.

The act of learning at higher education levels demands academic integrity. The basic purpose of
education is to learn, understand and create newer ideas or work for the well being of the society.
Education means enlightenment of the human mind. Education and research helps to sharpen the
skills of a person so as to enable him/her to contribute towards the sea of knowledge. We can get
inspiration from the great works of many researchers, innovators, scientists and teachers who
innovated some new knowledge, method, material or theory to enhance the standard of living of the
masses, by acknowledging their work. We all know the contributions of Marie Curie, Linus Pauling,
Mother Teresa, APJ Abdul Kalam, Albert Einstein, Herman Muller, Amartya Sen and many more.
Had these famous persons copied the work of others, the society would have been deprived of many
well being innovations and ideas.
Therefore, we as students, teachers, researchers and leaders must avoid the shameful and unlawful act
of plagiarism by not copying and stealing the work of others because in this way we respect the work
of others.
Rationale for the prevention of Plagiarism: In this globalised era with knowledge at one click
away, there is wide spread infringement of copy right. The creation and work of any person can be
easily used or manipulated. It is also very economical and convenient to copy past the work others.
Reddy,A.N.M.and Ashwah,L.( 2016) linked copyright with other rights which are described below.
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CopyRight
1)Economic Right

section 14

2) Moral Right section- 57
3) Neighbouring Right
sections- 37,38,38A,38B



By indulging in plagiarism, we deny the economic, moral and neighboring rights to others.



It is unethical to copy the work of others.



It is illegal (as per copyright Act, India).



It is an act of infringement of copyright of others.



It leads to end of healthy research and fair competition.



It leads to unfair business practices by the publishing houses.



It amounts to penalty by universities and University Grants Commission, India.

Prevention of Plagiarism:
Plagiarism is on the rise and this is a serious concern. On August 3, 2018, University Grants
Commission (UGC) announced the rules with effect from July 23, 2018.
The UGC Rules establish that Plagiarism means ‘taking someone else’s work or idea and projecting
as one’s own. 867 universities and their affiliated institutions will implement UGC Rules. There is
provision of punishment and ban on such researchers.
UGC Guidelines in the context of plagiarism in higher education are as under:
1) Creating awareness regarding original work and plagiarism.
2) Use of technology based plagiarism check.
3) Oath of Academic Integrity.
4) Submission of certificate /undertaking regarding original work.
5) Follow similarity checks for exclusion from plagiarism like quotes, references etc.
6) Zero tolerance towards copied work.
7) There will be different levels of plagiarism in non-core areas like similarity up to 10 percent
excluded, up to 40 percent( level I ), up to 60 percent (Level II) and above 60 percent (Level
III).
8) Disciplinary action to be taken by higher education authorities.
9) Penalty for Level I-submit revised work within one and half years; for Level II- revised work
after up to one and a half year; for Level III- Cancellation of registration.
10) Various other penalties for Faculty of educational Institutions.
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It is disheartening that the researchers, college teachers, students are not aware of UGC rules. The
awareness about the guidelines has to be spread to make the stakeholders aware about the serious
consequences of plagiarism. Various universities in India have made it compulsory to get the research
work checked through plagiarism checkers like Urkund, Trintin.
The students and teachers must understand that they are free to use the work of others for the pursuit
of knowledge but at the same time, it is the responsibility of each user to give due acknowledgement
and recognition to the original contributors. The proper way of recognition is to add footnotes, add
citation in the bibliography/references. This practice will lead to a healthy research and original
contributions. This will also motivate other fresh researchers, students and teachers.
Laws regarding Plagiarism
As per section 57 and section 63,63A of copyright Act 1957, the rights of authors are protected which
will help them to get the claims of their work, to get damages in case of Plagiarism. As per Section
63, there is punishment for the offence f breach of rights bestowed under the Act. Section 63 A of the
Act contains the punishment for the offence of breach of rights concerned under this Act for the
second time.
The infringement of copyright is sometimes not clear because of the right of reprography. The
example of the case of University of Oxford and Rameshwari photocopy Services shows that the
photocopy of the printed material is infringement under section 2(o) of the copy right Act. But in this
special case, the Rameshwari photocopy Services has the Reprography license, so the case was
withdrawn.
Copyright is a legal right but not a divine right.
The basic purpose of published work is to spread knowledge.
Another important case is Vanilla Ice vs. David Bowie which involved a copy of the song ‘Ice Ice
Baby’ sung by Vanilla Ice and it did not acknowledge the original song ‘Under Pressure’ sung by
David Bowie and Queen. Later on, it was admitted by Vanilla Ice that he copied the original one.
Vanilla Ice paid a handsome amount to David Bowie and Queen.
Microsoft won the case against Apple; Galactica won the case of Star wars Vs Battle wars.
The moral of the story for all of us is that we can get knowledge and motivation from other’s work but
we should not steal and copy other’s work.
Registered by the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, Indian
Reproduction Rights Organisation (IRRO) has the exclusive right to commence and carry on the
copyright business of ‘reprographic rights’. It is in the field of literary works in India. IRRO
represents the rights of owners of literary works and provides licenses to content users on the behalf
of its creators. Reprography involves reproduction through printing, photocopying, scanning, digital
copying.
Therefore, the fabrication and falsification are the core elements of plagiarism.
In India, the major cause of ever rising plagiarism in the academic field is due to the fact that the
financial increments of the Assistant Professors, Associate Professors are linked to the published
research work. The career growth demands publication of research papers in the related fields. This
compels the teachers or the persons to steal and copy the work of others. The publishers fail to check
the plagiarism because they charge higher publication fees for research papers.
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Towards Effective Solution
In a move to promote originality of thought and innovation, the Indian Union Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD) has awarded a nationwide contract to Swedish company Urkund to
provide their machine learning-powered tool for checking plagiarism. The Indian government seeks to
enhance the quality of research within the country’s academic institutions by deterring research
misconduct and plagiarism. It is compulsory for all publishing Journal and books houses to get the
certificate of originality from the contributors and also to get the plagiarism checked. All the
universities in India have issued guidelines to all the teaching departments for effective
implementation of the UGC guidelines in the context of Plagiarism.
The following Plagiarism tools on these websites can be used.
www.copyscape.com
www.doccop.com
www.scanmyessay.com
www.researchgate.net
www.urkund.com
www.smallseotools.com
www.plagiarismdetector.net
Conclusion
Plagiarism is a menace which will perish the research sooner or later. Strict implementation of
Copyright Act and UGC guidelines is the best solution to prevent and check plagiarism. By obeying
the academic integrity and truthfulness to the teaching profession and research, the plagiarism can be
easily avoided.
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